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ABSTRACT 

Aeromagnetic data are used to better understand the geology and mineral resources near the Late 

Cretaceous Pebble porphyry Cu-Au-Mo deposit in southwestern Alaska. The reduced-to-pole (RTP) transformation 

of regional-scale aeromagnetic data show that the Pebble deposit is within a cluster of magnetic anomaly highs. 

Similar to Pebble, the Iliamna, Kijik, and Neacola porphyry copper occurrences are in magnetic highs that trend 

northeast along the crustal-scale Lake Clark fault.  A high-amplitude, short- to moderate-wavelength anomaly is 

centered over the Kemuk occurrence, an Alaska-type ultramafic complex. Similar anomalies are found west and 

north of Kemuk. A moderate-amplitude, moderate-wavelength magnetic low surrounded by a moderate-amplitude, 

short-wavelength magnetic high is associated with the gold-bearing Shotgun intrusive complex. 

The RTP transformation of the district-scale aeromagnetic data acquired over Pebble permits differentiation 

of a variety of Jurassic to Tertiary magmatic rock suites. Jura-Cretaceous basalt and gabbro units and Late 

Cretaceous biotite pyroxenite and granodiorite rocks produce magnetic highs. Tertiary basalt units also produce 

magnetic highs, but appear to be volumetrically minor. Eocene monzonite units have associated magnetic lows. The 

RTP data do not suggest a magnetite-rich hydrothermal system at the Pebble deposit. 

The 10 km upward continuation transformation of the regional-scale data shows a linear northeast trend of 

magnetic anomaly highs. These anomalies are spatially correlated with Late Cretaceous igneous rocks and in the 

Pebble district are centered over the granodiorite rocks genetically related to porphyry copper systems. The spacing 

of these anomalies is similar to patterns shown by the numerous porphyry copper deposits in northern Chile. These 

anomalies are interpreted to reflect a Late Cretaceous magmatic arc that is favorable for additional discoveries of 

Late Cretaceous porphyry copper systems in southwestern Alaska.  

Aeromagnetic data help to understand the three-dimensional distribution of plutonic rocks near the Pebble 

porphyry copper deposit. Magnetic susceptibility measurements show that rocks in the Pebble district are more 

magnetic than rocks of comparable compositions in the Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills volcano-plutonic complex. The 

reduced-to-pole transformation of the aeromagnetic data demonstrates that the older rocks in the Pebble district 

produce strong magnetic anomaly highs. The tilt derivative transformation highlights a strong, northeast-trending 

structural grain attributed to Tertiary volcanic rocks. Multiscale edge detection maps near-surface magnetic sources 

that are mostly outward dipping and coalesce at depth in the Pebble district. The total horizontal gradient of the 10 

km upward continued magnetic data map a circular, deep magnetic contact along which the porphyry deposits occur.  

Forward and inverse magnetic modeling show that the magnetic rocks in the Pebble district extend to 

depths greater than 9 km. The magnetic inversion is constrained by a near-surface, three-dimensional geologic 

model that is attributed with measured magnetic susceptibilities from various rock types in the region. The inversion 

results indicate that several near-surface magnetic features with moderate susceptibilities converge with depth into 

magnetic bodies with higher susceptibilities. This deep magnetic source appears to rise towards the surface in 

several areas. An isosurface value of 0.02 SI is used to depict the magnetic contact between outcropping 

granodiorite and non-magnetic sedimentary host rocks. The contact is shown to be outward dipping. At depths 

around 5 km nearly the entire model exceeds the isosurface value indicating the limits of non-magnetic host 
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material. The inversion results show the presence of a relatively deep, northeast trending magnetic low that parallels 

lineaments mapped by the tilt derivative. This deep low represents a strand of the Lake Clark fault.  

The geodynamic setting of an accreted island-arc terrane represent a region in which several types of 

mineral resources may occur. The mineral resources from southwest Alaska are classified into greenstone-hosted, 

oxidized intrusion-related, reduced intrusion-related, and epithermal. Aeromagnetic data are related to the classified 

mineral resource and outcropping geology to better understand the distribution of gold-rich mineral resources. 

Three magnetic domains are defined by the reduced-to-pole, upward continue, and tilt derivative 

transforms. The greenstone-hosted mineral resources that include VMS are mapped along magnetic lineaments 

mostly landward of the accreted island-arc. The oxidized intrusion-related mineral resources that include porphyry 

copper, skarn, and Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic complexes occur along magnetic anomaly highs in the Peninsular 

and Kahiltna domains. Characteristic short wavelength, high amplitude magnetic anomalies suggest additional 

Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic complexes and skarn resources in the Kahiltna and Kuskokwim domain. Magnetic 

depth estimates indicate potential greenstone-hosted and oxidized intrusion-related resources occur beneath 100 m 

of glacial deposits. Reduced intrusion-related resources are best imaged in the more landward, Kuskokwim magnetic 

domain. Epithermal resources are not well imaged. The mineral potential map highlights areas most favorable for 

additional mineral resources.  
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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION  

The Late Cretaceous (~90 Ma) Pebble Cu-Au-Mo porphyry deposit in southwestern Alaska has a current 

measured and indicated resource of 5,940 Mt at 0.42 percent copper, 0.35 g/t gold, and 0.025 percent molybdenum, 

with a 0.30 wt percent copper cut-off making it one of the largest resources of copper and gold in the world (Lang et 

al., 2013). The discovery of the Pebble deposit opens up a large area of southwest Alaska for porphyry copper 

exploration. The deposit is almost entirely concealed by Quaternary glacial cover.  In addition, Tertiary volcanic and 

sedimentary units overly the eastern part of the deposit.  The relatively small outcrop of such a large deposit 

suggests that a comprehensive geologic framework is fundamental in understanding the origin of the deposit and the 

potential for discovery of similar deposits in the area and throughout the world. 

At a regional scale, porphyry deposits occur within linear, typically orogen-parallel magmatic belts, which 

range in length from a few tens to thousands of kilometers (Sillitoe, 2010).  However, it has been suggested that 

major deposits, Pebble deposit included, may also occur in isolation or at least as distant outliers of coherent belts 

(Sillitoe, 2008).  Four magmatic belts have been identified near the Pebble deposit (Reed and Lanphere, 1973; 

Wallace and Engbretson, 1984). However, the age ranges for these magmatic belts do not include the age of the 

Pebble deposit and associated igneous rocks. This suggests a better understanding of the regional magmatic history 

is needed.   

At a district scale, porphyry deposits tend to occur as clusters or alignments that may attain 5 to 30 km 

across or in length, respectively (Sillitoe, 2010). The Pebble Cu-Au-Mo deposit represents only one point within a 

hypothesized cluster or alignment.  Several other hydrothermal centers that are similar in age to the Pebble deposit 

have been identified (Lang et al., 2013). Thus the Pebble district has the potential to form a cluster of similar 

porphyry copper deposits.  Identifying other areas in the region with similar geology to the Pebble district may also 

represent potential clusters for similar porphyry copper deposits. 

The geology of southwest Alaska represents a growing continental margin. In general, the geology consists 

of island-arc complexes that have accreted to the North American continent since the Mesozoic. The Talkeetna 

island-arc complex formed on oceanic crust during the Jurassic. The island-arc complex accreted to North America 

by Early Cretaceous. Overlapping the island-arc rocks are syn- to post-collisional flysch deposits. Mid-Cretaceous 

magmatism intruded these flysch deposits. The Pebble district is associated with such magmatism. Also at this time 

was the intrusion of several zoned ultramafic complexes. During the Late Cretaceous post-collision magmatism 

intruded the flysch deposits. Because of the diversity of geologic environments through time, there is potential for a 

several mineral deposit types. The deposit types include: porphyry copper, low- and high-sulfidation epithermal, 

Alaska-type zoned ultramafic complexes, and reduced intrusion related gold systems. The deposit types are 

associated with a variety of igneous rocks that may have differing aeromagnetic signatures. Thus aeromagnetic data 

may help map geology and mineral resources in southwest Alaska.  

The regional setting of the Pebble Cu-Au-Mo deposit is remote with little infrastructure in place and 

relatively inaccessible making traditional geologic field campaigns difficult.  Much of the existing geologic mapping 
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is reconnaissance at a scale of 1:250,000 (Wilson et al., 2006).  However, there are also four preliminary geologic 

maps at a scale of 1:63,360 (Wilson et al., 2003) and a district-scale geologic map over the Pebble deposit (Lang et 

al., 2013).  The surficial geology in the region is predominately glacial cover making bedrock mapping difficult. 

Regional aeromagnetic data provide a way to see through surficial cover and help establish the three-dimensional 

geologic framework. Such a framework can be related to ore deposit models and used in further assessing the land 

for its mineral resource potential.  

Aeromagnetic data are fundamental in understanding the regional geologic setting of mineral deposits.  The 

data provide invaluable insight to the geology at depth or under surficial cover such as glacial deposits, forests, 

sands, and weathered material. In general these data map the distribution of magnetic material within the crust which 

is largely dependent on the concentration of magnetite, a common accessory mineral in igneous rocks. The igneous 

rocks associated with the Pebble deposit are magnetite-series and should be readily recognized with aeromagnetic 

data. Thus aeromagnetic data can be used to map the distribution of igneous rocks associated with the Pebble deposit 

and can identify areas with similar magnetic signatures. Ancillary geologic information such as mineral resource 

descriptions and radiometric age dates from areas of similar magnetic signatures can be used to further assess the 

similarities of these areas to that of the Pebble district.  

Aeromagnetic data can be processed in several ways to enhance magnetic features that may lead to a better 

understanding of the three-dimensional distribution of geologic units. Long and short wavelength anomalies can be 

separated to enhance deep and shallow features, respectively. This may help understand the three-dimensional 

distribution of geologic units. Several edge detection techniques have been developed that map the lateral 

distribution of geologic units. Such analyses can also be used to establish the dip direction between two contrasting 

magnetic sources. Magnetic anomalies can also be used to estimate depths to magnetic sources. The combination of 

these aeromagnetic data processing techniques helps map the near surface distribution of geologic units and can be 

used to help establish the three-dimensional geologic framework in which these mineral resources formed. 

Forward and inverse modeling of geophysical data use surface measurements to understand the three-

dimensional distribution of geologic units. These models can be constrained by geologic maps and measurements of 

physical properties such as magnetic susceptibility, density, and resistivity. Forward modeling allows the user to 

define the geometries and physical properties of the geologic unit and a calculated field is then produced and 

compared with the observed data. Trial and error, along with geologic intuition, lead to the most realistic models 

with the least difference between calculated and observed values. The inversion model is a mathematical attempt to 

create the subsurface distribution of physical properties that best matches the observed data collected at the surface. 

The results of both forward and inverse models can be used as input to a three-dimensional geologic map. 

Geological modeling can be done in both two- and three-dimensions. A two-dimensional geologic map is a 

model of surface geology based on geologic observations at the surface and the geology is inferred between 

observation points. There is considerable uncertainty involved in such processes, the amount of which is largely 

dependent on several factors including: scale, detail and quality of observation, reliability of inference between 

observation points, the complexity of geology, and the density of observation points.  A three-dimensional geologic 

model extends the observations made in the two-dimensional model to the subsurface. Several data sets can be used 
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to extend such observations that include: boreholes, digital elevation models, forward- and inverse-modeled 

magnetic data, and contact and depth information calculated from magnetic data. Considerable uncertainty is also 

involved with three-dimensional geologic modeling. Such uncertainty can often be attributed to resolution of data, 

quality of data or its ability to resolve the geology at depth, and quality of forward- and inverse-models and the 

constraints used to generate them. Nevertheless, combining two-dimensional geologic models with observations that 

can extend such into three-dimensions can result in a robust three-dimensional geologic model that can be used to 

better understand mineral resources at depth. 

This thesis integrates various data sets to better understand the mineral resource potential in southwest 

Alaska. Aeromagnetic data are used to extend the known geologic units that outcrop to areas where the bedrock 

geology is largely covered by glacial deposits. Existing edge detection techniques help constrain the lateral 

distribution of rock types. Forward and inverse modeling techniques, along with estimates to the depths of magnetic 

sources, are used to help establish the distribution of igneous rocks at depth. A three-dimensional geologic map 

constrained by aeromagnetic data, geologic maps, boreholes, and topography is produced. The aeromagnetic 

signature of various rock types through time, in conjunction with mineral deposit models and known location of 

resources, are used to map the potential for a variety of mineral deposit types that include porphyry copper, low- and 

high-sulfidation epithermal, Alaska-type zoned ultramafic complexes, and reduced intrusion related gold systems. 

This work results in a better understanding of the three-dimensional distribution of mineral resources near the 

Pebble Cu-Au-Mo porphyry deposit in southwest Alaska, an area where bedrock geology is largely concealed by 

glacial cover. 
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CHAPTER 2. GEOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF AEROMAGNETIC DATA FROM SOUTHWESTERN ALASKA: 

IMPLICATIONS FOR EXPLORATION IN THE AREA OF THE PEBBLE PORPHYRY CU-AU-MO 

DEPOSIT 

A paper published in Economic Geology 

Eric D. Anderson,
1,2

 Murray W. Hitzman,
2
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2
 Paul A. Bedrosian,

1
 Anjana K. Shah,

1
 and Karen D. 
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2
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2.1 Abstract 

Aeromagnetic data are used to better understand the geology and mineral resources near the Late 

Cretaceous Pebble porphyry Cu-Au-Mo deposit in southwestern Alaska. The reduced-to-pole (RTP) transformation 

of regional-scale aeromagnetic data show that the Pebble deposit is within a cluster of magnetic anomaly highs. 

Similar to Pebble, the Iliamna, Kijik, and Neacola porphyry copper occurrences are in magnetic highs that trend 

northeast along the crustal-scale Lake Clark fault.  A high-amplitude, short- to moderate-wavelength anomaly is 

centered over the Kemuk occurrence, an Alaska-type ultramafic complex. Similar anomalies are found west and 

north of Kemuk. A moderate-amplitude, moderate-wavelength magnetic low surrounded by a moderate-amplitude, 

short-wavelength magnetic high is associated with the gold-bearing Shotgun intrusive complex. 

The RTP transformation of the district-scale aeromagnetic data acquired over Pebble permits differentiation 

of a variety of Jurassic to Tertiary magmatic rock suites. Jura-Cretaceous basalt and gabbro units and Late 

Cretaceous biotite pyroxenite and granodiorite rocks produce magnetic highs. Tertiary basalt units also produce 

magnetic highs, but appear to be volumetrically minor. Eocene monzonite units have associated magnetic lows. The 

RTP data do not suggest a magnetite-rich hydrothermal system at the Pebble deposit. 

The 10 km upward continuation transformation of the regional-scale data shows a linear northeast trend of 

magnetic anomaly highs. These anomalies are spatially correlated with Late Cretaceous igneous rocks and in the 

Pebble district are centered over the granodiorite rocks genetically related to porphyry copper systems. The spacing 

of these anomalies is similar to patterns shown by the numerous porphyry copper deposits in northern Chile. These 

anomalies are interpreted to reflect a Late Cretaceous magmatic arc that is favorable for additional discoveries of 

Late Cretaceous porphyry copper systems in southwestern Alaska.  

2.2 Introduction 

Discovery of the Late Cretaceous Pebble porphyry Cu-Au-Mo deposit in southwestern Alaska, which has a 

current measured and indicated resource of 5,940 Mt at 0.42 percent copper, 0.35 g/t gold, and 0.025 percent 

molybdenum, with a 0.30 wt percent copper cut-off (Lang et al., 2013), has made this remote region highly 

prospective for porphyry copper deposits of similar age. The original discovery was made by Cominco geologists in 

1988 (Bouley et al., 1995). Drilling has since shown that the deposit contains the largest gold resource and fifth 

largest copper resource of any known porphyry deposit (Lang et al., 2013). 
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Because of extensive Tertiary and Quaternary cover (Detterman and Reed, 1973; Beikman, 1974; Eakins et 

al., 1978; Case and Nelson, 1986; Wilson et al., 2006), mineral exploration in southwestern Alaska relies to a large 

extent on geophysical techniques. Regional-scale aeromagnetic data may be particularly useful because they cover a 

large area and porphyry copper deposits are commonly found in linear, orogen-parallel belts (Sillitoe and Perelló, 

2005; Sillitoe, 2010).  Intrusions hosting such deposits are dominantly of magnetite-series affiliation (Ishihara, 1981; 

Seedorff et al., 2005) and these can be mapped using magnetic data.  

 The present study shows that regional- and district-scale aeromagnetic data are particularly useful in 

helping establish the local geological setting of the Pebble deposit. Filtering techniques permit mapping of the 

igneous rocks associated with the Pebble deposit and allow the recognition of areas within the region with magnetic 

patterns similar to Pebble, several of which are associated with outcropping intrusive rocks that are age equivalent to 

those hosting the Pebble deposit. These data suggest the presence of a regional and largely concealed Late 

Cretaceous magmatic arc in southwestern Alaska that is highly prospective for porphyry copper deposits similar in 

age to the 90 Ma Pebble deposit. 

2.3 Regional Geology 

 The geology of southwestern Alaska consists of a series of amalgamated lithotectonic terranes that have 

been accreted to the North American craton since the Jurassic (Figure 2.1; Wallace et al., 1989; Decker et al., 1994; 

Plafker and Berg, 1994; Hampton et al., 2010; Goldfarb et al., 2013). Overlapping these exotic terranes are syn- to 

post-collisional flysch deposits and volcaniclastic strata that formed in the foreland basins of the accreting terranes 

(Wallace et al., 1989; Hampton et al., 2010; Goldfarb et al., 2013). Subduction of oceanic crust during the Jurassic 

and Cretaceous led to the formation of numerous volcano-plutonic complexes, some of which host porphyry copper 

deposits. 

The Pebble deposit is related to igneous rocks that post-date the deposition of the Late Jurassic to Late 

Cretaceous Kahiltna assemblage (Wallace et al., 1989; Kalbas et al., 2007; Hampton et al., 2010).  Rocks of the 

Kahiltna assemblage crop out along a ~400-km-long, northeast-striking belt within the Kahiltna basin (Figure 2.1).  

They are mainly flysch deposits interpreted to have been derived primarily from the igneous rocks of the Peninsular 

terrane to the southeast, with local contributions from the Triassic Chilikadrotna Greenstones to the northwest 

(Wallace et al., 1989; Wilson et al., 2006). 

The Peninsular terrane is a Triassic to Jurassic island arc complex that was accreted to the North American 

craton by the Early Cretaceous (Detterman and Reed, 1980; Jones et al., 1987; Ridgway et al., 2002; Trop et al., 

2002, 2005; Clift et al., 2005). The terrane includes mafic to andesitic flows and volcaniclastic rocks, limestone, and 

mudstone. These rocks structurally overlie and are intruded by Jurassic plutonic rocks of the Talkeetna arc (Reed  

and Lanphere, 1973; Reed et al., 1983; Rioux et al., 2010). The plutonic rocks include gabbroic to granitic 

compositions, but are dominated by quartz diorite and tonalite rocks (Detterman and Reed, 1980; Reed et al., 1983).   

The Togiak terrane located west of the Peninsular terrane is an island arc complex that contains Late 

Triassic to Early Cretaceous basaltic to dacitic volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks and graywacke (Decker et al., 

1994). These rocks were accreted to the North American craton during the middle to late Early Cretaceous (Box, 

1985).  
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Figure 2.1 Location and regional geology maps of southwestern Alaska.A. Index map. B. Lithotectonic terrane map 

of the region. Exotic oceanic terranes (Peninsular and Togiak terranes) were accreted to the southern margin of 

Alaska. These exotic terranes are overlapped by flysch deposits in the Kahiltna and Kuskokwim basins. The Pebble 

deposit is hosted in the flysch rocks in the Kahiltna basin. C. Index map showing the outlines of the regional 

aeromagnetic surveys. D. Generalized geologic map modified from Wilson et al. (2006). Triassic sedimentary rocks 

were intruded by Jurassic island-arc igneous rocks, and all are overlain by flysch deposits. These rocks were later 

intruded and overlain by Cretaceous to Paleogene volcano-plutonic rocks. Also shown are mineral occurrences in 

the study area and the locations for Figures 2.2 and 2.5.  
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The Peninsular and Togiak terranes are separated by the Farewell terrane (Figure 2.1) that contains a Lower 

Paleozoic through Lower Cretaceous continental margin sequence of sedimentary rocks (Decker et al., 1994). Flysch 

deposits of the Lower to Upper Cretaceous Kuskokwim Group unconformably overlie rocks of the Farewell and 

Togiak terranes and were structurally emplaced over the Kahiltna assemblage (Wallace et al., 1989; Decker et al., 

1994). 

Cretaceous to Paleogene igneous rocks crop out extensively in southwestern Alaska (Figure 2.1; Reed and 

Lanphere, 1973; Wallace and Engebretson, 1984; Moll-Stalcup, 1994; Bundtzen and Miller, 1997; Wilson et al., 

2006; Amato et al., 2007). The intrusive rocks include granite, granodiorite, syenite, monzonite, and diorite. Limited 

gabbroic rocks have been mapped. The volcanic rocks are mostly of rhyolitic, dacitic, and basaltic compositions. 

Several NE-striking crustal-scale faults have been recognized in southwestern Alaska (Figure 2.1; 

Detterman et al., 1976; Beikman, 1980). The Lake Clark fault extends from Lake Clark northeast into the Alaska-

Aleutian Range batholith (Detterman et al., 1976). Based on offsets measured on aeromagnetic anomaly maps, 

Haeussler and Saltus (2005) estimated that there has been approximately 26 km of dextral offset along the Lake 

Clark fault since the Eocene. Ivanhoe (1962) suggested that approximately 10 km of offset has occurred since the 

Tertiary based on offsets of geological units. The Pebble district is located southwest of the mapped extent of the 

Lake Clark fault. The fault has not been recognized west of Lake Clark (Detterman and Reed, 1973, 1980; Plafker et 

al., 1975; Koehler, 2010). 

The Mulchatna fault is parallel to the Lake Clark fault (Beikman, 1980). In general, the fault coincides with 

the boundary between the Kuskokwim and the Kahiltna basins and is interpreted to have significant dextral strike-

slip and/or dip-slip displacement since the Late Cretaceous to Paleocene (Wallace et al., 1989). The Bruin Bay fault 

separates rocks of the Alaska-Aleutian Range batholith from sedimentary rocks to the southeast. The fault is 

interpreted as a high-angle reverse fault (Detterman and Hartsock, 1966; Detterman et al., 1976). The Holitna fault is 

interpreted to be northwest side up high-angle reverse with a dextral component (Wilson et al., 2006). 

2.4 Known Mineral Occurrences in the Pebble Region 

The Pebble region hosts numerous mineral occurrences (Figure 2.1; Table 2.1). In addition to the Pebble 

deposit, porphyry-type mineralized rocks have been recognized in the Kahiltna basin at the Kijik, Neacola, and 

Iliamna prospects. The Kijik prospect contains veins and disseminated pyrite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, and galena in 

porphyritic dacite that has undergone extensive propylitic and silicic alteration (Nelson et al., 1985; Young et al., 

1997; U.S. Geological Survey, 2008). At Neacola disseminated pyrite and bornite are found in a granodiorite with 

K/Ar hornblende ages of approximately 95 Ma (Young et al., 1997; U.S. Geological Survey, 2008). The Iliamna Cu 

(Au-Mo) occurrence has porphyry-style mineralized rock that is of uncertain age (J. Harrop, written commun., 

2011). 

The Kuskokwim basin and Togiak terrane also host a number of mineral occurrences (Figure 2.1). The 

Shotgun occurrence contains arsenopyrite, chalcocite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, and sphalerite in quartz veins that cut 

hornfels adjacent to 70 to 68 Ma granitic intrusions (Rombach and Newberry, 2001). Arsenopyrite- and stibnite-

bearing quartz veins cutting diorite, quartz monzonite, and quartz diorite are common at the Bonanza Hills prospect 

(U.S. Geological Survey, 2008). The quartz monzonite has a K/Ar biotite age of approximately 64 Ma (Eakins et al., 
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1978). The Kemuk prospect contains anomalous platinum, titaniferous magnetite, chalcopyrite, native copper, and 

sphalerite within an Alaska-type ultramafic complex that is composed of clinopyroxene-, olivine-, and hornblende-

bearing rocks (Humble Oil Refining Company, 1959; Foley et al., 1997; U.S. Geological Survey, 2008). Biotite 

from the ultramafic rocks has been dated at 86 Ma (Iriondo et al., 2003). The occurrence is buried by 30 m to more 

than 140 m of glacial overburden and was identified by drilling that followed up an aeromagnetic anomaly (Humble 

Oil Refining Company, 1959). 

 

Table 2.1 Mineral deposits and occurrences in southwestern Alaska 

Name Commodities 

(minor) 

Type Age (Ma) Reference 

Bonanza Hills Au, Ag Polymetallic vein 64 Nelson et al. (1985), 

Eakins et al. (1978)   

Iliamna Cu (Au, Mo) Porphyry unknown (J. Harrop, written 

commun., 2011) 

Kemuk PGE, Fe, Cu, 

Zn 

Alaska-type ultramafic 

complex 

86 Humble Oil Refining 

Company, (1959), Foley et 

al. (1997), Iriondo et al. 

(2003) 

Kijik Cu, Au, Mo, 

Pb, Zn 

Porphyry Early 

Tertiary(?) 

Nelson et al. (1985) 

Neacola Cu, Mo Porphyry 95 Young et al. (1997) 

Pebble Cu, Au, Mo 

(Ag, Pd, Re) 

Porphyry 90 Lang et al. (2013) 

Shotgun Au (As, Bi, Ce, 

Cu, T, W, Zn) 

Reduced intrusion-

related gold; porphyry 

70 Rombach and Newberry, 

(2001) 

 

2.5 Geology of the Pebble District 

 The Pebble district contains igneous rocks that range from Jurassic to early Tertiary in age (Gregory and 

Lang, 2009; Lang et al., 2013). These rocks intrude Jurassic to Cretaceous flysch deposits of the Kahiltna 

assemblage. Associated with these igneous rocks are the Pebble porphyry Cu-Au-Mo deposit and several other 

porphyry-related occurrences (Figure 2.2). 

The Pebble deposit is spatially and temporally associated with igneous rocks that were emplaced during 

multiple pulses of magmatism. The oldest igneous rocks in the district are Jurassic-Cretaceous basalt and related 

gabbroic intrusions (Bouley et al., 1995). These rocks crop out at the northern and southern ends of the district. 

Biotite pyroxenite and diorite sills, cropping out to the southwest of the deposit, were emplaced about 98 to 96 Ma 

(Lang et al., 2013). Diorite sills host much of the porphyry-style ores. Drilling indicates that the Pebble deposit is 

genetically related to at least two granodiorite to quartz monzodiorite stocks that underly the eastern and western 

sides of the deposit and have U-Pb dates of 91 to 89 Ma (Lang et al., 2013). The mainly unaltered Kaskanak 

batholith, composed almost entirely of granodiorite, crops out 5 km west of the Pebble deposit and has a U-Pb date 

of 90 Ma (Bouley et al., 1995). 

The host rocks of the Pebble deposit have been extensively altered (Lang et al., 2013). The earliest type of 

hydrothermal alteration is sodic-calcic. The sodic-calcic altered rocks are most strongly developed at depth where 

the mineral assemblage is characterized by calcite, albite, chlorite, rutile, and epidote. Primary magnetite in the host 
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rocks was altered to hematite. The sodic-calcic alteration assemblage grades upward into a K-silicate alteration 

assemblage that is characterized by K-feldspar, biotite, and quartz, but lacks magnetite. Zones of sodic-calcic- and 

potassic-altered rocks are surrounded by a weak propylitic alteration halo in diorite sills that locally contain 

hydrothermal magnetite. Pervasive illitically altered rocks overprint both the sodic-calcic and potassic alteration 

assemblages. The Pebble deposit consists of sulfides that are both disseminated and in quartz-carbonate stockwork 

veins. Dominant sulfide minerals are pyrite, chalcopyrite, bornite, and molybdenite (Lang et al., 2013). 

 

 
Figure 2.2 Generalized geologic map of the Pebble district.Jurassic-Cretaceous basalt and related gabbroid 

intrusions and flysch deposits were intruded by Cretaceous igneous rocks. The Pebble deposit is associated with 

calc-alkaline stocks that are genetically related to granodiorite rocks of the Kaskanak batholith. Tertiary-aged 

monzonite intrusions and bimodal volcanic rocks are also within the district.  
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The Pebble district contains several other Cretaceous porphyry-related occurrences including the 37, 308, 

38, and 65 Zones (Figure 2.2; Lang et al., 2013). The 37 Zone is within diorite and gabbro and consists of Cu-Au 

mineralized rocks associated with magnetite-bearing, garnet-, pyroxene-, carbonate-, and epidote-calc-silicate-

altered rocks and sulfide-bearing veins. The 308 and 38 Zones are in similar settings with hornblende-quartz-

monzodiorite to granodiorite porphyry host rocks that are cut by porphyritic monzonite. At 308 and 38, Cu-Au-Mo 

mineralized rocks are associated with K-silicate-altered rocks that are surrounded by quartz-sericite-pyrite- and 

propylitic-altered rocks. The 65 Zone contains anomalous molybdenum, copper, and gold in an area of intensely 

altered rocks that includes quartz-sericite-pyrite, propylitic, and lesser K-silicate assemblages. 

The Pebble district has experienced multiple episodes of faulting (Lang et al., 2013). A pre-, syn-, and post-

hydrothermal brittle-ductile fault zone trends northeast along the eastern side of the Pebble deposit. Eocene and 

older brittle extensional faulting led to the formation of the northeast trending East Graben (Figure 2.2). Following 

its formation, the Pebble deposit was tilted 20 degrees east and the eastern part of the deposit was downthrown as 

much as 900 m. 

Post-Pebble age rocks include porphyritic monzonite intrusions that were emplaced at ~65 Ma into basalts 

of unknown age in the East Graben (Lang et al., 2013). Monzonite intrusions and bimodal volcanic rocks were 

formed at ca. 46 Ma and are concentrated in the area of Koktuli Mountain (Lang et al., 2013). The bimodal volcanic 

rocks are associated with the Sill Zone, a low-sulfidation epithermal-style mineralized zone dated at ~46 Ma 

(Schrader et al., 2001). 

2.6 Aeromagnetic Data 

 Aeromagnetic data have long been used as an aid in mapping and understanding porphyry-style deposits 

(Grant, 1985; Woods and Webster, 1985; Roy and Clowes, 2000; Behn et al., 2001; Hildenbrand et al., 2001; 

Hoschke, 2008). Magnetic anomalies are caused by two different kinds of magnetism: induced and remanent 

(permanent) magnetization.  The induced component is mostly determined by the rocks magnetic susceptibility, 

which is a dimensionless proportionality constant reported in International System of Units (SI) that indicates the 

ability of the rock to become magnetized in the presence of a magnetic field and is predominantly a function of 

magnetite content. The remanent component depends on the thermal, mechanical, and magnetic history of the rock 

and is independent of the field in which it is measured. In general, the induced component is predominant but the 

reverse is true in many igneous rocks. Rocks with higher magnetic susceptibilities produce magnetic anomalies with 

larger variation in the observed magnetic field than do rocks with lower magnetic susceptibilities (Table 2.2). 

Granitoids can be classified as being either magnetite- or ilmenite-series (Ishihara, 1981).  Magnetite-series 

rocks are typically derived from oxidized mafic melts generated in the mantle wedge during subduction processes. 

Ilmenite-series magmas may be similarly derived, but they have contributions from continental crustal rocks that 

provide carbon as a reducing agent (Ishihara, 1981). The magnetite- and ilmenite-series rocks can be distinguished 

by their magnetite and ilmenite content with magnetite-series containing more than 0.1 vol percent magnetite and 

ilmenite-series having an ilmenite + magnetite content of less than 0.1 vol percent (Ishihara, 1981). Thus magnetite-

series rocks have relatively higher magnetic susceptibilities. Magnetite- and ilmenite-series plutonic belts in the 
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northern North America Cordillera have been mapped by integrating lithological, geochemical, and 

geochronometric data with aeromagnetic characteristics and magnetic susceptibility measurements (Hart et al., 

2004). The igneous rocks associated with the Pebble porphyry copper deposit belong to the magnetite-series (Lang 

et al., 2013) and therefore are readily recognized in aeromagnetic surveys. 

 

Table 2.2 Magnetic susceptibility of common igneous rocks (from Ford et al., 2008)  

Rock Type 
Magnetic Susceptibility (SI x 10

-3
) 

Min. Max. Average 

Rhyolite 0.2 35 N.A. 

Andesite N.A. N.A. 160 

Granite 0 50 2.5 

Quartz Diorite, Dacite 38 191 83 

Diorite 0.6 120 85 

Diabase 1 160 55 

Basalt 0.2 175 70 

Gabbro 1 90 70 

Peridotite 90 200 250 

Pyroxenite N.A. N.A. 125 

Monzonite, Latite 33 135 85 

Acid Igneous Rocks 0 80 8 

Basic Igneous Rocks 0.5 97 25 

Trachyte 0 111 49 

Syenite 0 111 49 

N.A. Not Available 

  

Aeromagnetic data may be collected at multiple resolutions.  Data resolution depends on both flight line 

spacing and the height above ground that the survey is flown.  High-resolution data are collected along closely 

spaced flight lines at a low observation height and provide a more detailed map of the distribution of causative 

sources than do lower resolution data collected at higher observation heights along more widely spaced flight lines. 

Because the strength of the magnetic field decreases with the cube of the distance to the source, a shallow source 

body has a shorter wavelength magnetic anomaly than a deep source body. Thus the variations in wavelengths of 

magnetic anomalies can help to determine the depth to a causative body. The contrasting magnetic patterns within 

an aeromagnetic data set allow for differentiation of geologic units that have different magnetic properties and 

susceptibilities. 

2.6.1 Regional-scale Aeromagnetic Data from Southwestern Alaska 

 Five regional-scale aeromagnetic surveys were flown in the Pebble region along northwest-trending flight 

lines (Figure 2.1; Table 2.3). The data from the individual surveys (Connard et al., 1999; U.S. Geological Survey, 

2002; U.S. Geological Survey, 2006a, b) were merged into a single, continuous data set with a grid cell size of 400 

m (Anderson et al., 2011) and were processed using industry-standard techniques (Luyendyk, 1997). The resulting 

data set covers approximately 82,500 km
2
 over four 1:250,000-scale quadrangle map sheets (Taylor Mountains, 

Lake Clark, Dillingham, and Iliamna). 

The merged regional aeromagnetic data were further processed utilizing the reduced-to-pole (RTP) 

transform method (Baranov and Naudy, 1964; Blakely, 1995) to better align magnetic anomalies with causative 
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geology. The RTP transformation is a technique that recalculates total magnetic intensity data as if the inducing 

magnetic field had a 90
o
 inclination, as is the case at the north magnetic pole. This operation removes the 

dependence of magnetic data on the magnetic inclination and thus minimizes anomaly asymmetry due to magnetic 

inclination and locates anomalies above their causative bodies. The RTP transformation was applied using an 

inclination of 72.6° and declination of 18.5°. Because of the relatively steep inclination of the magnetic field in 

southwestern Alaska, there is only minimal difference between the observed magnetic anomaly and the RTP 

transformation. 

 

Table 2.3 Survey specifications for regional- and district-scale aeromagnetic data sets 

Survey Year  

Nominal 

height (m) 

Flight line 

spacing (m) IGRF
1 

Area 

(km
2
) Reference 

Taylor 

Mountains  

2004 305 1600 2000 18,870 U.S. Geological Survey, 2006a 

Lake Clark  1977 305 1600 1980 21,130 Connard et al., 1999 

Dillingham  2005 305 1600 2000 20,716 U.S. Geological Survey, 2006b 

Rio  2000 305 1600 1995 9,553 U.S. Geological Survey, 2002 

Iliamna  2000 305 1600 1995 16,207 U.S. Geological Survey, 2002 

Pebble 2007 60 200 2007 426 Unpublished 
1  

International Geomagnetic Reference Field 

 

 The RTP transformation of the regional aeromagnetic data shows a number of contrasting magnetic 

anomalies (Figure 2.3). The dominant magnetic trend is northeast-southwest, parallel to the major crustal-scale 

faults and belts of exposed igneous rocks. The patterns in the magnetic anomaly data generally correlate with known 

lithotectonic terranes. The area between the Lake Clark and Mulchatna faults is characterized by both high and low 

magnitude magnetic anomalies within the sedimentary rocks of the Kahiltna basin. The Togiak terrane is 

magnetically similar to the Kahiltna basin and contains two prominent magnetic highs. The igneous rocks to the 

south of the Lake Clark fault are characterized by magnetic highs. To the northwest of the Mulchatna fault, 

sedimentary rocks of the Kuskokwim basin display broad, moderate magnitude magnetic anomalies. 

The Kahiltna basin shows a complex magnetic pattern. The basin has a relatively low magnetic background 

with scattered magnetic highs of various dimensions and amplitudes. The broad magnetic low correlates with both 

sedimentary rocks and some Cretaceous to Paleogene igneous rocks (Figures 2.1, 2.3). The broad magnetic low has 

been referred to as the southern Alaska magnetic trough and interpreted to reflect Mesozoic sedimentary rocks 

(Saltus et al., 1999). In sharp contrast, clusters of magnetic anomaly highs align northeast-southwest along the Lake 

Clark fault. The Pebble district is contained within one such high, where Cretaceous to Paleogene igneous rocks 

crop out (Figure 2.1), suggesting the Cretaceous to Paleogene igneous rocks have both a low and high magnetic 

signature. Southwest of the Pebble district, clusters of magnetic highs are present beneath Quaternary cover. These 

highs are composed of moderate- to high-amplitude and moderate- to long-wavelength anomalies. The highs are 

ovoid in shape with axial dimensions of about 40 x 30 km and long axes trending north-northeast, and thus are 

transverse to the Lake Clark fault. The highs are spaced between 20 and 60 kilometers apart. Between the highs are 

low- to moderate-amplitude, short-wavelength anomalies that are commonly associated with mapped Cretaceous to 
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Paleogene igneous rocks. A northeasterly linear trend of low- to moderate-amplitude, short-wavelength magnetic 

high anomalies 10-20 km south of the Mulchatna fault corresponds to the Chilikadrotna Greenstones. 

 

 
Figure 2.3 Map showing the reduced-to-pole (RTP) transformed aeromagnetic data.The Pebble deposit is located 

within a cluster of magnetic anomaly highs. Similar clusters are found to the northeast and southwest along the 

crustal-scale Lake Clark fault. Dashed white lines indicate lithotectonic terranes from Figure 2.1B. Location for 

Figure 2.8 is shown.  

 

The Peninsular terrane is dominated by magnetic anomaly highs. The magnetic highs have been referred to 

as the southern Alaska magnetic high and interpreted to reflect arc-related rocks and their basement (Saltus et al., 

1999, 2007). The high-amplitude, short- to moderate-wavelength anomalies extend for more than 200 km along a 

northeast-southwest trend. The continuity of the magnetic highs is suggestive of a broad belt of magnetite-rich 

rocks.  Two north-northeast trending linear magnetic lows are within the magnetic highs. The southeastern low 

correlates with steeply dipping, sedimentary rocks along the Bruin Bay fault. The northern low follows the contact 

between Talkeetna arc rocks and younger volcano-plutonic rocks, but does not show a direct correlation with 

mapped lithologies. A broad, long-wavelength magnetic anomaly high is observed east of the Bruin Bay fault, 

suggesting a relatively deep magnetic source related to the Talkeetna arc beneath the Cook Inlet (Saltus et al., 2007). 

 The Kuskokwim basin is characterized by a broad, moderate-amplitude, long-wavelength magnetic 

anomaly high. The magnetic pattern suggests a relatively deep magnetic source. The Kuskokwim basin also shows 
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moderate-amplitude, moderate-wavelength magnetic lows surrounded by moderate-amplitude, short-wavelength 

magnetic highs, as is illustrated by the gold-bearing Shotgun intrusive complex. Moderate-amplitude, short-

wavelength magnetic highs surrounded by moderate-amplitude, short-wavelength magnetic lows are found 40 km to 

the east and west of Shotgun. In both locations there are limited exposures of Cretaceous to Paleogene igneous rocks 

(Figure 2.1). Also, 30 km to the south of Shotgun is a high-amplitude, short- to moderate-wavelength magnetic high 

that correlates with outcropping Cretaceous to Paleogene igneous rocks. The Bonanza Hills produce a moderate-

amplitude, short-wavelength magnetic high surrounded by a ring of magnetic lows. 

 The Togiak terrane is dominated by two prominent high-amplitude, short- to moderate-wavelength high 

magnetic anomalies (Figure 2.3). One of the anomalies is caused by near surface magnetite-rich pyroxenite that has 

been drilled at the Kemuk occurrence where laboratory results indicate that remanent magnetization predominates 

over induced (Humble Oil Refining Company, 1959; Foley et al., 1997). The larger anomaly 35 km to the southwest 

is inferred to be related to ~84 Ma biotite granite and syenite (Iriondo et al., 2003). 

In addition to the RTP transformation, an upward continuation transformation of the aeromagnetic data was 

performed to calculate the magnetic field at an elevation higher than that at which it was originally measured. This 

transformation attenuates near-surface effects and accentuates the anomalies from deeper magnetic sources 

(Kellogg, 1953; Blakely, 1995). Thus, this transformation highlights the longer spatial wavelength anomalies at the 

expense of the shorter wavelength anomalies. The aeromagnetic data from southwestern Alaska were upward 

continued from the nominal survey height of 305 m to 10,000 m (Figure 2.4). 

 The upward continued data from the Kahiltna basin show a linear trend of magnetic anomaly highs that 

correlate with known porphyry-style occurrences (Figure 2.4; from southwest to northeast: Iliamna, Pebble, Kijik, 

and Neacola). Intrusions at Pebble and the Neacola prospect have similar Late Cretaceous isotopic ages (Young et 

al., 1997; Lang et al., 2013). The upward continued magnetic anomalies in the Peninsular terrane correlate with 

igneous rocks of Jurassic age. South of the Lake Clark fault magnetic highs in the Peninsular terrane correlate with a 

cluster of intrusive rocks with ages similar to those of the Pebble deposit. The magnetic anomalies in the 

Kuskokwim basin and Togiak terrane are similar. The two magnetic intrusive centers in the Togiak terrane have 

radiometric dates similar to the age of the Pebble deposit. The magnetic anomaly 30 km to the south of Shotgun 

does not have a known dated igneous rock. The 70 to 60 Ma intrusive rocks associated with Shotgun and Bonanza 

Hills are not evident in the upward continued data, nor are many of the igneous rocks in the Kuskokwim and 

Kahiltna basins with radiometric dates between 74 and 55 Ma. 

2.6.2 Aeromagnetic Data from the Pebble District 

 A high-resolution aeromagnetic survey was flown over the Pebble district in 2007 (Table 2.3). Flight lines 

were spaced 200 m apart at a nominal height of 60 m above the surface. The data were processed using industry 

standard data processing techniques (Luyendyk, 1997). 

 The reduced-to-pole (RTP) map of these data shows many moderate- to high-amplitude, short-wavelength 

anomalies characteristic of near-surface magnetic sources (Figure 2.5). Superimposed on this pattern are both 
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moderate- and high-amplitude, long-wavelength anomalies, suggestive of deeper magnetic sources. The magnetic 

anomalies mostly trend north to northeast. 

 

 
Figure 2.4 Map showing aeromagnetic data upward continued to 10 km.Also shown are radiometric age dates (U.S. 

Geological Survey, 1999; Iriondo et al., 2003; Amato et al., 2007; Hart et al., 2012). Igneous rocks older than 84 Ma 

are associated with magnetic anomaly highs, whereas younger rocks can be found on both magnetic anomaly highs 

and lows. Dashed white lines indicate lithotectonic terranes from Figure 2.1. Location for Figure 2.8 is shown.  

 

The northeast-striking, high-amplitude (~3000 nT), long-wavelength magnetic highs in the southwestern 

corner of the district correlate with mapped basalt and gabbro units (Figure 2.5). Similar amplitude anomalies are 

found on the northern side of the Kaskanak batholith, where they also correlate with known exposures of basalt and 

gabbro. Neither the basalt nor gabbro units have reported magnetite content or magnetic susceptibilities, but 

magnetic susceptibilities are inferred to be relatively high (Table 2.2). The longer wavelength anomalies associated 

with the mapped basalt may indicate the rocks are relatively thick or underlain by gabbro. Both sets of anomalies are 

superimposed on a moderate-amplitude (~800 nT), long-wavelength magnetic high anomaly. This broad magnetic 

anomaly correlates with mapped granodiorite within the Kaskanak batholith. The granodiorite has up to 2 % 

magnetite (Bouley et al., 1995) and a magnetic susceptibility around 30 x 10
-3

 SI. The large magnetic low within the 
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Kaskanak batholith correlates well with known volcaniclastic rocks (Figure 2.2), indicating they may be 

nonmagnetic. 

 

 
Figure 2.5 Map showing reduced-to-pole (RTP) transformed aeromagnetic data for the Pebble district.The simplified 

geologic units from Figure 2.2 are outlined in black. The broad magnetic anomaly high on the west side of the 

district is associated with granodiorite rocks in the Kaskanak batholith. Igneous rocks older than the Kaskanak 

batholith show up as magnetic highs, whereas younger igneous rocks are both magnetic highs and lows. The 

magnetic highs associated with Tertiary igneous rocks have significantly shorter wavelengths than the anomaly 

associated with the Kaskanak batholith. The Tertiary monzonite intrusions produce magnetic lows. Also shown are 

the locations of the profiles depicted in Figures 2.6 (A-A’) and 2.7 (B-B’). 

  

The RTP data do not show a distinct magnetic anomaly over the Pebble deposit (Figure 2.5). Instead the 

data show a magnetic gradient from high to low (west to east) over the deposit. This may be due to an increase in 

hydrothermal magnetite content in the shallower western part of the deposit (Lang et al., 2013). Magnetic 

susceptibility measurements in drill holes indicate a slight increase in magnetite along an east-to-west traverse 

across the deposit (Figure 2.6). Alternatively, the magnetic gradient may simply indicate that the granodiorite of the 

Kaskanak batholith deepens to the east as established by drilling.   
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Figure 2.6 Cross section A-A’ through the Pebble deposit.A. Profile of the reduced-to-pole (RTP) data illustrating 

long and short wavelength anomalies. B. Map view of the RTP data along the cross section. The resource outline is 

shown in white. Warm colors indicate magnetic highs and cool colors reflect magnetic lows. C. Cross section 

showing magnetic susceptibility measurements in drillcore. In general, the deposit shows low magnetic 

susceptibility. However, elevated values in the shallow west side of the deposit suggest the presence of magnetite 

which may be contributing to the elevated RTP data. Tertiary volcanic rocks show high magnetic susceptibilities 

within the East Graben that correlate with RTP anomalies. Also shown in C. is a dashed line indicating the 

Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary. See Figure 2.5 for section location.  

 

Zones with porphyry-style mineralization elsewhere in the district display magnetic highs (Figure 2.5). 

These magnetic anomalies may be due to the presence of either hydrothermal magnetite or relatively shallow 

underlying magnetic rocks. 

Moderate- to high-amplitude (~400 nT), short-wavelength anomalies trend north to northeast through the 

district parallel to the trend of the East Graben (Figure 2.5). These anomalies are similar to those generated above 

Tertiary volcanic rocks within the East Graben. Magnetic susceptibility measurements of these volcanic rocks 

indicate that they are highly magnetic, but they have limited spatial extent (Figure 2.6). Similar magnetic anomalies 

to the north of Kaskanak batholith and to the northeast of Koktuli Mountain suggest the presence of additional near-

surface volcanic rocks. 
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 A magnetic low spatially related to known outcrops of Tertiary monzonite rocks overlies Koktuli Mountain 

(Figures 2.5, 2.7) and indicates that these rocks are less magnetic than the granodiorite of the Kaskanak batholith. 

Low-sulfidation epithermal style mineralized zones are found on the east side of Koktuli Mountain. Hydrothermal 

alteration associated with the mineralization may have been magnetite destructive, reducing the magnetization of the 

igneous rocks. 

The prominent high-amplitude, moderate-wavelength magnetic high in the center of the district (Figure 2.5) 

correlates with a mapped biotite pyroxenite unit. The biotite pyroxenite has >10 % magnetite (Bouley et al., 1995; 

Lang et al., 2013) and a magnetic susceptibility around 300 x 10
-3

 SI. The anomaly is >8000 nT and more than an 

order of magnitude larger than other anomalies in the district (Figure 2.7). This magnetic anomaly extends ~2.5 km 

to the south and ~1.5 km to the east of the pyroxenite outcrop, suggesting that the pyroxenite unit extends to the 

south and east under cover. 

 

 
Figure 2.7 Magnetic field profile B-B’ across the Pebble district.The amplitude of the magnetic field is dominated 

by pyroxenite. The Cretaceous granodiorite produces more intense magnetic anomalies than the Tertiary monzonite. 

Tertiary basalt produces short-wavelength magnetic high anomalies. See Figure 2.5 for profile location.  

2.7 Discussion 

 The regional aeromagnetic data show that the Pebble district lies within a cluster of magnetic anomaly 

highs. The district-scale aeromagnetic data indicate that the magnetic highs correlate with mapped biotite 

pyroxenite, granodiorite, gabbro, and basalt. The biotite pyroxenite and granodiorite rocks have been dated between 

98 and 89 Ma, which coincides with the age of porphyry-style mineralization in the Pebble district (Lang et al., 

2013). The Jurassic-Cretaceous gabbro and basalt units have not been dated, but field mapping indicates that these 

rocks are older than the granodiorite rocks of the Kaskanak batholith. Tertiary basalt within the East Graben appears 

to be volumetrically minor compared to the granodiorite rocks. The Tertiary monzonite rocks near Koktuli Mountain 

produce magnetic lows. Thus, the cluster of magnetic highs in the regional RTP data indicates that geology similar 

to that at Pebble extends under cover for an additional 30 km northeast of the Pebble deposit (Figure 2.3). 

 The aeromagnetic response to the rocks in the Shotgun and Bonanza Hills areas differs from the cluster of 

magnetic highs surrounding the Pebble deposit (Figure 2.3). The Shotgun area shows moderate-amplitude, 

moderate-wavelength magnetic lows surrounded by moderate-amplitude, short-wavelength magnetic highs. Such 

anomalies are commonly associated with reduced intrusion-related gold systems where plutons have low magnetic 

response, but are surrounded by magnetic highs reflecting pyrrhotite in hornfels zones (Hart, 2007). Magnetic 
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susceptibility measurements and geochemical data from the Shotgun intrusive complex suggest that the reduced 

granitoids in the hornfelsed Kuskokwim Group rocks are ilmenite-series (Rombach and Newberry, 2001).  

The magnetic anomalies surrounding Bonanza Hills show an annulus similar to that around Shotgun but the 

highs and lows are reversed. Similar magnetic anomalies are found 40 km west and east of Shotgun. The magnetic 

anomalies surrounding Bonanza Hills are further complicated by the anomalies associated with the nearby 

Chilikadrotna Greenstones. More work is needed to fully understand these magnetic anomalies, but it is clear they 

differ significantly from the anomalies around Pebble. 

Palinspastic restoration of Alaska places the igneous rocks associated with the Pebble deposit and Neacola 

prospect within a magmatic belt subparallel to a Late Cretaceous subduction zone (Young et al., 1997). Hart et al. 

(2004) suggested the presence of a magnetite-series magmatic belt between the Pebble deposit and the Neacola 

prospect. The magnetic-field data support the presence of such a magmatic belt and suggest it is extensive with a 

length of more than 400 km (Figure 2.4). The aeromagnetic data are interpreted to reflect the location of magnetite-

series intrusive rocks within this belt. 

The regional aeromagnetic data include clusters of magnetic highs similar to those at Pebble along a 

northeast trend parallel to the Lake Clark fault (Figure 2.3). These clusters are most obvious in the upwardly 

continued data (Figure 2.4). In the Pebble district the upward continued anomaly is centered over the Kaskanak 

batholith and the genetically related hydrothermal systems are on the flanks (Figure 2.8). The upward continuation 

anomalies are suggestive of a relatively deep magnetic source (Blakely et al., 1985; Ressel and Henry, 2006; Saltus 

et al., 2007).  Alternatively, these anomalies could indicate the presence of voluminous, magnetic rocks at the 

surface, such as basalt flows, although there is little geologic evidence to support this possibility (Figure 2.2). The 

upward continued magnetic anomaly in the Pebble district is interpreted to reflect the granodiorite rocks of the 

Kaskanak batholith. On the flanks of the anomaly and batholith are several genetically related porphyry deposits or 

occurrences (Pebble, 37, 308, 38, and 65 Zones). Porphyry deposits in other districts commonly are found in clusters 

flanking a batholithic body (Seedorff et al., 2005). 

 

 
Figure 2.8 Comparison of the interpreted magnetic data sets over the Pebble district.Warm colors indicate magnetic 

highs and cool colors reflect magnetic lows. A. District-scale RTP data showing the magnetic anomaly highs are 

largely over the Kaskanak batholith. Also evident are basalts in the East Graben. Younger monzonite rocks on 

Koktuli Mountain are imaged as a magnetic low. B. Zoomed in regional-scale RTP data showing that the Kaskanak 
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batholith correlates with clusters of magnetic anomaly highs. In contrast are the magnetic anomaly lows on Koktuli 

Mountain. The graben basalts are evident but are less resolved than in the district-scale data. C. Zoomed in regional-

scale upward continued data show the anomaly is centered over the Kaskanak batholith and the Cretaceous age 

hydrothermal systems are found on the flanks of the anomaly.  

 

The Kijik occurrence, 75 km to the northeast of the Pebble district, is located on the edge of an upward 

continued anomaly. The intrusive rocks at this occurrence have not been dated. However, spatially associated with 

this anomaly are three mafic to intermediate dikes with 
40

Ar/
39

Ar plateau ages from hornblende between 101 and 97 

Ma (Amato et al., 2007), which are only slightly older than the igneous rocks at Pebble. The geochemistry of these 

calc-alkaline dikes is similar to both typical arc- and rift-related rocks. Whether mineralization at Kijik is genetically 

related to these calc-alkaline rocks is unknown, but the similar aged igneous rocks together with the interpreted 

aeromagnetic signature make this area highly prospective for porphyry-style deposits. 

Approximately 80 km northeast of Kijik and, within another upwardly continued anomaly, is the Neacola 

porphyry prospect with ~95 Ma K/Ar hornblende ages on associated igneous rocks (Young et al., 1997). Like the 

Pebble district, the Neacola hydrothermal system is located on the flanks of an upward continued anomaly. Rocks 

with radiometric age dates between 101 and 84 Ma, similar to the intrusive rocks at Pebble, are exposed along the 

flanks of this anomaly. 

Upward continued magnetic anomalies also extend to the southwest of the Pebble deposit (Figure 2.4) in an 

area dominated by Quaternary surficial deposits (Figure 2.1). A magnetic anomaly 90 km to the southwest of the 

Pebble district coincides with porphyry-style mineralization at the Iliamna prospect that is of uncertain age. This 

hydrothermal system is on the flanks of the upward continued anomaly. The anomaly 40 km farther to the southwest 

of the Iliamna prospect has not been investigated. 

The granitic intrusive rocks at Shotgun and Bonanza Hills have radiometric age dates between 70 and 64 

Ma (Eakins et al., 1978; Rombach and Newberry, 2001). These rocks do not produce magnetic anomalies within the 

upward continued data, suggesting they lack a relatively deep magnetic source. 

Upward continued anomalies also are present off-strike of the Lake Clark fault in the Togiak terrane and 

Kuskokwim basin. The anomaly at Kemuk is associated with 86 Ma ultramafic rocks. The anomaly 35 km to the 

southwest of Kemuk has 84 Ma igneous rocks associated with it, however little else is known. The RTP data show 

the anomaly has a similar wavelength to the magnetic anomaly over Kemuk, however, the axial dimension of the 

anomaly is significantly longer. The RTP data show several highs along the axis of the composite anomaly, 

suggesting a series of magnetic sources along the axis. The highs have similar dimensions to the Kemuk anomaly 

and may indicate additional Alaska-type ultramafic complexes. Further work is needed to better understand this 

complex anomaly. The magnetic anomaly 30 km to the south of Shotgun is similar to the prominent magnetic 

anomaly over Kemuk. Both anomalies are elongated along a north-south direction approximately 15 km in size, and 

fringed by a magnetic low. Although speculative, the similarities suggest the poorly understood magnetic anomaly 

to the south of Shotgun may represent another Alaska-type ultramafic complex. 

High-resolution aeromagnetic data from the Pebble district indicate that the area contains a variety of 

igneous rocks with different magnetic properties. The oldest rocks associated with the Pebble age igneous event are 

98 to 96 Ma biotite pyroxenites. These rocks are strongly magnetic and form a high-amplitude, moderate-
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wavelength magnetic high in the center of the district. The youngest Cretaceous igneous rocks in the Pebble area are 

the grandiorites of the Kaskanak batholith. These rocks correlate with moderate-amplitude, long-wavelength 

magnetic highs that are interpreted to be the main source for the upward continued anomaly over the Pebble district. 

Porphyry deposits are associated with large volumes of hydrothermally altered rock (Lowell and Guilbert, 

1970; Sillitoe, 2010). Magnetite may be produced or destroyed during alteration, thus making high-resolution 

aeromagnetic data a potentially effective exploration tool. The high-resolution, district-scale aeromagnetic data over 

the Pebble deposit do not show a distinct magnetic high or low; however, other hydrothermal systems in the district 

do correlate with magnetic highs. More work is needed to understand the magnetic response of the hydrothermal 

systems in the district. In general, RTP transformation of the high-resolution data appears better suited for mapping 

igneous rocks, rather than zones of hydrothermal alteration. 

The geometry of the upward continued magnetic anomalies from the regional aeromagnetic data in the 

Pebble region is similar to clusters of porphyry copper centers along the Domeyko fault system within the Late 

Eocene to Early Oligocene porphyry copper belt of northern Chile (Figure 2.9). These clusters are spaced 20-100 km 

apart and are locally 5-30 km across (Sillitoe, 2010). The upwardly continued magnetic anomalies in the Pebble area 

of southwestern Alaska display similar spacing and dimensions. The Alaskan anomalies appear to be aligned along 

the Lake Clark fault system, which may be analogous to the Domeyko fault system, an arc-parallel, crustal-scale 

structure. 

Large aeromagnetic anomalies along the Domeyko fault system have been interpreted to reflect common 

parental intrusive complexes above which porphyry copper deposits cluster (Behn et al., 2001). Goldfarb et al. 

(2013) suggests that the Lake Clark fault system, which forms the boundary between the Peninsular terrane and 

Kahiltna basin, provided a crustal-scale pathway for ascent and emplacement of subduction-related magmas during 

the Late Cretaceous. Such crustal-scale structures are critical for the formation of porphyry copper systems 

(Richards, 2003). The upward continued magnetic anomalies in southwestern Alaska thus may represent potential 

intrusions from which porphyry copper systems evolved. The upward continued anomaly over the Pebble district 

has five porphyry occurrences within it (Pebble, 37, 308, 38, and 65 Zones), suggesting multiple hydrothermal 

systems within a single upward continued anomaly. 

Magmatic belts have been previously recognized in southwestern Alaska (Figure 2.10). Wallace and 

Engebretson (1984) and Moll-Stalcup (1994) defined three subparallel northeast-striking magmatic belts: 1) the 74-

55 Ma Alaska Range-Talkeetna Mountains belt, 2) the 76-60 Ma Kuskokwim Mountains belt, and 3) the 66-47 Ma 

Yukon-Kanuti belt. Petrological, geochemical, and isotopic studies indicate that the igneous rocks in these belts are 

subduction related (Wallace and Engbretson, 1984; Moll-Stalcup, 1994). The Kuskokwim Mountains belt largely 

coincides with the Kuskokwim mineral belt (Bundtzen and Miller, 1997). The subduction related 184 to 164 Ma 

Talkeetna arc is oriented parallel to these belts (Reed and Lanphere, 1973; Reed et al., 1983; Rioux et al., 2010). 

Isotopic dating indicates that the belts generally young to the northwest suggesting landward arc migration (Moll-

Stalcup, 1994; Rioux et al., 2010). The age of the intrusive rocks associated with the Pebble deposit is outside the 

range of ages of known magmatic arcs in the area (Figure 2.10). 
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Figure 2.9 Spatial comparison of porphyry copper deposits in northern Chile and southwestern Alaska.Porphyry 

copper deposit clusters in northern Chile and upward continued anomalies in southwestern Alaska are outlined in 

black and overlain on digital elevation models. The porphyry clusters in northern Chile have been attributed to a 

common parental intrusive complex at depth that is imaged in magnetic anomalies (Behn et al., 2001). Both the 

clusters of porphyry deposits in Chile and the upward continued anomalies in southwestern Alaska are concentrated 

along major, crustal-scale structures. Such structures may provide pathways for intruding magmas associated with 

porphyry deposit formation.  

 

The upward continued magnetic anomalies along the Lake Clark fault are interpreted to reflect a Late 

Cretaceous (101 to 89 Ma) magnetite-series magmatic belt within which the Pebble porphyry copper deposit formed 

(Figure 2.10). The magnetic signature of this belt differs significantly from the younger magmatic belts; in 

particular, differing from the Late Cretaceous to early Tertiary precious metal-bearing Kuskokwim Mountains belt 

where the plutonic rocks are largely ilmenite-series (Bundtzen and Miller, 1997) and further illustrated at the gold-

bearing Shotgun intrusive complex. The Jurassic plutonic rocks of the Talkeetna arc produce intense, relatively 

continuous magnetic highs that are interpreted to reflect arc-related rocks and their basement (Saltus et al., 1999, 

2007). The newly recognized belt of magnetic anomaly highs is interpreted to reflect batholiths composed of 

magnetite-series igneous rocks around which hydrothermal systems may have developed, as illustrated by the 

Kaskanak batholith and the multiple Late Cretaceous hydrothermal systems in the Pebble district. At a broad scale 

the inferred igneous rocks associated with the magnetic anomalies support a landward (northwest) subduction 

related arc migration. Because porphyry copper deposits are commonly found in linear, orogen-parallel belts 
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(Sillitoe and Perelló, 2005; Sillitoe, 2010), this newly recognized belt of magnetic anomalies might represent a 

highly prospective area for porphyry Cu exploration in the northern North American Cordillera. 

 

 
Figure 2.10 Map showing compilation of aeromagnetic data upward continued to 10 km (Saltus, unpub. data) and 

previously recognized magmatic belts in southwestern Alaska (Reed and Lanphere, 1973; Wallace and Engebretson, 

1984; Moll-Stalcup 1994; Bundtzen and Miller, 1997). The upward continued anomalies described here are 

subparallel to the known magmatic belts and are attributed to magnetite-series granitoids that are along the landward 

margin of the Jurassic Talkeetna arc. The intense magnetic anomalies in the Talkeetna arc reflect island arc-related 

rocks and their basement and extend across Cook Inlet (Saltus et al., 1999, 2007). The younger magmatic belts, most 

notably the Kuskokwim Mountains where plutonic rocks are largely ilmenite-series, are not as evident in the upward 

continued data. The white polygon depicts the trend of the upward continued anomalies in southwestern Alaska that 

may be intrusive centers of similar igneous rocks as found at the Pebble deposit.  

 

2.8 Conclusions 

 Large parts of southwestern Alaska that are extensively covered by Tertiary and Quaternary deposits are 

highly prospective for porphyry-style deposits similar to the giant Pebble porphyry Cu-Au-Mo deposit. Regional- 

and deposit-scale aeromagnetic data provide a means of looking through younger cover rocks to delineate the 

distribution of magnetic igneous rocks.  Analysis of regional aeromagnetic data indicates that the Pebble deposit is 

located within a cluster of magnetic highs. Magnetically similar clusters, some that contain intrusive rocks with ages 

similar to those at Pebble, form a >400-km-long belt extending to both the northeast and southwest of Pebble.  
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These clusters are concentrated along the crustal-scale Lake Clark fault. Upward continuation analysis of these 

anomalies suggests that they are associated with relatively deep magnetic sources, such as the Kaskanak batholith in 

the Pebble district, and that hydrothermal systems are located on the flanks of the anomalies. The geometry of the 

upward continued anomalies shows similarities to the Late Eocene to Early Oligocene porphyry copper belt of 

northern Chile. The upward continued anomalies are thus interpreted to reflect a mainly buried, early Late 

Cretaceous magmatic arc (101 to 89 Ma) that is subparallel to younger Late Cretaceous to Paleogene magmatic belts 

to the northwest (present day coordinates) and to an older Jurassic magmatic arc to the southeast.  The subparallel 

orientation of the early Late Cretaceous magmatic arc to the younger and older arcs, as well as a landward 

(northwest) younging trend, indicates similar subduction zone geometry. Thus, the upward continued anomalies may 

represent subduction-related oxidized magmatism prior to landward arc migration where the intrusions become more 

reduced in character. 
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3.1 Abstract 

Aeromagnetic data help to understand the three-dimensional distribution of plutonic rocks near the Pebble 

porphyry copper deposit in southwestern Alaska, USA. Magnetic susceptibility measurements show that rocks in the 

Pebble district are more magnetic than rocks of comparable compositions in the Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills volcano-

plutonic complex. The reduced-to-pole transformation of the aeromagnetic data demonstrates that the older rocks in 

the Pebble district produce strong magnetic anomaly highs. The tilt derivative transformation highlights a strong, 

northeast-trending structural grain attributed to Tertiary volcanic rocks. Multiscale edge detection maps near-surface 

magnetic sources that are mostly outward dipping and coalesce at depth in the Pebble district. The total horizontal 

gradient of the 10 km upward continued magnetic data map a circular, deep magnetic contact along which the 

porphyry deposits occur.  

Forward and inverse magnetic modeling show that the magnetic rocks in the Pebble district extend to 

depths greater than 9 km. The magnetic inversion is constrained by a near-surface, three-dimensional geologic 

model that is attributed with measured magnetic susceptibilities from various rock types in the region. The inversion 

results indicate that several near-surface magnetic features with moderate susceptibilities converge with depth into 

magnetic bodies with higher susceptibilities. This deep magnetic source appears to rise towards the surface in 

several areas. An isosurface value of 0.02 SI is used to depict the magnetic contact between outcropping 

granodiorite and non-magnetic sedimentary host rocks. The contact is shown to be outward dipping. At depths 

around 5 km nearly the entire model exceeds the isosurface value indicating the limits of non-magnetic host 

material. The inversion results show the presence of a relatively deep, northeast trending magnetic low that parallels 

lineaments mapped by the tilt derivative. This deep low represents a strand of the Lake Clark fault.  

3.2 Introduction 

The discovery of the ca. 90 Ma Pebble porphyry Cu-Au-Mo deposit opens up a large area of southwest 

Alaska to the exploration for porphyry-style ores (Figure 3.1a). Extensive drilling conducted since the discovery by 
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Cominco geologists in 1988 (Bouley et al., 1995), has established that the deposit contains the largest gold resource 

and fifth largest copper resource of any known porphyry deposit (Lang et al., 2013). Measured and indicated 

resources are currently estimated to be 5,942 million tons (Mt) at 0.42% Cu, 0.35 g/t Au, and 250 ppm Mo, with an 

inferred resource of 4,835 Mt at 0.24% Cu, 0.26 g/t Au, and 215 ppm Mo (Lang et al., 2013). 

The surficial geology of southwest Alaska consists largely of Quaternary glacial deposits and Tertiary 

volcano-plutonic complexes (Wilson et al., 2006). Middle Cretaceous plutonic rocks, including the host rocks to the 

Pebble deposit, only crop out in isolated areas (Lang et al., 2013). Palinspastic restoration of Alaska (Young et al., 

1997) places the igneous rocks associated with the Pebble deposit and Neacola porphyry copper prospect within an 

interpreted middle Cretaceous magnetite-series magmatic belt (Hart et al., 2004). This belt was further refined using 

upward continued aeromagnetic anomalies (Anderson et al., 2013). In the Pebble district the anomalies were shown 

to reflect granodiorite associated with the outcropping Kaskanak batholith that is genetically linked to porphyry 

copper mineralization. Similar upward continued magnetic anomalies were mapped along the crustal-scale Lake 

Clark fault some of which are associated with middle Cretaceous porphyry-style ores (e.g., Neacola; Figure 3.1b). 

The present study shows that the aeromagnetic signature of the middle Cretaceous intrusive rocks hosting 

the Pebble deposit differs significantly from that over a Late Cretaceous-Early Tertiary volcano-plutonic complex in 

the adjacent Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area (cf. Wilson et al., 2003). Magnetic susceptibility measurements also 

display contrasting signatures over the two areas. Edge detection techniques are used to extend the potential for 

porphyry-style ores in the Pebble district to the north under Tertiary and Quaternary cover. Both two-dimensional 

(2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) forward and inverse magnetic modeling, constrained by magnetic susceptibility 

measurements and a constructed near-surface, 3-D geologic model, are used to better understand the causative 

source of the clusters of magnetic anomalies near the Pebble deposit. Such anomalies are seemingly absent over the 

adjacent younger volcano-plutonic rocks. These findings suggest that several upward continued magnetic anomalies 

aligned along the crustal-scale Lake Clark fault are mapping a large volume of magnetite-series intrusive rocks that 

likely reflects a largely concealed middle Cretaceous magmatic belt in southwest Alaska.  

3.3 Regional Geology 

The geology near the Pebble porphyry Cu-Au-Mo deposit in southwestern Alaska consists of the Jurassic 

Talkeetna island-arc complex that forms much of the Peninsular terrane (Figure 3.1b). The Peninsular terrane 

amalgamated to the North American craton by the middle Cretaceous (Wallace et al., 1989; Decker et al., 1994; 

Plafker and Berg, 1994; Clift et al., 2005; Rioux et al., 2010). Landward and overlapping the island-arc complex are 

syn- to post-collisional flysch deposits and volcaniclastic strata that formed in foreland basins of the accreting 

terranes (Wallace et al., 1989; Decker et al., 1994; Kalbas et al., 2007; Hampton et al., 2010; Goldfarb et al., 2013).  

Middle Cretaceous plutons formed along-strike of the crustal-scale Lake Clark fault that broadly defines the edge of 

the flysch basins. Several porphyry copper deposits and showings are associated with these middle Cretaceous 

magnetite-series plutonic rocks, including the Pebble porphyry Cu-Au-Mo deposit (Young et al., 1997; Hart et al., 

2004; Anderson et al., 2013; Goldfarb et al., 2013; Lang et al., 2013). Continued subduction of oceanic crust during 

the Cretaceous and Tertiary led to the formation of numerous volcano-plutonic complexes that postdate the 

formation of the Pebble deposit. 
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Figure 3.1 Geology map of the Pebble district and Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area in southwest Alaska. A. Index 

map. B. Terrane map showing the Pebble deposit within the Kahiltna basin that overlaps the Peninsular terrane 

which is composed of the Jurassic Talkeetna island-arc complex. Also shown is the distribution of upward continued 

magnetic anomalies that are interpreted as middle Cretaceous magnetite-series rocks with potential for porphyry-

style ores (Anderson et al., 2013). C. Geology map of the study area with the Pebble district in the east and Pike 

Creek-Stuyahok Hills area to the west (modified from Bouley et al., 1995; Wilson et al., 2003, 2006; Lang et al., 

2013). The projection of the Lake Clark fault is shown as a dashed line.   

3.4 Local Geology 

In the Pebble and Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area, the Late Jurassic to Late Cretaceous flysch deposits of 

the Kahiltna assemblage have been intruded by a series of younger volcano-plutonic rocks (Figure 3.1c). At least 

five periods of magmatism (>96 Ma, ~96 Ma, ~90 Ma, 66-58 Ma, and ~45 Ma) are recorded in the region (Bouley et 
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al., 1995; Iriondo et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2003; Lang et al., 2013). The rock compositions range from ultramafic 

to felsic. 

The oldest igneous rocks are Jurassic-Cretaceous basalt and related gabbroic intrusions (Bouley et al., 

1995; Wilson et al., 2003; Lang et al., 2013). These rocks crop out at the northern and southern ends of the 

Kaskanak batholith and east of the Pike Creek intrusive complex (Figure 3.1c). Massive basalt flows with minor 

mafic volcaniclastic rocks including breccia are locally present within the flysch deposits and are cut by the gabbros. 

In the Pebble district the undated gabbros are interpreted as being genetically related to the basalts or to ca. 96 Ma 

diorite sills (Lang et al., 2013).  

Biotite pyroxenite and sills of diorite and granodiorite composition crop out east of the Kaskanak batholith 

(Figure 3.1c). These rocks were emplaced about 98 to 96 Ma (Lang et al., 2013). The biotite pyroxenite has greater 

than 10% magnetite (Bouley et al., 1995; Lang et al., 2013) and magnetic susceptibilities around 300 x 10
-3

 SI 

(Table 3.1). The diorite and granodiorite sills host much of the porphyry-style ores in the Pebble deposit. The sills 

are up to 300 meters thick and contain minor amounts of magnetite (Lang et al., 2013). 

 

Table 3.1 Summary of magnetic susceptibility measurements on igneous rocks in the Pebble region 

Lithology Range  

(10
-3

 SI) 

Mean 

(10
-3

 SI) 

Median 

(10
-3

 SI) 

N 

Rhyolite, dacite – Felsic volcanic rocks 0.01-11.4 2.86 1.89 19 

Basalt, andesite – Mafic volcanic rocks 0.04-40.2 12.6 10.2 19 

Ignimbrite 5.01-10.3 7.53 7.45 9 

Monzonite – Koktuli Mountain 1.22-2.98 1.90 1.50 5 

Monzonite, granodiorite, quartz monzonite, quartz monzodiorite 

– Stuyahok Hills 

2.27-33.6 12.8 10.4 25 

Alkali-feldspar granite, syenogranite, monzogranite, quartz 

monzonite, quartz diorite, monzonite – Pike Creek 

0.03-12.8 1.80 0.45 74 

Granodiorite, quartz monzonite – Kaskanak Mountain 4.50-50.4 28.8 30.1 25 

Biotite pyroxenite 0.34-600 291 301 118 

 

At around 90 Ma the Kaskanak batholith and related stocks were emplaced in the area of Kaskanak 

Mountain (Bouley et al., 1995; Lang et al., 2013). The batholith is composed mainly of granodiorite and quartz 

monzonite. Drilling indicates that the Pebble deposit is genetically related to at least two stocks that underlie the 

eastern and western sides of the deposit (Lang et al., 2013). The granodiorite has up to 2% magnetite (Bouley et al., 

1995) and a magnetic susceptibility around 30 x 10
-3

 SI (Table 3.1). The batholith outcrops for over 15 km. Several 

other middle Cretaceous porphyry-related occurrences have been identified east and south of the Kaskanak batholith 

(Figure 3.1c; Lang et al., 2013).  

Granitic rocks that range in composition from alkali-feldspar granite to monzodiorite crop out in the Pike 

Creek-Stuyahok Hills area west of the Pebble district (Figure 3.1c). Ar/Ar dating of biotite and hornblende showed 

that these rocks formed between 66 and 61 Ma (Iriondo et al., 2003). These rocks are not exposed in the Pebble 

district, however biotite monzonite encountered during drilling within the East Graben have been dated at 65 Ma 

(Lang et al., 2013). Intrusive rocks in the Pike Creek and Stuyahok Hills areas show common chemical trends and 

have been interpreted as a single magmatic system (Wilson et al., 2003). The Pike Creek granitic rocks have been 

dated between 66 and 61 Ma and include alkali-feldspar granite, syenogranite, monzogranite, quartz monzonite, 
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quartz monzodiorite, and monzonite. Measured magnetic susceptibilities for these rocks are around 0.45 x 10
-3

 SI 

(Table 3.1). The Stuyahok Hills intrusive rocks have been dated at 61 Ma and include monzogranite, granodiorite, 

quartz monzonite, and quartz monzodiorite. Measured magnetic susceptibilities of these rocks are around 10.4 x 10
-3

 

SI (Table 3.1). A northwest trending string of outcropping ignimbrites dated at 59 Ma (Iriondo et al., 2003) crop out 

to the west of Stuyahok Hills (Figure 3.1c). The ignimbrites have magnetic susceptibilities around 7.45 x 10
-3

 SI 

(Table 3.1).  

Volcanic and subvolcanic intrusive rocks of Eocene age occur throughout the region. These rocks have 

been dated between 44 and 48 Ma (Detterman and Reed, 1980; Iriondo et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2003; Lang et al., 

2013). In the Pebble district these rocks are best exposed on Koktuli Mountain. These rocks include rhyolite flows, 

basalts and andesites, and monzonites. To the north of the Pebble district, basalt outcrops on Groundhog Mountain 

and north and west of the Wiggley Lake Basin. The rhyolite and basalt in Stuyahok Hills are dated at 44 Ma (Iriondo 

et al., 2003). The mafic and felsic volcanic rocks in the region have magnetic susceptibilities around 10.2 x 10
-3

 SI 

and 1.89 x 10
-3

 SI, respectively (Table 3.1).  

Due to widespread glacial cover, the structural complexity in the region is not well constrained (Figure 

3.1c). At a regional scale, projections of the mapped Lake Clark fault to the northeast suggest it trends southwest 

near the Newhalen River to the east of the Pebble district (Wilson et al., 2006). Based on offsets measured on 

aeromagnetic anomaly maps 125 km northeast of the Pebble district, Haeussler and Saltus (2005) estimated that 

there has been approximately 26 km of dextral offset along the Lake Clark fault since the Eocene. The northeast 

trending East graben in the Pebble district is a prominent structural feature (Lang et al., 2013). This pre-, syn-, and 

post-hydrothermal fault zone localized some of the hydrothermal fluid flow in the Pebble deposit (Lang et al., 2013). 

Most faults in the Pebble district are north-northeast, northwest and east trending brittle normal structures (Figure 

3.1c). Similar trends have been observed in faults in the Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills areas (Wilson et al., 2003).  

Several hydrothermal centers have been identified in the region (Figure 3.1c). These appear to be 

associated with the porphyry-style ores (including skarns) and low-sulfidation epithermal showings recognized in 

the area (Lang et al., 2013). Several of the porphyry-style deposits and showings have been dated at around 90 Ma 

and others are inferred to be of similar age. In general, this style of mineralization is genetically linked to rocks 

similar in composition to the granodiorite on Kaskanak Mountain and can be seen surrounding the eastern and 

southern mapped extents of the batholith. The low-sulfidation epithermal showings have been dated at 44 Ma and at 

least some of these could be associated with the igneous rocks of Eocene age (Lang et al., 2013).  

3.5 Aeromagnetic Data 

 Regional-scale aeromagnetic data have been compiled from four surveys (Connard et al., 1999; U.S. 

Geological Survey, 2002, 2006). These data were collected along northwest-southeast trending flight lines mostly 

spaced 1.6 km apart at a nominal height of 300 m. Infill lines were flown over the Pebble deposit resulting in 800 m 

line spacing. Diurnal variations and International Geomagnetic Reference Fields were removed from the data. The 

resultant residual magnetic data were gridded using a minimum-curvature algorithm with 400 m cell size and 

merged into a single data set.  
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3.5.1 Reduced-To-Pole Transformation 

The residual magnetic field data were further processed utilizing the reduced-to-pole (RTP) transform 

method (Baranov and Naudy, 1964) to better align magnetic anomalies with causative sources. The RTP 

transformation was applied using an inclination of 72.6° and declination of 18.5°.  

The RTP map shows contrasting magnetic anomaly highs and lows in the region (Figure 3.2). In general, 

high-amplitude magnetic anomaly highs dominate in the Pebble district, whereas moderate-amplitude magnetic 

highs and lows occur further west in the Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area. A prominent high amplitude magnetic 

anomaly is associated with the mapped biotite pyroxenite unit on the east side of Kaskanak Mountain. The relatively 

short wavelength anomaly has an amplitude of greater than 7000 nT. A long wavelength magnetic anomaly high that 

has an amplitude of approximately 750 nT occurs over Kaskanak Mountain. The magnetic high broadly parallels the 

outcropping granodiorite, indicating these rocks are the source of the anomaly. The magnetic anomaly high extends 

to the south and west under Quaternary cover. A magnetic anomaly similar to that over Kaskanak Mountain is found 

around Groundhog Mountain. The oval anomaly is approximately 18 x 10 km in dimension with an amplitude 

around 900 nT. The southern end of the magnetic high parallels the mapped extent of the mafic volcanic rocks. The 

northern end of the anomaly extends under glacial cover about 9 km beyond the mapped mafic rocks. Northwest of 

Wiggley Lake Basin is a series of circular anomalies with diameters around 5 km. Collectively these anomalies have 

amplitude around 900 nT. The anomalies show a spatial correlation with both mapped mafic volcanic rocks and 

quartz monzonite. The mapped basalt flows on the west side of Koktuli Mountain produce short wavelength 

anomalies that have an amplitude of around 200 nT. The monzonite on Koktuli Mountain produce magnetic 

anomaly lows. 

The Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area is characterized by moderate amplitude magnetic anomaly highs and 

lows (Figure 3.2). The Pike Creek intrusive rocks are associated with magnetic anomaly lows which is consistent 

with their low magnetic susceptibilities (Table 3.1). The outcropping intrusive rocks of the Stuyahok Hills produce 

relatively long wavelength magnetic anomaly highs. Such highs have an amplitude around 350 nT. Small outcrops 

extend the main intrusive body approximately 23 km to the northeast (Figure 3.1c: Wilson et al., 2003). The 

continuous magnetic anomaly supports this interpretation (Figure 3.2). A similar magnetic anomaly high is located 

in the southwest corner of the map but has no associated mapped intrusive unit. 

Several broad, linear magnetic anomaly highs and lows are found in the region. Around 10 km east of 

Groundhog and Koktuli Mountains is a series of linear lows that continue to the south and west of Kaskanak 

Mountain. The trend in the linear lows changes from north-south, east of Groundhog Mountain, to northeast, south 

of Kaskanak Mountain. The northern extent aligns with the projection of the Lake Clark fault. This linear feature 

separates the long wavelength anomalies in the Pebble district from those to the southeast that largely underlie 

Iliamna Lake. A similarly trending linear high can be seen to the west and southwest of Kaskanak Mountain. This 

linear feature appears to terminate at the western extent of the magnetic anomaly high underlying Kaskanak 

Mountain. 
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Figure 3.2 Reduced-to-pole magnetic anomaly map of the Pebble district and Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area. Both 

areas show contrasting magnetic signatures. Similar magnetic anomalies occur over the Kaskanak batholith and 

Groundhog Mountain. The Pike Creek intrusive rocks are poorly imaged. The Stuyahok Hills intrusive rocks 

produce moderate magnetic anomaly highs with amplitudes around half that associated with the Kaskanak batholith. 

Also shown are the locations for the 2.5-D and 3-D magnetic models (Figures 3.7, 3.8, and 3.10-3.12). 

3.5.2 Tilt Derivative 

The RTP data were further filtered using the tilt derivative transform (Miller and Singh, 1994). The tilt 

derivative applies the arctangent to the ratio of the first vertical derivative to the total horizontal gradient. The 

arctangent function helps to overcome the large dynamic range that is evident in the amplitudes of RTP anomalies 

discussed earlier. The tilt derivative tends to be positive over the source, crosses through zero at, or near, the edge of 

a vertical contact, and is negative outside the source region. In addition, the tilt derivative responds well to both 

shallow and deep sources thus making it effective in areas where magnetic sources may exist under cover.  

The tilt derivative transform shows both broad, circular long wavelength anomalies and narrow, linear short 

wavelength anomalies that mostly strike northeast (Figure 3.3). In the Pebble district, the broad anomalies occur 

around Kaskanak and Groundhog Mountains. At Kaskanak Mountain, the zero contour line broadly parallels the 

mapped extent of the granodiorite. The circular low over the batholith is nearly coincident with the mapped extent of 

volcaniclastic rocks, suggesting these rocks are non-magnetic. The circular anomaly adjacent to the eastern extent of 

mapped granodiorite at Kaskanak Mountain is coincident with the mapped biotite pyroxenite. The location of the 

southern extension of the zero contour suggests that the unit extends further to the south. The zero contour line 
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associated with the broad anomaly surrounding Groundhog Mountain runs parallel to the western extent of the 

mapped mafic volcanic rocks. However, the contour suggests that the source extends beyond the northern and 

eastern extent of the mapped units. There are several broad, circular anomalies to the northwest of the Wiggley Lake 

Basin. These anomalies are associated with both volcanic rocks and quartz monzonite. Central to these circular 

anomalies is a broad low that is mostly associated with mapped Quaternary deposits. 

 

 
Figure 3.3 Tilt derivative map in the Pebble district and Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area showing both broad, 

circular long wavelength and narrow, linear short wavelength anomalies. In general the broad anomalies are 

associated with intrusive rocks whereas the linear anomalies commonly correlate with mapped volcanic rocks.  

 

Several broad tilt derivative anomalies occur in the Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area (Figure 3.3). The Pike 

Creek intrusive body has an anomaly that is largely to the east of the main outcropping body. The tilt derivative 

anomaly in the Stuyahok Hills mostly coincides with the mapped intrusive rocks, but also suggests that the magnetic 

source extends to the northeast under the glacial deposits. The broad anomaly west of Stuyahok Hills is suggestive 

of an intrusive body in the near subsurface. The Jack Rabbit Hills area shows a broad tilt derivative anomaly but has 

no associated mapped intrusive body.  

The tilt derivative map also shows a northeast trending textural grain expressed as narrow, linear short 

wavelength anomalies (Figure 3.3). The lineaments range from less than 2 to greater than 30 km in length with 

wavelengths that are less than 2 km in width. In general, the longer lineaments exhibit relatively longer wavelengths 

than the shorter lineaments. In the Pebble district, the lineaments correlate with mapped basalt that outcrops for 

about 10 km on the west side of Koktuli Mountain. To the east of Koktuli Mountain several similarly trending 
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lineaments occur within the projected trend of the Lake Clark fault. These lineaments have strike lengths of about 10 

to 15 km with several intersecting mapped volcanic rocks. To the west and southwest of Kaskanak Mountain is a 30 

km long lineament that correlates with mapped volcanic rocks at its southwestern end. The northeastern end of the 

lineament approaches the western extent of the Kaskanak batholith. The southeastern end of the Pike Creek intrusion 

exhibits a 7 km long lineament that is spatially correlated with mapped volcanic rocks. Similar in trend but 

approximately 25 km to the northeast is a lineament that projects into a circular tilt derivative anomaly that 

coincides with mapped basaltic rocks. A north-northeast-trending lineament approximately 18 km in length 

intersects the Pike Creek intrusion. The lineament is associated with mapped volcanic rocks at its southwestern end. 

Continuing along strike to the northeast is another similarly striking lineament that is about 12 km in length and 

correlates with mapped basalt to the east of Jack Rabbit Hills. To the west and southwest of Jack Rabbit Hills are 

northeast striking lineaments that are 20 km and 15 km in length, respectively. 

3.5.3 Multiscale Edge Detection 

Multiscale edge detection was applied to obtain a general understanding of the geometry of magnetic 

sources. Multiscale edge detection involves taking a series of upward continued data sets, deriving the total 

horizontal gradients, and locating the peaks of such gradients (Archibald et al., 1999; Hornby et al., 1999). The 

results can provide a pseudo 3-D plot of magnetic structures.  

The multiscale edge detection shows a complex pattern of magnetic structures (Figure 3.4). There are 

shallow circular magnetic contacts in the Pebble district, around Groundhog Mountain and within the area north of 

Cone Mountain. These features tend to be outward dipping. At depth it appears that the magnetic sources coalesce 

into an oval-shaped feature with axis 75 and 30 km long that extends from south of the outcropping rocks on 

Kaskanak Mountain to around 10 km north of Groundhog Mountain. This feature encompasses the near surface 

circular features over Kaskanak and Groundhog Mountain, as well as those to the northwest of Wiggley Lake Basin. 

Similar to the shallow features, the deeper structure appears mostly outward dipping with the exception of an area 

east of Groundhog Mountain. Around 20 km southeast of the Pebble district is a relatively deep linear magnetic 

feature that trends northeast along the projection of the Lake Clark fault and dips both to the southeast and 

northwest. Between this prominent feature and the Pebble district are several northeast trending linear features that 

are only shallowly imaged that trend both northeast and northwest.  

The Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area exhibits both deep and shallow structures (Figure 3.4). The Pike Creek 

area is dominated by shallow structures with no apparent deep source. The Stuyahok Hills area shows both shallow 

and deep, and relatively steeply dipping, contacts that trend northeast. The magnetic contact appears to be both 

inward and outward dipping. To the west of Stuyahok Hills near the edge of the map is a circular magnetic feature 

that is shallowly dipping to the south and west. The Jack Rabbit Hills area exhibits a complex pattern of shallow and 

deep contacts that are mostly inwardly dipping.  

3.5.4 Total Horizontal Gradient of 10 km Upward Continued Data 

The total horizontal gradient of the RTP data upward continued to 10 km was calculated to highlight the 

relatively deep magnetic structure in the area (Figure 3.5). The analysis reveals both circular and linear deep 
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magnetic contacts. The most prominent feature is the oval-shaped, magnetic contact that encompasses the ore-

related granodiorite that comprise the Kaskanak batholith in the Pebble district and extends to the north of 

Groundhog Mountain and northwest of Wiggley Lake Basin (Figure 3.5). The continuity of this feature suggests that 

there is a common magnetic source at depth. Also evident in the data is a northeast trending linear contact around 20 

km to the southeast of the Pebble district. The linear contact extends for about 35 km and broadly parallels the 

projection of the Lake Clark fault. Contacts west of the Pebble district are less evident.  

 

 
Figure 3.4 Multiscale edge detection analysis of the Pebble district and the Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area. In the 

Pebble district the shallow circular magnetic structures seem to be underlain by a common magnetic source at depth. 

The analysis also shows a magnetic feature that extends to depth runs along the projection of the Lake Clark fault 

southeast of the Pebble district. The Stuyahok Hills intrusive rocks appear to have relatively steep magnetic 

contacts. 

3.5.5 Magnetic Modeling 

Magnetic modeling was done to better understand the causative sources of the magnetic anomalies in the 

area. Magnetic susceptibility measurements from outcrop and drill core were used to constrain the models (Table 

3.1). Both the two and half dimensional (2.5-D) forward- and 3-D inverse-modeling approaches were used. The 

modeling efforts focused on the rocks in the Pebble district for two reasons. Firstly, the rocks appear to have a 

greater magnetic response than those to the west thereby making them more conducive to modeling and, secondly, 

the modeling efforts may help to understand the deep magnetic structure below the mineral deposits of the Pebble 

district.  
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Figure 3.5 Total horizontal gradient of the 10 km upward continued reduced-to-pole data in the Pebble district and 

Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area. The oval-shaped gradient in the Pebble district images a relatively deep and 

continuous magnetic source. A linear gradient around 20 km to the southeast of the Pebble district trends along the 

projection of the Lake Clark fault. The Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area does not produce significant gradients. 

 

3.5.5.1 2.5-D Forward Modeling 

The magnetic structure at depth can be estimated using 2.5-D forward models. Theoretical responses are 

calculated for geometries that have an assigned magnetic susceptibility. Geometries and/or magnetic susceptibility 

values can be modified until the calculated response matches the observed data. Models were constructed for various 

rock types and magnetic susceptibility values (Table 3.1) which include biotite pyroxenite, basalt, and granodiorite. 

The background magnetic susceptibility is set at 0.0 SI similar to measured values of the host sedimentary rocks. 

The models use a magnetic field strength of 54,370 nT with inclination of 72° and declination of 18°. Remanent 

magnetization is assumed to be absent, a common assumption when interpreting magnetic data.  

Models using generalized geometries of igneous bodies and measured magnetic susceptibility values were 

produced to investigate the effects of differing observation heights (Figure 3.6). The modeling shows that the 

geological units produce contrasting magnetic signatures at differing observations heights. At relatively low 

observation heights of 300 and 1000 m all modeled units are imaged, however, the short wavelength, high amplitude 

anomalies associated with dike-like, biotite pyroxenite units dominate the signal. At a 5000 m observation height the 

basalt dike becomes less evident and the signal is dominated by the granodiorite batholith and to a lesser extent the 

biotite pyroxenite dike and basalt flows. At the highest observation height of 10000 m, the signal largely consists of 
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the response to the granodiorite batholith. The modeling illustrates the importance of the geometry of the magnetic 

sources using susceptibilities measured on rocks from the region. As the observation height increases, the induced 

component of the magnetic field becomes dominated by plutonic bodies with moderate magnetic susceptibilities and 

less so by the dike-like and volcanic flow geometries with high magnetic susceptibilities. This suggests that the 

circular feature highlighted in the total horizontal gradient of the 10 km upward continued magnetic data (Figure 

3.5) largely reflects a relatively thick plutonic body.  

 

 
Figure 3.6 2.5-D forward model of rock units with generalized geometries that illustrates the change in magnetic 

response with increasing magnetic height observation. At low observation heights (300 and 1000 m) all geologic 

units are imaged. At higher observation heights (5000 and 10000 m) the signal becomes dominated by the batholith.  

 

The igneous rocks in the Pebble district were modeled using 2.5-D forward modeling to better understand 

the magnetic source at depth. The modeling assumes that remanent magnetization is absent. The model over the 

Kaskanak batholith shows that it is a large contributor to the magnetic anomalies observed in the area (Figure 3.7). 

Using a 0.03 SI as a constraint for the granodiorite, a uniform body would need to be greater than 25 km-thick to 

produce the observed anomaly. However, underplating the granodiorite with high magnetic susceptibility material 

such as that measured on the biotite pyroxenite (0.3 SI), the thickness of the batholith can be reduced to more 

reasonable estimates of around 5 km. This would require approximately 3 km-thick biotite pyroxenite. Basalt flows 

to the west of the batholith can be constrained to less than 3 km-thick. Dike-like geometries, or confined basalt 

flows, such as within the East graben, are modeled to the east of Koktuli Mountain as being less than 3 km-thick. 

The near-surface biotite pyroxenite appears to be around 2 km-thick.  
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Figure 3.7 2.5-D forward model centered on the Kaskanak batholith in the Pebble district. The model shows that at 

depth the Kaskanak batholith may be composed of material that has higher magnetic susceptibility than what is 

measured in the near-surface. The model location is shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

3.5.5.2 3-D Inverse Modeling 

The 3-D inverse modeling was done to look at the subsurface distribution of magnetic material primarily in 

and around the Kaskanak batholith. The Pebble deposit is genetically linked to granodiorite that predominately 

underlie Kaskanak Mountain. Several additional middle Cretaceous hydrothermal centers are known to exist along 

the southern mapped extent of the granodiorite (Lang et at., 2013). The inversion was undertaken to better 

understand relationships between magnetic susceptibility at depth and the middle Cretaceous porphyry systems. 

The magnetic inversion process minimizes a multicomponent objective function and calculates an optimal 

constant magnetic susceptibility value for each cell representing subsurface material while minimizing the difference 

between predicted and observed data (Li and Oldenburg, 1996). The model objective function uses a depth-

weighting function to overcome the natural decay of the magnetic field allowing the resulting magnetic sources to 

occur at depth. The inversion algorithm assumes no remanent magnetization in the rocks and may have difficulties 

resolving high susceptibility magnetic bodies. Because magnetic data are inherently non-unique, an infinite number 

of inversion solutions are possible. Using a priori information such as measured magnetic susceptibility values and 

distribution of geologic units can help to minimize the number of solutions and produce the most geologically 

reasonable result. 

The inversions are centered over the Kaskanak batholith and magnetic anomalies to the north that the 

circular feature of the total horizontal gradient of the 10 km upward continued data encompasses. The mesh of 

cuboidal cells is mostly 400 x 400 x 400 m, with the exception of 15 near surface cells being only 200 m-thick, and 
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has x,y,z dimensions of 51.2 x 62.8 x 10.2 km, respectively. To reduce edge effects, the inversion volume was 

padded with an inner 800 m and outer 1600 m cells in the x and y directions. The flight line data from three surveys 

are decimated such that approximately two observations occur over each cell along the flight lines. The calculated 

residual magnetic field values obtained after removal of diurnal and regional variations of the Earth’s magnetic field 

were upward continued to 400 m with the results used as input. An error of 5% of the standard deviation was applied 

to each datum. The inclination, declination, and geomagnetic field strength are 72.20, 18.56, and 54,441 nT, 

respectively. A digital elevation model consisting of approximately 45 m cells was used to constrain topography. 

These data were sampled at each observation location and radar altimeters values were added to establish magnetic 

observation heights.  

A near-surface geologic model was constructed to help constrain the magnetic inversions. The near-surface 

geologic model was based on the geology map, topography, estimated thickness of units, and magnetic susceptibility 

measurements (Figure 3.8). Centroid points for the 3-D mesh were calculated on a 2-D plane. A spatial join was 

conducted such that each centroid point was attributed with the overlapping geologic unit. The individual geologic 

unit was then selected and estimated lower, upper, and reference magnetic susceptibility values (Table 3.2) were  

 

 
Figure 3.8 Geologic model used to constrain magnetic susceptibilities during the 3-D magnetic inversion process. 

Voxel models of minimum, maximum, and median measured magnetic susceptibility values were created by a direct 

gridding algorithm and sampled to the 3-D mesh used in the inversion process. The bounding susceptibility values 

below the geologic model were set to 0 and 1 SI. 

 

assigned to each point. Subsequently, the geologic units were projected downward from outcropping elevation in a 

vertical manner at 200 m intervals. The thickness for each unit was determined by a combination of geologic 

intuition, 2-D forward magnetic modeling, and examination of preliminary inversion results. Voxel models of lower, 

upper, and reference magnetic susceptibility values were constructed using a direct gridding method that does not 

interpolate. The resultant voxel models were sampled at intersecting locations of the 3-D mesh file. Boolean logic 

was then used to determine the lower, upper, and reference susceptibility values at depths below the near-surface 

geologic model. The resultant geologic model covered the entire mesh volume. The 3-D geologic model with 

magnetic susceptibility attributes was used to constrain the lower and upper magnetic susceptibility values during 

the inversion. In addition, the model was used as an initial model during the inversion that helped control the 

smallness, or difference between reference and recovered models, in the model objective function.  
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The preferred inversion results were achieved after a series of inversions were run using differing Chifact 

values. The Chifact values adjust the target data misfit such that the data are more or less closely fit which can result 

in models being too noisy or too smooth, respectively. The calculated parameters from the series of inversions are 

presented in Table 3.3. The combination of L-curve analysis (Figure 3.9) and visual inspection of the resultant 

magnetic susceptibility models was used to determine that Run 4003 produced the favored results. The similarity 

between the observed and predicted data indicates that all major anomalous field variations were recovered during 

the inversion process (Figure 3.10).  

 

Table 3.2 Parameters for the near-surface geologic model 

Unit Thickness (meters) Lower 

Bounds (SI) 

Upper 

Bounds (SI) 

Reference 

Value (SI) 

Water 200 0.00000 0.00111 0.00050 

Quaternary deposits 200 0.00000 0.00111 0.00050 

Flysch 500 0.00000 0.00111 0.00050 

Felsic volcanic rocks 1000 0.00001 0.01140 0.00189 

Mafic volcanic rocks 1000 0.00004 0.04020 0.01020 

Undivided volcanic rocks 1000 0.00000 0.04000 0.00600 

Gabbro 2000 0.00000 1.00000 0.03100 

Monzonite (Koktuli Mtn) 2000 0.00090 0.00298 0.00150 

Granodiorite (Kaskanak Mtn) 4000 0.00090 0.10000 0.03010 

Biotite pyroxenite 2000 0.00034 0.60000 0.30100 

Talkeetna Formation 1000 0.00000 0.04000 0.00600 

 

Table 3.3 Results of the series of 3-D magnetic inversions 

Run Chifact Data Misfit 

(Phi D) 

Model Norm 

(Phi M) 

Regularization 

Parameter 

(multiplier) 

4000 0.2 2,237 153,320 0.09268400 

4001 0.4 4,405 138,990 0.18924000 

4002 0.6 6,681 127,170 0.29253000 

4003 0.8 8,864 120,650 0.39572000 

4004 1 11,130 115,340 0.50194000 

4005 1.2 13,378 111,220 0.60909000 

4006 1.4 15,596 107,820 0.71480000 

4007 1.6 17,830 104,830 0.81936000 

4008 1.8 20,062 102,220 0.92406000 

4009 2 22,196 100,150 1.02940000 

4010 5 55,262 79,712 2.48110000 

4011 10 111,140 63,487 4.72690000 

4012 20 221,460 46,727 9.01290000 

 

The inversion results show that much of the volume underlying Kaskanak Mountain contains relatively 

magnetic material to a depth greater than 10 km (Figure 3.11). The magnetic material continues at depth to the north 

beyond Groundhog Mountain. The highest modeled susceptibilities occur within the circular deep magnetic contact 

defined by the total horizontal gradient of the 10 km upward continued magnetic data. The calculated susceptibilities 

are similar to those measured, and modeled, over the outcropping biotite pyroxenite, suggesting the presence of 

similar ultramafic rocks at depth. Additional relatively high magnetic material at depth is found to the southeast of 

the linear northeast trending deep magnetic contact (Figure 3.11a). 
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Figure 3.9 A plot of the Tikhonov curve (data misfit vs model norm). Run 4003 produced the preferred inversion 

results based on a combination of L-shape analysis and visual inspection of resultant models.  

 

 
Figure 3.10 Maps showing the observed and predicted magnetic responses from Run 4003, the preferred inversion 

results, over the Pebble area.  

 

The inversion results reveal several interesting magnetic features within the circular deep magnetic contact. 

At least four areas appear to have relatively high magnetic material at depth that extends towards the surface (Figure 

3.11a). These areas include: 1) southern end of Kaskanak Mountain, 2) beneath the outcropping biotite pyroxenite 

unit, 3) beneath Cone Mountain, and 4) north of Groundhog Mountain. The rise at the southern end of Kaskanak 

Mountain has several middle Cretaceous hydrothermal centers above it (Figures 3.1, 3.11). A relatively thick zone 
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of low magnetic susceptibility material is modeled to the west of the biotite pyroxenite unit (Figure 3.11b). This low 

underlies mapped volcaniclastic rocks that have no available magnetic susceptibility measurements. The modeled 

susceptibility low may be an artifact of the inversion.  

 

 
Figure 3.11 Preferred result of the 3-D magnetic inversions. The model shows that relatively high magnetic material 

occurs below Kaskanak Mountain and extends continuously to the north of Groundhog Mountain. A. View looking 

to the northwest showing that high magnetic material (pink) at depth is confined to mostly within the deep magnetic 

contact calculated from the total horizontal gradient of the 10 km upward continued magnetic data. Within the 

circular deep magnetic contact are several areas where relatively high magnetic material extends from depth towards 

the surface, the southernmost occurs at the southern end of Kaskanak Mountain and has middle Cretaceous 

hydrothermal centers at the surface above it (Figure 3.1). Additional relatively high magnetic material is modeled to 

the southeast of the linear deep magnetic contact. B. View looking to the southeast showing that the relatively high 

magnetic material extends north and west of Groundhog Mountain. A deep magnetic low is recovered to the west of 

the biotite pyroxenite. The 0.02 SI isosurface is shown (red line) which represents an approximate contact for the 

granodiorite. C. View looking to the south showing undulations in the 0.02 SI isosurface that correlate with 
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magnetic lineaments outside the deep magnetic contact. The isosurface indicate similar rocks underlie both the 

Kaskanak and Groundhog Mountains.  

 

An isosurface of constant susceptibility value (0.02 SI) was calculated to try to better understand the 

distribution of the granodiorite (Figures 3.11b, 3.11c). This value was chosen to represent the contact of the 

magnetic granodiorite on Kaskanak Mountain with the host flysch deposits and was based on outcrop patterns, 

visual inspection of the inversion results, and magnetic susceptibility measurements of the unit (Table 3.1). The 

isosurface agrees relatively well with the outcropping pattern of the unit. In addition, the magnetic contact can be 

seen gently dipping to the west on the western side of Kaskanak Mountain (Figure 3.11b) which correlates well with 

the extent of the deep magnetic contact. The westward dipping isosurface begins to rise back towards the surface 

further to the north on the western side of Kaskanak Mountain (Figure 3.11c). This area contains a linear magnetic 

feature that is highlighted in the RTP (Figure 3.2) and tilt derivative (Figure 3.3) maps. These linear features may 

not be associated with the batholith. Thus care must be taken when using isosurface values to try to understand 

magnetic contacts at depth. The isosurface does extend to the shallow subsurface below Groundhog Mountain. The 

continuity of the isosurface from outcrops on Kaskanak Mountain to the shallow subsurface north of Groundhog 

Mountain allows for the interpretation of a common magnetic source.  

3.6 Discussion 

The RTP aeromagnetic anomaly map shows that the Pebble district and the Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area 

have contrasting magnetic signatures (Figure 3.2). Both areas are largely composed of intrusive rocks that are 

overlain by volcanic rocks. The intrusive rocks have similar compositions that include granite, granodiorite, alkali-

feldspar granite, quartz monzonite, quartz diorite, and monzonite. Magnetic susceptibility measurements show that 

the contrasting magnetic signatures can be related to the intrusive rocks, as those in the Pebble district have much 

higher magnetic susceptibility than those in the Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area (Table 3.1). The intrusive rocks in 

the Pebble district mostly show RTP magnetic anomaly highs with amplitudes around 750 nT, whereas the moderate 

amplitude magnetic anomaly highs over the intrusions at Stuyahok Hills are around 350 nT. Radiometric age dating 

indicates that much of the intrusive rocks in these two areas formed during two distinct time periods with most rocks 

in the Pebble district forming ca. 90 Ma (Lang et al., 2013) and those in the Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area forming 

ca. 65 Ma (Iriondo et al., 2003). Together the magnetic susceptibility measurements and the radiometric age dating 

suggests that the aeromagnetic data are broadly mapping rocks that formed during two time periods with 

aeromagnetic highs associated with the middle Cretaceous intrusive rocks in the Pebble district and the moderate 

aeromagnetic highs and lows with the Late Cretaceous intrusive rocks in the Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area.  

Tertiary mafic and felsic volcanic rocks overlie intrusive rocks in both the Pebble district and Pike Creek-

Stuyahok Hills areas (Figure 3.1). Several outcropping mafic volcanic rocks correlate with relatively short 

wavelength magnetic highs, such as the basalts in the East graben and those surrounding Koktuli Mountain. 

Magnetic susceptibility measurements of mafic and felsic volcanic rocks indicate that they have a large range in 

susceptibility values, as such they can be expected to produce both aeromagnetic highs and lows. However, 

magnetic anomaly highs in the RTP data show that the amplitudes are relatively low around 200 nT. The amplitudes 
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of the magnetic anomalies over the volcanic rocks are significantly less than those produced over the intrusive rocks 

in the area, especially those around Kaskanak Mountain, indicating that, in general, the volcanic rocks contribute 

less to the magnetic signal than the plutonic rocks.  

The tilt derivative map reveals both broad, circular-shaped and narrow, linear anomalies (Figure 3.3). The 

broad tilt derivative anomalies correlate mostly with mapped intrusive rocks in both the Pebble district and Pike 

Creek-Stuyahok Hills areas. These data along with the RTP magnetic anomalies can be used to extend the mapped 

extent of the outcropping intrusive bodies underneath Quaternary cover. In the Pebble district, the tilt derivative and 

RTP anomaly suggest that the intrusive rocks that comprise the Kaskanak batholith extend several kilometers to the 

west of the mapped extent. The broad tilt derivative and RTP anomaly over Groundhog Mountain indicates that the 

source extends approximately 10 km beyond the mapped volcanic rocks. The intrusive rocks underlying Stuyahok 

Hills produce a broad tilt derivative and RTP anomaly that trend to the northwest more than 20 km beyond where 

mapped, indicating their extent continues beneath Quaternary cover. 

The linear tilt derivative anomalies show that the structural grain of magnetic material in the area is 

predominately northeast-southwest. The lineaments have lengths that range from less than 2 to greater than 30 km 

and are commonly associated with mapped Tertiary volcanic rocks, although some lineaments correlate with middle 

Cretaceous or older basalt. In the Pebble district, linear tilt derivative anomalies correlate well with the mapped 

Tertiary basalts that crop out along the East graben on the west side of Koktuli Mountain (Figure 3.3). Eocene and 

older extensional faults have been noted in the Pebble district (Lang et al., 2013). In addition, drilling indicates that 

Eocene volcanic rocks are also found within the Tertiary cover sequence beneath glacial deposits (Lang et al., 2013). 

East of Koktuli Mountain, similarly striking, but discontinuous, linear tilt derivative anomalies run subparallel to the 

projected trend of the Lake Clark fault. In some places these linear, tilt derivative anomalies occur along 

outcropping Tertiary volcanic rocks. Aeromagnetic data have been used to suggest that dextral offset along the Lake 

Clark fault occurred since Eocene time (Haeussler and Saltus, 2005). The similarity in length and trend, along with 

spatial correlation of mapped units, are taken together to indicate that the linear northeast-trending tilt derivative 

anomalies along the projected Lake Clark fault are mostly mapping Tertiary basalts associated with Eocene 

extension in the area. Similar trending tilt derivative anomalies are also found in the Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area. 

Such anomalies are also associated with Tertiary volcanic rocks, indicating that Eocene extension occurred there as 

well. 

The multiscale edge detection shows that the magnetic structure varies with depth (Figure 3.4). The 

expected variance is also illustrated in the 2.5-D synthetic magnetic models that indicate basalt dikes and flows are 

not as well imaged when the magnetic data are upward continued to elevations above 1000 m (Figure 3.6). At 

increasing observation height, the magnetic signal is dominated by intrusive bodies that may have magnetic 

susceptibility values less than those measured on the mafic volcanic rocks in the area (Table 3.1). Therefore when 

magnetic data are upward continued to a height of 10 km, the dominant magnetic source is likely to be relatively 

deep, or thick, intrusive rocks that may have moderate magnetic susceptibilities, such as those measured on the 

granodiorite of the Kaskanak batholith. The total horizontal gradient of these upward continued data may be used to 

approximate the contact between deep magnetic and non-magnetic material. The Pebble district shows a strong 
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magnetic gradient calculated from the 10 km upward continued data; however, the Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area 

does not (Figure 3.5). The continuity of the deep magnetic contact in the Pebble district suggests that several near-

surface, outward-dipping, circular anomalies coalesce at depth into a common magnetic source. The broad, deep 

magnetic contact indicates that the source extends to the north of Groundhog Mountain and Wiggley Lake Basin. 

The magnetic inversion results further support a common magnetic source at depth within the Pebble district and 

north of Groundhog Mountain (Figure 3.11).  

The 2.5-D forward magnetic modeling indicates that the granodiorite underlying Kaskanak Mountain could 

be underplated by material with higher magnetic susceptibility than that found in rocks at the surface and drill core. 

If the source body was modeled with a single magnetic susceptibility value similar to that measured on the 

granodiorite, then the body would extend to depths greater than 25 km. Although possible, our preferred 

interpretation is that the area is underplated by material that has higher magnetic susceptibility values than those 

measured on the granodiorite. This interpretation is further supported by the results of the 3-D magnetic inversions.  

The 3-D magnetic inversion results in the Pebble area show that most magnetic material lies at depth within 

the confines of the peaks of the total horizontal gradient of the 10 km upward continued data (Figure 3.12). At 

relatively shallow depths of 200 to 1000 m linear northeast trending magnetic structures are present, mostly outside 

the deep magnetic contact (Figures 3.12a, b). At these shallow depths, clusters of circular and ovoid magnetic 

structures are modeled within the deep magnetic contact. The 0.02 SI contour correlates well with these near surface 

magnetic structures and may provide an approximate contact between magnetic igneous rocks that intrude non-

magnetic flysch deposits, as is observed on Kaskanak Mountain (Lang et al., 2013). At depths around 3000 meters, 

the clusters of magnetic structures begin to converge and prominent magnetic features occur at the southern end of 

Kaskanak Mountain, beneath the mapped biotite pyroxenite, and to the north of Groundhog Mountain (Figure 

3.12c). The 0.02 SI contour appears to be trending outward with depth. At this depth a broad linear magnetic low 

structure that follows the trend of the projected Lake Clark fault becomes more evident. At depth around 5000 

meters, the circular magnetic structures within the deep magnetic contact have coalesced into three bodies under 

Kaskanak Mountain, Cone Mountain, and Groundhog Mountain (Figure 3.12d). The 0.02 SI contour suggests nearly 

the entire area is at least as magnetic as the outcropping granodiorite on Kaskanak Mountain. This depth is similar to 

the measured stratigraphic thickness of the flysch deposits in the Kahiltna basin further to the north (Kalbas et al., 

2007). The continuity of magnetic material indicates the presence of non-magnetic material, such as flysch deposits, 

is minimal at this depth. The linear northeast trending magnetic low is still visible and relatively high magnetic 

material is now modeled to the southeast. Around 7000 meters depth, the highest modeled magnetic susceptibilities 

begin to converge within the deep magnetic contact (Figure 3.12e). Many of the known middle Cretaceous 

hydrothermal systems are found above the edge of this modeled high magnetic susceptibility material. Southeast of 

the linear, northeast trending magnetic low the model shows the high magnetic material becomes more continuous. 

At a depth of 9000 meters, the model shows only highly magnetic material within the deep magnetic contact (Figure 

3.12f). The area southeast of the linear, northeast trending low is modeled as high magnetic material with a 

boundary well defined along the deep magnetic contact. The 0.02 SI contour encloses nearly the entire modeled 
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area. The base of the magnetic material is not well resolved in the inversion results. Instead it appears that additional 

magnetic material continues with depth. 

 

 
Figure 3.12 Depth slices from the results of the 3-D magnetic inversions. A. Map of 200 m depth slice showing 

circular and ovoid magnetic structures within the deep magnetic contact. Linear northeast trending magnetic 

structures occur mostly outside the deep magnetic contact. B. Map of the 1000 meter depth slice showing the 

continuity of circular and ovoid magnetic structures. C. Map of the 3000 m depth slice showing broader magnetic 

structures. A broad, linear, northeast-trending magnetic low follows the projection of the Lake Clark fault. D. Map 

of the 5000 m depth slice indicating the shallow magnetic structures have converged into three bodies. Most of the 

area is modeled as material with higher magnetic susceptibilities than measurements on outcropping granodiorite at 

Kaskanak Mountain. Relatively high magnetic material is modeled to the southeast of the projected Lake Clark 

fault. E. Map of the 7000 m depth slice showing the convergence of the highest modeled magnetic material along 

the edge of the known middle Cretaceous hydrothermal center. F. Map of the 9000 m depth slice illustrating that 

nearly the entire area is modeled as relatively high magnetic susceptibility material. The model does not appear to 

fully resolve the greatest depths of the magnetic material.  
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The results of magnetic inversions presented here indicated the intrusive rocks in and around the Pebble 

district are broadly zoned from more felsic rocks (moderate susceptibility material) in the near subsurface to more 

mafic rocks (high susceptibility material) at depth. Several upward extending plumes of mafic to ultramafic rocks 

(highest susceptibility material) extend from depth toward the shallower levels. The rise at the southern end of 

Kaskanak Mountain has several middle Cretaceous hydrothermal centers above it (Figures 3.1, 3.11). However, no 

rise in highly magnetic material is observed directly below the Pebble deposit. The modeled mafic- to ultramafic 

material has similar modeled susceptibility values as those within the outcropping biotite pyroxenite indicating a 

possible genetic link. 

The middle Cretaceous hydrothermal systems in the Pebble district are mostly found along the deep 

magnetic contact (Figure 3.5). In addition, the magnetic inversion results show that near-surface magnetic structures 

converge at depth to form a continuous magnetic feature within the deep magnetic contact. If a common magma 

source existed during middle Cretaceous time, then favorable areas for similar age porphyry style deposits may be 

located along this deep magnetic contact that encompasses a large area approximately 900 km
2
.  Because most 

known porphyry copper deposits have been found along the surficial projection of the deep magnetic contact and the 

magnetic inversions show convergence of magnetic structure at depth within this contact, continuing exploration 

along this trend may be advantageous.  

Magnetic inversions have been used to understand the 3-D distribution of batholith host rocks associated 

with porphyry copper deposits within the Guichon Creek batholith in British Columbia, Canada (Roy and Clowes, 

2000). These workers used a combination of seismic, magnetic, and gravimetric data to image structures hosting 

porphyry copper deposits. The results show that the Guichon Creek batholith is zoned from mafic edges to more 

felsic cores which is in stark contrast to the inversion results presented here over Kaskanak batholith in the Pebble 

district.  

The mapped Lake Clark fault to the northeast projects into the northeastern corner of the study area but the 

location of the fault is difficult to discern because of extensive glacial cover (Figure 3.1). The inversion results show 

at depth a relatively linear magnetic feature with modeled low susceptibility values that trends northeast along the 

projection of the Lake Clark fault (Figure 3.12). Geologic mapping indicates that the Lake Clark fault broadly marks 

the boundary between the Jurassic island-arc rocks and the Cretaceous flysch deposits (Wilson et al., 2006). Also 

along this trend is a linear deep magnetic contact defined by the total horizontal gradient of the 10 km upward 

continued data (Figure 3.5). The magnetic anomaly highs to the southeast are a part of a continuous series of 

magnetic highs that have been attributed to the Jurassic plutonic rocks of the Talkeetna arc (Saltus et al., 1999; 

2007). The magnetic highs to the northwest are attributed to a belt of middle Cretaceous magnetite-series plutonic 

rocks that extends hundreds of kilometers to the northeast and southwest (Anderson et al., 2013). At shallower 

depths, similarly trending RTP and tilt derivative linear anomalies are interpreted as representing Tertiary basalts 

formed during a period of Eocene extension. These shallow magnetic structures are also recovered in the inversion 

(Figures 3.12a, b). This northeast trending corridor of linear magnetic highs within a broad magnetic low is 

interpreted to represent a strand of the Lake Clark fault, an important crustal-scale structure in the formation of the 

plutonic rocks and associated ores in the Pebble district (Goldfarb et al., 2013). The southeastern edge of the 
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corridor is best defined by the linear deep magnetic contact, while the northwestern edge is more shallowly imaged 

as lineaments in the RTP and tilt derivative transforms. 

The inversion results presented here had little subsurface information available to use as constraints. A 

near-surface geologic model was built for the purpose of constraining the inversion process, however, it was not 

based on direct observations such as drill hole data. As a result it is difficult to assess the reliability of the modeled 

depths. The RTP data showed that magnetic highs correlate well with the mapped granodiorite underlying Kaskanak 

Mountain. Similar magnetic anomalies were observed to the north. The multiscale edge detection showed several 

near-surface, outward dipping circular magnetic features that coalesced at depth. In general, the recovered inversion 

model agrees with the subsurface geometry depicted in the multiscale edge detection. The total horizontal gradient 

of the 10 km upward continued data mapped a deep magnetic contact. The inversion results recovered both near-

surface and deep magnetic features that were evident in the filtered magnetic data. Taken together, the filtered 

magnetic data and the inversion results provide a robust 3-D model of the subsurface geology near the Pebble 

deposit.  

The 3-D model indicates a substantial amount of magnetic material is needed to produce the upward 

continued anomalies that are interpreted to reflect a middle Cretaceous magnetic-series belt in southwest Alaska 

(Anderson et al., 2013). These anomalies appear to be underlain by increasingly magnetic material with depth. The 

inversion results do not clearly resolve the greatest depths of the magnetic structure. Unfortunately, uncertainty in 

the depths calculated in the inversion process make it difficult to produce a volume estimate. However, the 

similarities in subsurface trends between the multiscale edge detection and magnetic inversion results indicate a 

source with an areal extent approximately 900 km
2
, an area clearly mapped by the total horizontal gradient of the 10 

km upward continued magnetic data. 

3.7 Conclusion 

Magnetic data have been used to improve the understanding of the igneous rocks in the Pebble region. 

Most of the intrusive rocks formed during the middle Cretaceous (ca. 90 Ma) or Late Cretaceous (ca. 65 Ma). 

Magnetic susceptibility measurements indicate that the older intrusive rocks are generally more magnetic than the 

younger intrusive rocks.  

The filtered aeromagnetic data highlight magnetic structure throughout the Pebble region. The middle 

Cretaceous rocks associated with the Pebble porphyry copper deposit produce strong RTP magnetic anomaly highs, 

whereas the younger intrusive rocks in the Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills area are not as well resolved. The tilt 

derivative highlights the presence of a northeast structural grain that can be attributed to Eocene extension 

throughout the region. The multiscale edge detection shows that clusters of magnetic anomaly highs coalesce at 

depth to form a common magnetic source in the Pebble district.  

Forward modeling of magnetic data helps understand the causative sources of the magnetic structure in the 

region. The results indicate that sources with batholith-like geometries that have moderate magnetic susceptibilities 

may dominate the magnetic signal as the data are upward continued. The middle Cretaceous hydrothermal 

occurrences in the Pebble district are found along the surficial expression of a deep magnetic contact defined by the 

total horizontal gradient of the 10 km upward continued data. The contact parallels the outcropping granodiorite on 
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Kaskanak Mountain which were genetically linked to the middle Cretaceous porphyry copper deposits and extends 

to the north of both Groundhog Mountain and Wiggley Lake Basin. This contact may be favorable for additional 

porphyry copper deposits.  

The magnetic inversion shows a similar subsurface geometry as that depicted by the multiscale edge 

detection. In addition, the results indicate a common magnetic source at depth within the deep magnetic contact. 

This deep magnetic source appears to rise towards the surface in several areas, and the southernmost rise has several 

middle Cretaceous porphyry occurrences above it. Such a source is likely more magnetic than the exposed 

granodiorite on Kaskanak Mountain. At moderate depths, the inversion shows that the entire area is at least as 

magnetic as the granodiorite on Kaskanak Mountain and the non-magnetic flysch deposits that host the intrusions 

are relatively thin. The inversions also indicate the presence of a relatively deep, northeast trending magnetic low 

that parallels lineaments mapped by the tilt derivative. This deep low represents a strand of the Lake Clark fault that 

separates Jurassic plutonic rocks to southeast from middle Cretaceous plutonic rocks to the northwest. Aeromagnetic 

data are an effective tool for mapping middle Cretaceous igneous rocks in southwest Alaska and should provide 

valuable insight during exploration for similar age porphyry copper deposits in the region.  
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4.1 Abstract 

The geodynamic setting of an accreted island-arc terrane represent a region in which several types of 

mineral resources may occur. The mineral resources from southwest Alaska are classified into greenstone-hosted, 

oxidized intrusion-related, reduced intrusion-related, and epithermal. Aeromagnetic data are related to the classified 

mineral resource and outcropping geology to better understand the distribution of gold-rich mineral resources. 

Three magnetic domains are defined by the reduced-to-pole, upward continue, and tilt derivative 

transforms. The greenstone-hosted mineral resources that include volcanogenic massive sulfide deposits are mapped 

along magnetic lineaments mostly landward of the accreted island-arc. The oxidized intrusion-related mineral 

resources that include porphyry copper, skarn, and Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic complexes occur along magnetic 

anomaly highs in the Peninsular and Kahiltna domains. Characteristic short wavelength, high amplitude magnetic 

anomalies suggest additional Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic complexes and skarn resources in the Kahiltna and 

Kuskokwim domains. Magnetic depth estimates indicate potential greenstone-hosted and oxidized intrusion-related 

resources occur beneath 100 m of glacial deposits. Reduced intrusion-related resources are best imaged in the more 

landward, Kuskokwim magnetic domain. Epithermal resources are not well imaged. The mineral potential map 

highlights areas most favorable for additional mineral resources.  

4.2 Introduction 

The discovery of the ca. 90 Ma Pebble porphyry Cu-Au-Mo deposit in southwestern Alaska, which has a 

current measured and indicated resource of 5,940 Mt at 0.42% copper, 0.35 g/t gold, and 0.025% molybdenum, with 

a 0.30 wt % copper cutoff (Lang et al., 2013), has made this remote region highly prospective for porphyry copper 

deposits of similar age. The Pebble district contains several hydrothermal centers that form a cluster of porphyry-

style ores within the district (Lang et. al., 2013). Palinspastic restoration and aeromagnetic anomalies have defined a 

magmatic belt more than 400 km long that links the Pebble porphyry deposit with the Neacola porphyry copper 

prospect with magnetic anomalies highlighting prospective areas (Young et al., 1997; Hart et al., 2004; Anderson et. 

al., 2013; Goldfarb et al., 2013). Therefore the potential for additional middle Cretaceous porphyry style ores has 

been hypothesized; however, additional resource types in the region are not as well understood. 

Southwest Alaska represents a growing continental margin with the accretion of several allocthonous 

terranes since the Mesozoic (Jones et al., 1987; Wallace et al., 1989; Colpron et al., 2007). The geodynamic setting 

has led to multiple pulses of magmatism since the Mesozoic. The pre-, syn-, and post-accretion intrusive rocks span 
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more than 200 m.y. and have the potential to form a variety of intrusion-related mineral resources (Kerrich et al., 

2005).  

Metallogenic provinces are characterized by regions with an assemblage of mineral deposit types that may 

enrich the crust in a particular commodity (e.g. Andean Cu province; Sillitoe and Perilló, 2005). Porphyry copper 

systems that develop in island-arc settings are defined by anomalous gold concentrations, whereas those in 

continental arcs tend to be enriched in molybdenum (Seedorff et al., 2005). In southwest Alaska Jurassic porphyry 

copper systems are present along the Talkeetna island-arc complex (Detterman and Reed, 1980). The middle 

Cretaceous Pebble porphyry copper system contains one of the largest gold resources of any porphyry copper 

system in the world (Lang et al., 2013). The Tintina Gold Province that extends from southwest Alaska through 

central Alaska and into Canada is landward of the island-arc complexes (Tucker and Smith, 2000). The area is 

characterized by gold-rich resources that include reduced intrusion related gold systems (RIRGS) and several 

additional ore types (Hart, 2007). Taken together, the potentially gold-rich porphyry systems and landward reduced 

intrusion related gold systems indicate the shallow crust in southwest Alaska may be enriched in gold from a variety 

mineral deposit types. 

Classification of mineral deposits helps provide a framework for mineral resources assessment. The 

classification schemes can be based on geologic setting, host rocks, ore morphology (disseminated, vein, massive), 

and geochemical signature (e.g., Cox and Singer, 1986). Lode gold deposit types can be further grouped into 

families of deposits that either formed by related processes or that are distinct products of large scale hydrothermal 

systems (Robert et al., 1997; Poulsen et al., 2000). Such resources largely correspond to the main classes of gold 

models, such as the orogenic, reduced intrusion-related, and oxidized intrusion-related (Hagemann and Brown, 

2000). In this paper we have generalized the known mineral occurrences in southwest Alaska into greenstone-

hosted, oxidized intrusion-related, reduced intrusion-related, and epithermal and used aeromagnetic data to assess 

their distribution.  

Aeromagnetic data provide a continuous coverage over large areas and can be helpful for understanding the 

distribution of mineral resources. The present study utilizes aeromagnetic data to better assess the mineral potential 

in an accreted island-arc setting that can host a variety of gold-rich resources. Aeromagnetic data filtering techniques 

are used to enhance differing components of the magnetic field. The results are compared with outcropping geology 

and the distribution of mineral resources. These observations are used to extend the potential for additional resources 

throughout the region. The resulting favorability map provides a framework for more detailed exploration efforts 

that may include higher resolution geophysical surveys and geochemical sampling. 

4.3 Regional Geology 

 Southern Alaska is composed of numerous lithotectonic terranes that include island-arc complexes, 

accretionary prisms, flysch basins and parts of the North American craton (Figure 4.1; Jones et al., 1987; Wallace et 

al., 1989; Colpron et al., 2007; Goldfarb et al., 2013). Several island-arc complexes amalgamated prior to Middle 

Jurassic and accreted to the North American craton by middle Cretaceous (Decker et al., 1994; Patton et al., 1994). 

Deformed flysch basins that evolved from retroarc foreland, to remnant ocean, to strike-slip basins are preserved in 

the suture zone (Hampton et al., 2010). Accretionary complexes are found seaward of the island-arcs. 
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Figure 4.1 Lithotectonic terrane map of southern Alaska and northwestern Canada showing the distribution of 

Jurassic and older island-arc complexes accreted to the ancient North American margin rocks during the Cretaceous. 

The oceanic arcs and landward flysch basins host mineral resources classified as porphyry copper deposits, skarn 

deposits, volcanic-hosted massive sulfide deposits, and Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic complexes. Further landward 

are the gold-rich resources of the Tintina Gold Province. Map modified from Goldfarb et al., 2013.   

 

The oceanic arcs host several orogen parallel porphyry copper, skarn, and VMS resources (Figure 4.1). 

Additional porphyry copper and skarn deposits formed in the flysch rocks on the landward side of the accreted 

island-arc complexes. Also within the basins are Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic complexes that run along strike of the 

island-arcs (Himmelberg and Loney, 1995). Landward of the suture zone is the Tintina Gold Province (Tucker and 

Smith, 2000) that is characterized by gold-rich resources including reduced intrusion related gold systems (RIRGS) 

and several additional ore types (Hart, 2007). 

4.4 Local Geology 

The geology of southwestern Alaska is complex and largely concealed by Quaternary deposits (Detterman 

and Reed, 1973; 1980; Decker et al., 1994; Plafker and Berg, 1994; Wilson et al., 2006). Outcrops consists of 

Paleozoic continental margin rocks, Mesozoic and younger volcano-plutonic complexes, Jurassic to Cretaceous 

flysch deposits, and Tertiary and younger volcanic flows (Figure 4.2). The structure is dominated by northeast 

trending faults.  

Late Triassic greenstone complexes crop out mostly in the Alaska-Aleutian Range (Figure 4.2). These 

rocks include the Chilikadrotna Greenstone (Bundtzen et al., 1979; Wallace et al., 1989), Tlikakila complex (Amato 

et al., 2007a), Kakhonak complex, and Cottonwood Bay Greenstone (Detterman and Reed, 1980). The rocks outcrop 

along north-northeast- and northeast-trending linear belts that are up to 75 km-long. The lithologies consist of 

variably deformed and metamorphosed sedimentary and mafic volcanic rocks with lenses of marble, metagabbro, 
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and metamorphosed ultramafic rocks with peridotite and pyroxenite protoliths. Along the Mulchatna fault the 

Chilikadrotna Greenstone rocks trend northeast and are steeply dipping to the northwest (Bundtzen et al., 1979). In 

the Alaska-Aleutian Range the rocks of the Tlikakila complex represent a suprasubduction zone ophiolite complex 

that developed in Late Triassic time during initiation of subduction (Amato et al., 2007a). 

 

 
Figure 4.2 Geology map of southwest Alaska. Jurassic island-arc rocks that include intermediate and limited mafic 

to ultramafic plutons crop out in the Alaska-Aleutian Range are overlain by volcaniclastic rocks. Triassic greenstone 

rocks trend to the northeast within and to the west of the Alaska-Aleutian Range. Cretaceous flysch deposits occur to 

the west and were intruded by middle Cretaceous and younger plutons. Tertiary volcanics are widespread west of 

the Alaska-Aleutian Range. Also shown are known potential resources. Map is modified from Detterman and Reed, 

1980; Wilson et al., 2006.  

 

 The Jurassic Talkeetna island-arc rocks outcrop mostly in the Alaska-Aleutian Range (Figure 4.2; Reed and 

Lanphere, 1973; Detterman and Reed, 1980; Clift et al., 2005a; Rioux et al., 2010). The island-arc complex consists 

of volcaniclastic rocks of the Talkeetna Formation that overlie predominately intermediate plutonic rocks. The 

plutonic rock types include diorite, quartz diorite, quartz monzonite, trondhjemite, granodiorite that outcrop along a 

northeast-trending 25 km wide belt and extend eastward under the Cook Inlet to Afognak and Kodiak Island (Figure 

4.1; Rioux et al., 2010).  The plutonic rocks range in age from 212 Ma on Kodiak Island to 184 to 164 Ma in the 
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Alaska-Aleutian Range (Reed and Lanphere, 1973; Detterman and Reed, 1980; Rioux et al., 2010). Additional mafic 

and ultramafic rocks with gabbro, hornblendite, and pyroxenite compositions occur as isolated plutons within the 

batholith (Detterman and Reed, 1980).   

 The Talkeetna arc transitioned from tectonic erosion to accretion in the forearc in Late Jurassic to Early 

Cretaceous time as it approached the continental margin (Plafker et al., 1994; Clift et al., 2005b). The collision may 

be reflected in the metamorphism of mafic volcanic rocks of the Tlikakila complex around 177 Ma and have caused 

magmatism to cease from 160 to 100 Ma (Amato et al., 2007b). The collision led to exhumation of the Talkeetna arc 

and consequent landward deposition of clastic sediments of the Kahiltna assemblage (Wallace et al., 1989; Decker et 

al., 1994; Kalbas et al., 2007; Hampton et al., 2010). The Kahiltna assemblage consists of Jurassic-Cretaceous 

sandstone, shale, siltstone, and lesser chert and conglomerate and has an estimated thickness around 5 km (Kalbas et 

al., 2007).  

 A middle Cretaceous belt of intermediate to ultramafic plutonic rocks intrude the sedimentary rocks in a 

northeast trend along the Lake Clark fault (Young et al., 1997; Hart et al., 2004; Anderson et al., 2013; Goldfarb et 

al., 2013). The intermediate rocks include granodiorite, diorite, and quartz monzonite that outcrop on Kaskanak 

Mountain (Figure 4.2). The mafic and ultramafic rocks include gabbro and pyroxenite that occur on Kaskanak 

Mountain and beneath glacial deposit further west near Kemuk Mountain (Detterman and Reed, 1980; Iriondo et al., 

2003; Lang et al., 2013).  

The Late Cretaceous Kuskokwim Group rocks occur mostly northwest of the Mulchatna fault (Eakins et al., 

1978; Hanks et al., 1985; Wallace et al., 1989; Elder and Box, 1992). The contact with the Kahiltna assemblage 

broadly parallels the Mulchatna fault but has not been well documented and may be either fault or stratigraphic 

contact (Wallace et al., 1989). The Kuskukwim Group sedimentary rocks are estimated to be 6-12 km thick (Kalbas 

et al., 2003) and consist of sandstone, limestone, argillite, and locally dikes (Wilson et al., 2006).  

Late Cretaceous to Tertiary igneous rocks crop out extensively in southwestern Alaska (Reed and 

Lanphere, 1973; Moll-Stalcup, 1994; Bundtzen and Miller, 1997; Iriondo et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2006; Amato et 

al., 2007b). These rocks post-date the inferred suturing of the island-arc complex (Bundtzen and Miller, 1997; Clift 

et al., 2005a; Amato et al., 2007a). The intrusive rocks commonly exhibit reduced character and are peraluminous 

with composition that include granite, granodiorite, syenite, monzonite, diorite, and limited gabbro (Bundtzen and 

Miller, 1997; Rombach and Newberry, 2001). These rocks include those outcropping at Shotgun Hills, Bonanza 

Hills, Sleitat Mountain, Pike Creek, Stuyahok Hills, and Muklung Hills (Eakins et al., 1978; Rombach and 

Newberry, 2001; Iriondo et al., 2003; Layer, 2010). In addition, radiometric age dates of biotite from quartz 

monzonite suggest these rocks occur under glacial deposits near Audn (Anderson et al., unpubl. data). 

 Cretaceous and younger mafic to felsic volcanic flows crop out west of the Alaska-Aleutian Range (Figure 

4.2). The volcanic rocks are mostly of rhyolitic, dacitic, and basaltic compositions. Limited radiometric age dates 

suggest these rocks are Eocene or younger (Detterman and Reed, 1980; Iriondo et al., 2003; Lang et al., 2013) with 

active volcanism in the Alaska-Aleutian Range. These flows are usually less than 50 m-thick, but sequences can be 

as much as 150 m-thick (Detterman and Reed, 1980).   
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The structural history in the region is poorly understood. The area experienced a significant compressional 

event prior to Late Cretaceous. The Paleozoic continental margin rocks and rocks of the Kahiltna assemblage have 

been subisoclinally folded during the compressional event. However, undeformed Late Cretaceous igneous rocks 

suggest that this event was completed by Late Cretaceous time (Decker et al., 1994).  

The area experienced significant dextral displacement since the Late Cretaceous. Northeast-striking crustal-

scale faults have been recognized in southwestern Alaska (Figure 4.2; Detterman et al., 1976; Beikman, 1980; 

Wilson et al., 2006). The Holitna fault, part of the Denali-Farewell fault, is interpreted to be northwest side up high-

angle reverse with a dextral component (Wilson et al., 2006). The Mulchatna fault broadly corresponds with the 

boundary between the Kuskokwim and the Kahiltna sedimentary rocks and is interpreted to have significant dextral 

strike-slip and/or dip-slip displacement since the Late Cretaceous to Paleocene (Wallace et al., 1989). The 

Telequana fault is a right-lateral strike-slip fault with approximately 11 km of dextral offset (Haeussler and Saltus, 

2005). The Lake Clark fault extends from Lake Clark northeast into the Alaska-Aleutian Range batholith 

(Detterman et al., 1976). Offset aeromagnetic anomalies and geologic units suggest up to 26 km of dextral offset 

along the fault since Eocene (Ivanhoe, 1962; Haeussler and Saltus, 2005). The Bruin Bay fault exhibits high-angle 

reverse motion and separates rocks of the Alaska-Aleutian Range batholith from sedimentary rocks to the southeast 

(Detterman and Hartsock, 1966; Detterman et al., 1976).  

4.5 Methodology  

Intrusion-related mineral resources are the result of magmatic and hydrothermal processes that concentrate 

metals under particular physical and chemical conditions. Several classification systems exist for such resources. 

Descriptive information from known mineral resources in southwest Alaska is used to develop a consistent 

classification scheme. The resultant classification scheme is then related to a continuous aeromagnetic data set to 

assess the distribution of such resources.   

4.5.1 Mineral Resources 

The geodynamic setting of an accreted island-arc terrane can result in a diversity of intrusion-related 

mineral deposit types in a relatively small area (Kerrich et al., 2005). The most studied mineral resources in 

southwest Alaska include: Pebble (Lang et al., 2013), Shotgun (Rombach and Newberry, 2001), the Forty Seven 

Creek Au-As-Sb-W and nearby resources  (Gray et al., 1997, 1998), Kemuk (Foley et al., 1997), Sb-W resources at 

Sleitat Mountain (Burleigh, 1991; Layer, 2010), Cu-Au resources at Audn (Anderson et al., unpubl. data), and 

intrusion-related systems along the Alaska-Aleutian Range batholith (Reed and Lanphere, 1973; Eakins et al., 1978; 

Detterman and Reed, 1980; Case and Nelson, 1986).  

Mineral resources described as mines, prospects, and mineral occurrences in southwest Alaska have been 

compiled from individual quadrangles of the Alaska Resource Data File (Bickerstaff, 1998; Huber, 1999; Hudson, 

2001a,b; Bundtzen and Miller, 2004; Hawley, 2004). These data include descriptions of host rock, age, alteration, 

mineralization, major and minor commodities, and mineral deposit type for 88 intrusion-related mineral resources. 

The mineral deposit types were assigned to families of deposits that either formed by related processes or that are 

distinct products of large-scale hydrothermal systems (Robert et al., 1997, 2007). The greenstone-hosted, intrusion-
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related, and epithermal classifications are based on several parameters that include: geological setting, host rocks, 

style of mineralization, and geochemical signatures. The intrusion-related classification was further divided into 

reduced intrusion-related and oxidized intrusion-related (Robert et al., 2007), as intrusions with varying redox state 

should have differing aeromagnetic expressions (Clark, 1997). Many resources originally described as polymetallic 

veins were reclassified as porphyry copper and placed into the oxidized intrusion-related classification. In some 

cases the available information was insufficient to assign a classification and so the lode claim was discarded along 

with placer resources. Additional resources include the 308 Zone and the 65 Zone in the Pebble district (Lang et al., 

2013) and the Audn (Iliamna) prospect to the southwest (Anderson et al., unpubl. data).  

4.5.1.1 Greenstone-hosted 

The greenstone-hosted resources are mainly located within the exposed rocks of the Alaska-Aleutian range 

(Figure 4.2; Table 4.1). The deposit types are limited to volcanic-hosted massive sulfide (VMS) and are inferred to 

be Jurassic or older. The VMS resources to the east of the Alaska-Aleutian Range occur along a northeast trend 

within pillow basalts and volcaniclastic rocks of the Talkeetna Formation (KN002, KN007, and KN008). The VMS 

resources west of the Alaska-Aleutian range (LC013, LC022, LC052) are stratabound and associated with north-

northeast-trending metamorphosed mafic to intermediate volcanic rocks in the Tlikakila complex (Amato et al., 

2007a).  

 

Table 4.1 Greenstone-hosted deposits and occurrences 

ARDF 

Number Name 

Commodity 

(minor) Ore Gangue Alteration 

Deposit 

Type Age 

KN002 Johnson; 

Johnson 

River 

Au, Cu, Pb, 

Zn 

Au, Ccp, 

Gn, Py, 

Sp 

Anh, Brt, 

Chl, Ser 

Propylitic; 

sericitic; 

argillic; 

silicification 

VMS Jurassic 

KN007 Double 

Glacier 

Au, Cu, Zn Au, Py, 

Sp 

Brt, Cal, 

Gp, Qz 

Sulfate; 

silicification 

VMS Jurassic 

KN008 Difficult 

Creek 

Au, Cu, Zn Au, Ccp, 

Py, Sp 

Anh, Brt, 

Cal, Qz 

Sulfate; 

silicification 

VMS Jurassic 

LC022 Otter Lake Cu (Zn) Ccp, Py, 

Sp 

    VMS Late 

Triassic or 

younger 

LC052 Tazimina Cu, Pb, Zn 

(Ag) 

Bn, Ccp, 

Cu, Py 

Chl, Qz, Ser   VMS Late 

Triassic or 

younger 

LC013 Twin Lakes 

East 

Cu Bn, Ccp, 

Po 

    VMS Late 

Triassic or 

younger 

(Amato et 

al., 2007a) 

Ore mineral abbreviations: Au=native gold; Bn=Bornite; Ccp=Chalcopyrite; Cu=native copper; Gn=Galena; 

Po=Pyrrhotite; Py=Pyrite; Sp=Sphalerite  

Gangue mineral abbreviations: Anh=Anhydrite; Brt=Barite; Cal=Calcite; Chl=Chlorite; Gp=Gypsum; Qz=Quartz; 

Ser=Sericite 
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4.5.1.2 Oxidized Intrusion-related 

The oxidized intrusion-related resources consists of porphyry copper, skarn, and Alaska-type ultramafic-

mafic complex. The porphyry copper and skarn resources commonly form clusters in the shallow levels of the 

island-arc complexes and are associated with oxidized, intermediate plutonic rocks (Seedorff et al., 2005; Sillitoe, 

2010). The Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic complexes form at shallow crustal levels at the base of island-arcs and can 

host significant resources of magmatic and hydrothermal PGE, Au, Fe, Ti, and V (Himmelberg and Loney, 1995; 

Foley et al., 1997). The complexes can be concentrically zoned with dunite to peridotite cores that are surrounded by 

more fractionated rocks. The rocks are interpreted to form through crystal-fractionation of primary hydrous basalt 

melts that are similar to parental magmas proposed for island-arc basalts and andesites (Himmelberg and Loney, 

1995).  

The oxidized intrusion-related resources are found throughout the region but are concentrated in the 

exposed rocks of the Alaska-Aleutian Range (Figure 4.2; Table 4.2). The porphyry copper resources occur southeast 

of the Mulchatna fault within and to the west of the Alaska-Aleutian Range (Figure 4.2). Most of the porphyry 

copper resources have not been directly dated but are inferred to be Jurassic and younger (Table 2). A single inferred 

Jurassic porphyry copper resource occurs along Jurassic intrusive rocks in the Alaska-Aleutian Range (IL047). The 

prospect is hosted in a 100 m wide breccia pipe within intermediate to mafic igneous rocks (Hawley, 2004). Several 

porphyry copper resources fall along trend of the outcropping Jurassic plutonic rocks (IL028, IL029, IL035), but are 

inferred to be Late Cretaceous or younger (Table 2). The resources are hosted in sericitically-, propyllitically-, and 

argillically-altered granitic rock with disseminated pyrite, chalcopyrite, and molybenite.  

 

Table 4.2 Oxidized intrusion-related deposits and occurrences 

ARDF 

Number Name 

Commodity 

(minor) Ore Gangue Alteration 

Deposit 

Type Age 

LC042 West 

Gladiator 

Cu (Ag, Zn) Ccp, Mal, Py, 

Po 

Chl, Ep, 

Qz 

Propylitic Porphyry 

copper 

Tertiary or 

younger 

LC043 East Gladiator Ag, Cu, Mo, 

Pb, Zn (Sn) 

Ccp, Mol, Py, 

Po 

Qz, Ser Sericitic; 

argillic; 

propylitic 

Porphyry 

copper 

Tertiary or 

younger 

LC045 Kontrashibuna 

(Lake) 

Mo (Cu, Zn) Mol, Py Qz   Porphyry 

copper 

Tertiary or 

younger 

LC047 West Ospook Cu (Mo, Pb) Ccp, Mag, Py     Porphyry 

copper 

Tertiary or 

younger 

LC053 Little 

Tazimina 

Cu (Ag, Mn, 

Mo, Pb, Zn) 

Az, Ccp, Mal     Porphyry 

copper 

Tertiary or 

younger 

IL028 Unnamed Au?, Mo 

(Cu?) 

Ccp?, Mol, Py   Argillic; 

sericitic(?) 

Porphyry 

copper 

Tertiary 

IL029 Unnamed Cu, Mo 

(Ag) 

Ccp?, Mol, Py   Argillic; 

sericitic(?) 

Porphyry 

copper 

Tertiary 

LC003 Telaquana 

River 

Mo Mol, Py   Propylitic Porphyry 

copper 

Cretaceous 

or Tertiary 

LC004 Telaquana 

Pass 

Mo Mag, Mol, Py, 

Po 

Qz   Porphyry 

copper 

Cretaceous 

or Tertiary 
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ARDF 

Number Name 

Commodity 

(minor) Ore Gangue Alteration 

Deposit 

Type Age 

LC005 Unnamed Mo (W) Mol     Porphyry 

copper 

Cretaceous 

or Tertiary 

IL035 KUY Au, Cu, Mo 

(Ag, Zn) 

Au, Au-Ag-

tellurides?, 

Ccp, Mag, 

Mol, Py 

Clay 

minerals, 

Qz 

Propylitic; 

argillic; 

silicification; 

potassic; 

sericitic 

Porphyry 

copper 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or Tertiary 

LC017 Twin Lakes 

West 

Cu, Pb, Zn Ccp, Gn, Hem, 

Py, Sp 

Cal, Chl, 

Ep 

Propylitic; 

silicification; 

sericitic 

Porphyry 

copper 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

LC026 Kijik 

Mountain; 

Kijik 

Mountain 

North 

Zn  (Ag, Pb) Py, Po   Oxidation; 

silicification; 

propylitic 

Porphyry 

copper 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

LC029 Pass Cu, Pb (Ag, 

Mo, Sb, Zn) 

Ag-bearing Ttr 

(?), Ccp, Gn, 

Mol, Py, Po 

Qz Oxidation; 

silicification; 

propylitic 

Porphyry 

copper 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

LC032 Kijik Lake; 

Thompson 

Cu (Ag, Zn) Ccp, Py   Propylitic; 

silicification; 

potassic(?) 

Porphyry 

copper 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

LC034 Kijik River; 

Thompson 

Cu (Ag, Mo, 

Pb, Zn) 

Ag-bearing 

Gn, Apy, Ccp, 

Mol, Py, Sp 

Cal, Qz, 

Rds 

Propylitic; 

silicification 

Porphyry 

copper 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

LC035 North Currant 

Creek 

Cu Ccp, Hem, Py   Silicification; 

oxidation 

Porphyry 

copper 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

IL003 Unnamed Cu (Ag?, 

Au?, Mo?) 

Ccp, Mol?, Py Qz Potassic Porphyry 

copper 

Mid-

Cretaceous 

IL004 38 Porphyry Cu (Ag, Au, 

Mo?) 

Ccp, Mol?, Py Qz Potassic Porphyry 

copper 

Mid-

Cretaceous 

IL007 Pebble Copper Au, Cu (Ag, 

Mo) 

Au, Bn, Cct, 

Ccp, Cv, Dg, 

Gn, Gth, Mag, 

Mol, Py, Sp 

Qz Potassic; sodic-

potassic; 

advanced 

argillic; 

sericitic; 

propylitic 

Porphyry 

copper 

Mid-

Cretaceous 

(Lang et 

al., 2013) 

LC001 Neacola River Cu, Mo 

(Pb?) 

Az, Bn, Mol Qz   Porphyry 

copper 

Mid-

Cretaceous 

(Reed and 

Lanphere, 

1973) 

IL047 Kamishak 

(Painted 

River) 

Au, Cu (Ag, 

Fe) 

Bn, Ccp, Mag, 

Mal, Py 

  Propylitic; 

potassic; 

sericitic 

Porphyry 

copper 

Jurassic 

LC044 Kasna Creek; 

Barnes; Gilt 

Edge 

Cu, Fe (Au, 

Ag, Pb, Zn) 

Ccp, Hem, Py,  

Sp 

Amp, 

Cal, Chl,  

Grt, Qz 

  Skarn Tertiary or 

younger 

LC049 Tak II Cu, Fe       Skarn Tertiary or 

younger 

LC051 Upper Cu (Ag, Pb, Ccp, Mag Ep, Qz   Skarn Tertiary or 

Table 4.2 Continued 
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ARDF 

Number Name 

Commodity 

(minor) Ore Gangue Alteration 

Deposit 

Type Age 

Tazimina Zn) younger 

LC010 Unnamed Cu Ccp   Sericitic Skarn Cretaceous 

LC002 Unnamed Cu (Ag, Zn) Ccp, Po, Py, 

Sp 

    Skarn Cretaceous 

or Tertiary 

IL009 Millet; Copper 

King Ledge; 

Millet Point 

 Az, Cct, Ccp, 

Hem, Mal, 

Neo?, Py, Sp 

  Contact 

metasomatism 

(calcic host 

rocks replaced 

by sulfide 

minerals, 

garnet, 

amphibole, 

epidote and 

other skarn 

minerals) 

Skarn Late 

Cretaceous 

or Tertiary 

LC041 South Currant 

Creek 

Cu, Zn (Au) Au, Ccp, Mag, 

Py 

Bt, Chl, 

Hbl, Qz 

Contact 

metasomatism 

(calcic host 

rocks replaced 

by skarn 

minerals) 

Skarn Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

SM075 Unnamed Au, Bi, Cu, 

W (Ag, As, 

Sn, U) 

Gth  Di, Grt Contact 

metasomatism 

(calcic host 

rocks replaced 

by skarn 

minerals) 

Skarn Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

IL002 37 Skarn Cu (Ag, Au) Au?, Ccp, 

Mag 

Ep?, Grt, 

Qz 

Contact 

metasomatism 

(calcic host 

rocks replaced 

by sulfide 

minerals, 

magnetite, 

garnet, quartz, 

and epidote?) 

Skarn Mid-

Cretaceous 

IL038 Unnamed Fe (Ti) Mag?     Skarn Jurassic or 

younger 

IL044 Unnamed Cu?, Fe? Ccp?, Mag?     Skarn Jurassic or 

younger 

IL014 Unnamed Ag?,  Au?, 

Fe (Ti) 

Mag   Contact 

metasomatism 

(calcic host 

rocks replaced 

by skarn 

minerals) 

Skarn Jurassic 

IL017 Copper King; 

Keyes; Black 

Prince; 

Grubstakers 

Incorporated 

Cu, Fe (Ag, 

Au) 

Az, Ccp, Mag, 

Mal, Mrc, Py, 

Po 

Ep, Grt, 

Qz 

Contact 

metasomatism 

(calcic host 

rocks replaced 

by skarn 

minerals) 

Skarn Jurassic 

Table 4.2 Continued 
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ARDF 

Number Name 

Commodity 

(minor) Ore Gangue Alteration 

Deposit 

Type Age 

IL023 Dutton; 

Dutton, 

Goodro, and 

Thomas 

Cu (Ag, Au, 

Fe, Mo) 

Apy, Az, Ccp, 

Ccl, Lm, Mag, 

Mal, Mol, Py, 

Po 

Cal, Ep, 

Grt, Qz 

Propylitic; 

contact 

metasomatism 

(calcic host 

rocks replaced 

by skarn 

minerals) 

Skarn Jurassic 

IL039 Unnamed Au, Cu, Fe 

(Ag) 

Az, Ccp, Mag, 

Mal 

Cal, Ep, 

Grt, Qz 

Contact 

metasomatism; 

oxidation 

(copper) 

Skarn Jurassic 

IL040 Unnamed Fe Mag Qz Contact 

metasomatism 

(calcic host 

rocks replaced 

by skarn 

minerals) 

Skarn Jurassic 

IL042 Unnamed Cu, Fe (Ag) Az, Ccp, Ccl, 

Mag, Mal, Py 

Act, Cal, 

Ep, Grt, 

Qz 

Contact 

metasomatism 

(calcic host 

rocks replaced 

by skarn 

minerals); 

oxidation  

Skarn Jurassic 

IL043 Crevice Creek; 

McNeil; 

Sargent (also 

Holly and 

others; 

Okchiak 

Creek; 

Reward-

Ridgway; 

Cook & 

Bornland) 

Ag, Au, Cu 

(Fe) 

Az, Ccp, Ccl, 

Mal, Mag, Py 

Act, Cal, 

Ep, Grt, 

Qz 

Contact 

metasomatism 

(calcic host 

rocks replaced 

by skarn 

minerals); 

oxidation  

Skarn Jurassic 

IL048 Unnamed Fe (Ti) Mag Qz Contact 

metasomatism 

(calcic host 

rocks replaced 

by skarn 

minerals) 

Skarn Jurassic 

KN003 Trachsel; Snug 

Harbor 

Fe Mag Grt, Px Contact 

metasomatism 

(calcic host 

rocks replaced 

by skarn 

minerals) 

Skarn Jurassic 

IL020 Duryea; 

Duryea & 

McNeil; Ida 

G; Silver Bell; 

War Eagle; 

Silver Creek; 

Ag, Au, Pb, 

Zn (Cu) 

Apy, Ccp, Gn, 

Lm, Mn-Fe  

oxide, Py, Sp 

  Contact 

metasomatism  

(calcic host 

rocks replaced 

by skarn 

minerals) 

Skarn Late 

Triassic or 

younger 

Table 4.2 Continued 
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ARDF 

Number Name 

Commodity 

(minor) Ore Gangue Alteration 

Deposit 

Type Age 

Hi-Hope; Bear 

Creek 

IL012 Unnamed Cu (Fe) Az, Ccp, Mag, 

Mal 

    Skarn Triassic or 

younger 

LC008 Glacier Fork Au, Cu (Ag, 

Zn) 

Apy, Ccp, Po, 

Sp 

Grt   Skarn Permian or 

younger 

DI003 Kemuk Fe (Ti, 

PGM(?)) 

Ti-bearing 

Mag 

    Alaska-

type 

ZUC 

Mid-

Cretaceous 

(Iriondo et 

al., 2003) 

IL006 Frying Pan 

Lake 

Fe (Ti, V) Ilm, Mag     Alaska-

type 

ZUC 

Mid-

Cretaceous 

(Lang et 

al., 2013) 

IL015 Phoenix Fe (Ti) Mag     Alaska-

type 

ZUC 

Jurassic 

IL021 Unnamed Fe (Ti) Mag     Alaska-

type 

ZUC 

Jurassic 

IL022 Durand; 

Durant 

Cu (Fe) Az, Ccp, Mag, 

Mal, Py 

Qz Oxidation  Alaska-

type 

ZUC 

Jurassic 

IL025 Unnamed Fe (Ti) Mag?     Alaska-

type 

ZUC 

Jurassic 

IL027 Unnamed Fe (Ti) Mag     Alaska-

type 

ZUC 

Jurassic 

IL034 Unnamed Fe (Ti) Mag?     Alaska-

type 

ZUC 

Jurassic 

IL050 Chenik 

Mountain; Pan 

American 

Petroleum 

Corp. 

Fe (Ti) Mag     Alaska-

type 

ZUC 

Jurassic 

IL019 Unnamed Fe (Ti) Mag     Alaska-

type 

ZUC 

Early or 

Middle 

Jurassic 

Ore mineral abbreviations: Apy=Arsenopyrite; Au=Native gold; Az=Azurite; Bn=Bornite; Ccl=Chrysocolla; 

Ccp=Chalcopyrite; Cct=chalcocite; Cv=Covellite; Dg=Digenite; Gn=Galena; Gth=Goethite; Hem=Hematite; 

Ilm=Ilmenite; Lm=Limonite; Mag=Magnetite; Mal=Malachite; Mol=Molybdenite; Mrc=Marcasite; Neo=Neotocite; 

Po=Pyrrhotite; Py=Pyrite; Sp=Sphalerite; Ttr=Tetrahedrite 

Gangue mineral abbreviations: Act=Actinolite; Amp=Amphibole; Bt=Biotite; Cal=Calcite; Chl=Chlorite; 

Di=Diopside; Ep=Epidote; Grt=Garnet; Hbl=Hornblende; Px=Pyroxene; Qz=Quartz; Rds=Rhodocrosite; 

Ser=Sericite 

 

The most notable porphyry copper resource is the Pebble deposit (IL007) about 50 km west of the Alaska-

Aleutian Range (Figure 4.2). The Pebble resource is associated with middle Cretaceous intermediate intrusive rocks 

(Lang et al., 2013). Several other middle Cretaceous porphyry copper resources occur in the Pebble district (IL003, 

Table 4.2 Continued 
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IL004, 308 zone, 65 zone). Northeast of the Pebble district along strike of the Lake Clark fault is the middle 

Cretaceous Neacola River porphyry copper resource (LC001). The prospect consists of disseminated quartz veins 

containing pyrite, azurite, and traces of bornite hosted in middle Cretaceous intermediate rocks that are 

propylitically altered (Young et al., 1997). Additional porphyry copper resources occur south and west of Neacola 

River that are inferred to be Cretaceous or Tertiary (LC003, LC004, LC005).  

Landward of the Jurassic plutons and southeast of the Lake Clark fault is a cluster of porphyry copper 

resources with inferred ages of Late Cretaceous and younger (LC035, LC042, LC043, LC045, LC047, LC053). The 

prospects exhibit disseminated and quartz veins containing pyrite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, and moybdenite hosted 

in intermediate volcanic and intrusive rocks. Approximately 30 km to the northwest is an additional cluster of 

porphyry copper resources that are inferred to be Late Cretaceous and younger (LC026, LC029, LC032, LC034). 

The prospects exhibit disseminated and quartz vein hosted sulfides that include pyrite, pyrrhotite, arsenopyrite 

within felsic to intermediate volcanic and intrusive rocks. An isolated porphyry copper resource occurs between the 

Lake Clark and Telaquana faults and also has an inferred age of Late Cretaceous or younger (LC017). The prospect 

exhibits disseminated and fracture filling pyrite and lesser chalcopyrite hosted in felsic volcanic rocks. 

The skarn resources are commonly found near porphyry copper occurrences and are mostly located within 

and to the west of the Alaska-Aleutian Range (Figure 4.2). Most of the skarn resources have not been directly dated 

but are inferred to be Jurassic and younger (Table 4.2). The oldest inferred skarn resource is believed to be Permian 

or younger (LC008) and is in close proximity to the mid-Cretaceous Neacola River porphyry resource. The garnet-

rich skarn resource consists of veins of massive to disseminated pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite, and sphalerite 

hosted in marble, schists, phyllite, metamorphosed mafic volcanic rocks, and granitic rocks (Bickerstaff, 1998). 

Triassic and younger skarn resources occur along trend of the outcropping Jurassic intermediate plutons (IL012, 

IL020). The prospects exhibit vein- and replacement-style sulfides that include chalcopyrite, sphalerite, galena, and 

pyrite hosted in marble. An additional nine skarn resources that are inferred to be Jurassic follow this same trend 

(IL014, IL017, IL023, IL039, IL040, IL042, IL043, IL048, KN003). The prospects mostly occur along the contact 

with the Cottonwood Bay greenstone rocks and limestone of the Talkeetna Formation. The garnet- and magnetite-

bearing skarns consist of chalcopyrite, pyrite, and pyrrhotite. Similarly, Jurassic and younger skarns fall along the 

same trend (IL038, IL044).  

Lang et al. (2013) report an inferred middle Cretaceous skarn in the Pebble district (IL002). The prospect is 

associated with magnetite-bearing, garnet, pyroxene, carbonate, and epidote calc-silicate alteration and sulfide veins. 

Additional inferred Cretaceous or younger skarn resources (LC002, LC010) occur near the middle Cretaceous 

Neacola River prospect (LC001). These prospects consist of pyrite, pyrrhotite, and minor chalcopyrite and sphalerite 

in granitic rocks and metasedimentary rocks.  

Late Cretaceous or younger skarn resources occur west of the Alaska-Aleutian Range (IL009, LC041) 

including northwest of the Mulchatna fault (SM075). These resources consist of quartz veins and disseminated 

pyrite, chalcopyrite, and magnetite in calc-silicate veins hosted in limestone. A group of Tertiary or younger skarn 

resources (LC044, LC049, LC051) cluster around the porphyry copper resources southeast of the Lake Clark fault. 

The prospects contain quartz veinlets of chalcopyrite, magnetite, hematite hosted in metasedimentary rocks.  
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The Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic resources are found southeast of the Mulchatna fault (Figure 4.2). Most 

of the Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic resources have not been directly dated but are inferred to be Jurassic and 

younger (Table 4.2). Those in the Alaska-Aleutian Range are inferred to be Jurassic (IL015, IL019, IL021, IL022, 

IL025, IL027, IL034, and IL050). The mafic to ultramafic rocks include gabbro, hornblend gabbro, hornblendite, 

and pyroxenite. The rocks are mostly preserved as roof pendants in, or border phases of, a Jurassic quartz diorite 

batholith (Detterman and Reed, 1980). The resources consist of veins, disseminations, and irregular pods or lenses 

of magnetite in mafic to ultramafic rocks. Younger Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic complex resources occur to the 

west. In the Pebble district these rocks formed in the middle Cretaceous (IL006; Lang et al., 2013). Similar age 

ultramafic rocks (Iriondo et al., 2003) occur east of Kemuk Mountain under 30 m to more than 140 m of glacial 

overburden (DI003). The prospect contains a large composite, ultramafic and mafic pluton enriched in iron and 

potential platinum group elements (Hudson, 2001b).  

4.5.1.3 Reduced Intrusion-related 

 The reduced intrusion-related resources are mainly located north and west of the Lake Clark fault (Figure 

4.2; Table 4.3). The deposit types are lumped together as reduced intrusion-related gold systems (Hart, 2007) and all 

are Late Cretaceous and younger. These gold systems are commonly associated with ilmenite-series granitoids 

(Hart, 2007). The most notable occurrence is in Shotgun Hills (TA007) that consists of intense quartz-sulfide veins 

in a Late Cretaceous felsic porphyry stock (Rombach and Newberry, 2001). In the Bonanza Hills, narrow zones of 

en echelon, arsenopyrite- and stibnite-bearing quartz veins occur in sedimentary rocks adjacent to Late Cretaceous 

felsic plutons (LC009, LC011, LC016). Several vein systems are associated with Late Cretaceous or Early Tertiary 

felsic plutons (TA009, TA020). These quartz veins with arsenopyrite and lesser chalcopyrite, stibnite, and cinnabar 

occur within the plutons and in adjacent hornfelsed clastic sedimentary rock. The gold resources at Audn (Anderson 

et al., unpubl. data) are also interpreted to be reduced intrusion-related. The Audn prospect, buried beneath around 

75 m of glacial cover, exhibits disseminated and fracture controlled sulfides that include pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, 

and pyrite. The deeply eroded, Paleocene tin-, tungsten-, and silver-bearing sheeted greisen system at Sleitat 

Mountain (Burleigh, 1991) has been classified as reduced intrusion-related (TA010). The tin-, tungsten-, and silver-

bearing sheeted greisen system is associated with a granitic stock that crosscuts and thermally metamorphoses 

clastic sedimentary rocks of the Kuskokwim Group.  

 

Table 4.3 Reduced intrusion-related deposits and occurrences 

ARDF 

Number Name 

Commodity 

(minor) Ore Gangue Alteration 

Deposit 

Type Age 

TA010 Sleitat 

Mountain 

Sn, W (Ag) Apy, bismite, 

Cst, Ccp, 

ferrotantalite, 

Lo, Py, Sp, 

Stn, Wf 

Clay 

minerals, 

Ms, Qz, 

Tpz, Tur, 

Znw 

Greisenization; 

argillic; 

oxidation 

RIRGS Paleocene 

(Burleigh, 

1991) 

LC009 Bonanza 

Hills; 

VABM 

Trail 

Au (Sn, W) Au, Ccp, Py, 

Sch 

  Sericitic; 

silicification 

RIRGS Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 
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ARDF 

Number Name 

Commodity 

(minor) Ore Gangue Alteration 

Deposit 

Type Age 

LC011 Bonanza 

Hills; 

Bonanza 

Ag, Au (Pb, 

Sb) 

Apy, Au, Stb Qz Sericitic; 

silicification 

RIRGS Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

LC016 Bonanza 

Hills; Main 

Saddle 

Ag, Cu, Pb 

(Au) 

Apy, Ccp, Gn, 

Ttr 

Qz   RIRGS Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

TA009 Unnamed W Wf Qz Contact 

metamorphism 

RIRGS Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

TA020 Little 

Taylor 

Mountains 

Au (?), Cu Au, Py Qz, Ser Silicifation; 

sericitic 

RIRGS Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

TA007 Shotgun 

(Mose) 

Au Apy, Au, Bi, 

Bi-Te sulfide 

minerals, Ccp, 

Cct, Cu, Cv, 

Lo, Mrc, Py, 

Po, Sch, Sp 

Ab, Cb, 

Qz, Ser, 

Tur 

Silicification; 

sericitic 

RIRGS Late 

Cretaceous 

(Rombach 

and 

Newberry, 

2001) 

Ore mineral abbreviations: Apy=Arsenopyrite; Au=Native gold; Bi=Native bismuth; Ccp=Chalcopyrite; 

Cct=chalcocite; Cst=Cassiterite; Cu=Native Copper; Cv=Covellite; Gn=Galena; Lo=Loellingite; Mrc=Marcasite; 

Po=Pyrrhotite; Py=Pyrite; Sch=Scheelite; Sp=Sphalerite; Stb=Stibnite; Stn=Stannite; Ttr=Tetrahedrite; 

Wf=Wolframite 

Gangue mineral abbreviations: Ab=Albite; Cb=Carbonate mineral; Ms=Muscovite; Qz=Quartz; Ser=Sericite; 

Tpz=Topaz; Tur=Tourmaline; Znw=Zinnwaldite 

 

4.5.1.4 Epithermal 

The epithermal resources span the spectrum from low- to high-sulfidation systems many of which could not 

be distinguished using available descriptions (Figure 4.2). These resources include the mercury-antimony and gold-

bearing veins at Fortyseven Creek where direct dating indicates they are Late Cretaceous (Gray et al., 1997, 1998). 

Additional direct dating indicates Eocene low-sulfidation veins in the Pebble district (IL005; Lang et al., 2013). 

Most of the epithermal resources have only inferred ages (Table 4.4). The Late Cretaceous epithermal resources 

include those at Fortyseven Creek (SM073) and south of Shotgun Hills (TA021, TA022). These resources include 

quartz veins with arsenopyrite, pyrite, scheelite, stibnite, and wolframite in hornfelsed sedimentary rocks associated 

with small granite stocks.  

 

Table 4.4 Epithermal deposits and occurrences 

ARDF 

Number Name 

Commodity 

(minor) Ore Gangue Alteration 

Deposit 

Type Age 

IL005 25 Gold 

(Sill?) 

Ag, Au Au, Py Qz Silicification Epithermal 

(low) 

Eocene 

(Lang et 

al., 2013) 

IL030 Fog Lake Au, Cu (Ag, 

Zn) 

Au, Az, 

Ccp, Mal, 

Py, Sp 

Cal, Qz Propylitic; 

Contact 

metasomatism 

(calcic host 

rocks replaced 

by skarn 

Epithermal Eocene 

Table 4.3 Continued 
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ARDF 

Number Name 

Commodity 

(minor) Ore Gangue Alteration 

Deposit 

Type Age 

minerals) 

IL032 Unnamed Au Au Qz?   Epithermal Tertiary 

IL033 Golden 

Fleece 

(Emerald 

Lake) 

Au (Ag, Cu) Lm Clay 

minerals, 

Qz 

Silicification; 

advanced 

argillic 

Epithermal Tertiary 

IL037 Pfaff; Battle 

Lake 

Ag, Au (Cu) Au, Bn?, 

Ccp, Ccl?,  

Mal, Py, 

unidentified 

Ag-bearing 

sulfosalt 

mineral 

Qz Propylitic; 

silicification; 

argillic; 

oxidation 

(copper) 

Epithermal 

(low) 

Tertiary 

DI002 Red Top Hg Cin, Hem, 

Lm 

Cal, Dck, 

Dol, Qz 

Oxidation 

(hematite and 

limonite) 

Epithermal 

(low) 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or Tertiary 

TA001 Cinnabar 

Creek lode 

Hg, Sb (Au) Au, Cin, Hg, 

Lm, Py, Stb 

Dck, Dol,  

Qz 

Silicification; 

argillic; 

oxidation 

Epithermal 

(low) 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

TA003 Schaeffer Hg (Sb) Cin, Lm, 

Mrc?, Py?, 

Stb 

Qz Silicification; 

oxidation 

Epithermal 

(low) 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

TA004 Lucky Day Hg, Sb Cin, Hg, 

Lm, Py, Stb 

Cb, Dck,  

Qz 

Argillic Epithermal 

(low) 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

TA005 Redskin Hg Cin     Epithermal 

(low) 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

TA006 Tippy Au, Cu (Ag, 

Hg) 

Apy, Ccp, 

Mal 

Qz, Tur Silicification; 

oxidation 

Epithermal 

(low) 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

TA016 Gemuk 

Mountain 

Au, Sb Au, Py, Stb Qz   Epithermal 

(low) 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

TA018 Broken 

Shovel 

Hg, Sb Cin, Stb Qz Silicification; 

propylitic 

Epithermal 

(low) 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

TA019 Unnamed Au (Ag, Hg) Apy, Au, 

Cin, Py 

Qz, Tur   Epithermal 

(low) 

Late 

Cretaceous 

or younger 

TA021 Unnamed Ag, Au (As, 

B, Bi, Cu, 

Pb, Sb, Sn, 

Hg) 

Apy, Lm, 

Mal 

Qz, 

scorodite 

Silicification; 

oxidation 

Epithermal 

(low) 

Late 

Cretaceous 

TA022 Unnamed Ag, Au (As, 

B, Hg) 

Apy, Lm, 

Mal 

Qz, 

scorodite 

Silicification; 

oxidation 

Epithermal 

(low) 

Late 

Cretaceous 

SM073 Fortyseven 

Creek Lode 

Ag, Au, W 

(As, Bi, Sb, 

Sn) 

Ag, Apy, 

Arg, Au, 

jamesonite, 

Py, Sch, Stb, 

telluride 

Cb, Qz, 

Tur 

Sericitic Epithermal 

(low) 

Late 

Cretaceous 

(Gray et al., 

1998) 

Table 4.4 Continued 
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ARDF 

Number Name 

Commodity 

(minor) Ore Gangue Alteration 

Deposit 

Type Age 

minerals, 

Wf 

Ore mineral abbreviations: Ag=Native silver; Apy=Arsenopyrite; Arg=Argentite; Au=Native gold; Az=Azurite; 

Bn=Bornite; Ccl=Chrysocolla; Ccp=Chalcopyrite; Cin=Cinnabar; Hg=Native mercury; Lm=Limonite; 

Mal=Malachite; Mrc=Marcasite; Py=Pyrite; Sch=Scheelite; Sp=Sphalerite; Stb=Stibnite; Wf=Wolframite 

Gangue mineral abbreviations: Cal=Calcite; Cb=Carbonate mineral; Dck=Dickite; Dol=Dolomite; Qz=Quartz; 

Tur=Tourmaline 

 

The Late Cretaceous or younger epithermal resources occur mostly in the west and are associated with 

Tertiary and/or Cretaceous intrusive rocks (DI002, TA001, TA003, TA004, TA005, TA006, TA016, TA018, 

TA019). They consist of discontinuous quartz-cinnabar-stibnite veins and quartz cemented breccia that are 

associated with Tertiary or Cretaceous intrusive rocks, commonly mafic dikes that cut sedimentary rocks. Several 

inferred Tertiary epithermal resources occur on the western flank of the Alaska-Aleutian Range (IL032, IL033, 

IL037) with one specified as Eocene (IL030). The vuggy gold- and sulfide-bearing quartz-calcite veins and sulfide 

disseminations are hosted in Tertiary volcanic rocks that are commonly silicified or argillically altered.  

4.5.2 Aeromagnetic Data 

Aeromagnetic data have long been used as an aid in mapping and understanding mineral resources (Grant, 

1985; Woods and Webster, 1985; Roy and Clowes, 2000; Behn et al., 2001; Hildenbrand et al., 2001; Hoschke, 

2008). These data are particularly useful for understanding intrusion-related mineral resources as these data map the 

distribution of magnetite, a common accessory mineral in granite rocks. Granitoids can be divided into magnetite- 

and ilmenite-series that have contrasting magnetic properties and associated mineral resources (Ishihara, 1981; 

Clark, 1999). To which series a granitoid belongs is largely a function of the oxidation state of the parent magma 

where relatively oxidized magmas lead to oxidized intrusions and relatively reduced magmas form reduced 

intrusions. These granitoid series overlap with the oxidized intrusion- and reduced intrusion-related classifications 

used here, thereby making aeromagnetic data effective for differentiating these potential resources.  

Five regional-scale aeromagnetic surveys (Connard et al., 1999; U.S. Geological Survey, 2002, 2006a,b) 

flown along northwest-trending flight lines were merged into a single, continuous data set with a grid cell size of 

400 m (Anderson et al., 2011). These data were processed using industry-standard techniques (Luyendyk, 1997). 

The resulting data set covers approximately 82,500 km
2
 over four 1:250,000-scale quadrangle map sheets (Taylor 

Mountains, Lake Clark, Dillingham, and Iliamna). 

Filtering techniques are used to highlight differing components of the anomalous magnetic field. The 

derivative products include reduced-to-pole, upward continuation, total horizontal gradient, and tilt derivative. In 

addition, magnetic anomalies with characteristic high amplitude, short wavelength are selected from flight line 

profiles. Depth estimate solutions provide a minimum estimate to magnetic sources in areas where bedrock geology 

is concealed by glacial deposits.  

Table 4.4 Continued 
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4.5.2.1 Reduced-to-Pole 

The residual magnetic field data were further processed utilizing the reduced-to-pole (RTP) transform 

method (Baranov and Naudy, 1964; Blakely, 1995) to better align magnetic anomalies with causative sources. The 

RTP transformation was applied using an inclination of 72.6° and declination of 18.5°. The results show contrasting 

magnetic features over the accreted island-arc terrane (Figure 4.3). 

 

 
Figure 4.3 Map showing reduced-to-pole transformed magnetic data for southwest Alaska. The interpreted magnetic 

domains are overlain. Also shown are known potential resources (see Fig. 4.2 for labels).  

 

4.5.2.2 Upward Continuation and Total Horizontal Gradient 

The upward continuation (UC) transformation calculates the magnetic field at an elevation higher than that 

at which it was original measured. This transformation attenuates near-surface effects and accentuates the anomalies 

from deeper magnetic sources (Kellogg, 1953; Blakely, 1995). The aeromagnetic data from southwestern Alaska 

were upward continued to 10 km above the nominal survey height of 305 m. This transformation highlights the 

longer spatial wavelength anomalies at the expense of the shorter wavelength anomalies (Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4 Map showing 10 km upward continue transformed magnetic data for southwest Alaska. Additionally, the 

results of curvature analyses of the total horizontal gradient of the upward continued data are overlain. They 

represent relatively deep magnetic contacts. The interpreted magnetic domains are overlain. Also shown are known 

potential resources (see Fig. 4.2 for labels).  

 

The total horizontal gradient (THG) transform can be used to map edges of magnetic sources (Blakely and 

Simpson, 1986; Cordell and Grauch, 1985; Grauch and Cordell, 1987). The THG of the UC data was calculated to 

assess relatively deep magnetic contacts. Curvature analysis was used to identify the peaks within the total 

horizontal gradient (Phillips, 2007). The results suggest the location of relatively deep magnetic features (Figure 

4.4).  

4.5.2.3 Tilt Derivative  

The RTP data were further filtered using the tilt derivative (TDR) transform (Miller and Singh, 1994). The 

TDR applies the arctangent to the ratio of the first vertical derivative to the total horizontal gradient. The arctangent 

function helps to overcome the large dynamic range that can be present in the amplitudes of RTP anomalies. The 

TDR tends to be positive over the source, crosses through zero at, or near, the edge of a vertical contact, and is 

negative outside the source region. In addition, the TDR responds well to both shallow and deep sources thus 
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making it effective in areas where sources may exist under cover. The RTP data were upward continued to 400 

meters prior to applying the TDR filter. The results highlight both linear and broad magnetic features (Figure 4.5). 

 

 
Figure 4.5 Map showing the tilt derivative transformed magnetic data for southwest Alaska. The interpreted 

magnetic domains are overlain. Also shown are known potential resources (see Fig. 4.2 for labels).  

 

4.5.2.4 Short Wavelength, High Amplitude Anomalies 

The selection of magnetic anomalies along flight line profiles can be automated if anomalies have common 

characteristics such as short wavelength and high amplitude. In general, near-surface rocks produce short 

wavelength anomalies and their amplitudes may be a function of the magnetic susceptibility of the rock. Alaska-type 

ultramafic-mafic complexes have high magnetic susceptibilities (Clark, 1997) and limited aerial extents 

(Himmelberg and Loney, 1995; Foley et al., 1997). Thus a near surface Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic complex is 

expected to produce a characteristic short wavelength, high amplitude magnetic anomaly. An example of such rocks 

is documented at the Kemuk prospect which produces one of the strongest magnetic anomalies in North America 

(Humble Oil Refining Company, 1959). The aeromagnetic anomaly is greater than 7500 nT over a relatively short 

distance of 7000 m (Figure 4.6A). Such rocks in the Pebble district have high measured magnetic susceptibilities 

(Anderson et al., unpubl. data) and produce characteristic short wavelength, high amplitude magnetic anomalies 

over more broad moderate amplitude anomalies (Figure 4.6B). Similarily, magnetite-rich skarn have relatively high 
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magnetic susceptibilities (Clark, 1997). These resources may have limited aerial extents and can also produce 

characteristic short wavelength, high amplitude magnetic anomalies.  

Profile data are preferred for mapping characteristic short wavelength, high amplitude anomalies. 

Contoured aeromagnetic data may subdue such anomaly because of the inherent low-pass filtering that occurs. This 

may be especially true when contouring data collected along widely spaced flight lines such as in southwest Alaska. 

Profile data from the five surveys were analyzed using an amplitude threshold of 1500 nT and a base level of 0. The 

results map short wavelength, high amplitude anomalies that reflect shallow magnetite-rich rocks that may be 

associated with Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic rocks and skarn resources (Figure 4.6C). 

 

 
Figure 4.6 Magnetic anomalies of Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic complexes in southwest Alaska. A. Magnetic 

profile over the Kemuk resource. B. Magnetic profile over the IL006 resource. C. Map showing the distribution of 
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characteristic short wavelength, high amplitude magnetic anomalies identified along flight line profiles. Such 

characteristic anomalies may not be obvious in gridded data and potentially represent additional Alaska-type 

ultramafic-mafic complexes or skarn resources. The results are plotted over the reduced-to-pole transformed data 

with shading representing topography as magnetized terrain may affect the results.  

 

4.5.2.5 Depth Estimates 

 Estimates of the depth to magnetic sources provide information on the three-dimensional distribution of 

contrasting magnetic material. Theoretically, the calculated depths are dependent on the source geometry. For this 

reason a structural index (SI) term is used as a measure of the rate of change of a field with distance. The SI changes 

with source geometry such that geologic contacts, vertical dikes, vertical pipes, and spheres (or point sources) have 

SI of 0, 1, 2, and 3 respectively. In practice the SI for such geometries can vary considerably. In traditional depth 

estimate methods, the user specifies the SI for the target source and when the SI chosen is too small the resultant 

depth estimate is too shallow; whereas when the SI chosen is too large the resultant depth estimate is too deep (Reid 

et al., 1990). Thus choosing the appropriate SI is critical for determining reasonable depth estimates. 

The depth estimates presented here use a two-step extended Euler approach (Phillips, 2002) that is 

enhanced by the addition of the Hilbert transform components (Nabighian and Hansen, 2001). The Hilbert transform 

components allow the SIs to be calculated instead of being user supplied (Nabighian and Hansen, 2001), such that a 

priori information about source geometry is minimal and results can be evaluated in terms of their calculated SI. The 

two-step extended Euler method involves solving for source locations using a structural index of 0 and retaining 

those solutions that lie on or below a reference surface that represents shallowest possible source location, the digital 

elevation model in this case. These retained solutions represent the shallowest possible sub-surface sources. 

Solutions lying above the reference surface are moved downward to the surface, and a second solution is attempted 

for horizontal location and structural index. The results that show well-clustered solutions with similar structural 

indices are preferred.  

The results presented here were calculated using the residual magnetic anomaly field and a 9 by 9 data 

window with solutions limited to depths less than 1000 meters below the topography. The calculated SIs are mostly 

less than 0.1 (Figure 4.7) indicating the depth source geometries are contacts. Subsurface information from drill 

holes in the Kemuk and Audn areas (Figure 4.8) are used to calibrate the estimates over Okstukuk Hills and North 

Kemuk areas (Figure 4.9).  

4.6 Results 

Magnetic domains can be useful for understanding the distribution of mineral resources. Domain 

boundaries can coincide with abrupt changes in variations of magnetization of crustal rocks or truncations in 

structural trends. The filtered aeromagnetic data sets can enhance particular features of the anomalous magnetic field 

that can be used to characterize the magnetic domains. In southwest Alaska the RTP, UC, and TDR maps are used to 

establish magnetic domains.  
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Figure 4.7 Map of structural indices calculated during the two-step Euler depth analysis of residual magnetic field 

data in southwest Alaska. Highly clustered results are preferred. Results from the Kemuk, Audn, Okstukuk Hills, 

and North Kemuk areas are further discussed in text.  
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Figure 4.8 Results of two-step Euler depth analyses of residual magnetic field data over the Kemuk and Audn areas. 

The image illustrates that magnetic sources are relatively shallow. A. Residual magnetic field over the Kemuk 

resource with mapped characteristic short wavelength, high amplitude anomalies shown as black triangles. B. Tilt 

derivative map over the Kemuk resource with results of curvature analyses of the total horizontal gradient of the 

upward continued data. C. Results of two-step Euler depth analysis over the Kemuk area. D. Residual magnetic field 

over the Audn area with available drill hole information shown as black circles and mapped characteristic short 

wavelength, high amplitude anomalies shown as black triangles. E. Tilt derivative map over the Audn area with 

results of curvature analyses of the total horizontal gradient of the upward continued data. F. Results of two-step 

Euler depth analysis over the Audn area.  
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Figure 4.9 Results of two-step Euler depth analyses of residual magnetic field data over the Okstukuk Hills and 

North Kemuk areas. The image illustrates that magnetic sources are relatively shallow. A. Residual magnetic field 

over the Okstukuk Hills area with mapped characteristic short wavelength, high amplitude anomalies shown as 

black triangles. B. Tilt derivative map over the Okstukuk Hills area with results of curvature analyses of the total 

horizontal gradient of the upward continued data. C. Results of two-step Euler depth analysis over the Okstukuk 

Hills area. D. Residual magnetic field over the North Kemuk area with mapped characteristic short wavelength, high 

amplitude anomalies shown as black triangles. E. Tilt derivative map over the North Kemuk area with results of 

curvature analyses of the total horizontal gradient of the upward continued data. F. Results of two-step Euler depth 

analysis over the North Kemuk area.  

 

The RTP data show contrasting magnetic patterns in the region (Figure 4.3). The high amplitude magnetic 

anomalies with varying wavelengths south of the Lake Clark fault. Broad, moderate amplitude, long wavelength 

anomaly high is mapped to the northwest of the Mulchatna fault. The broad anomaly high likely reflects a relatively 

deep magnetic source. A low magnetic background with clusters of magnetic highs characterizes the region between 

the Lake Clark and Mulchatna faults. Several isolated, northeast-trending, magnetic highs are found along the 

Telaquana fault.  

The UC data also show contrasting magnetic features (Figure 4.4). A relatively continuous magnetic 

anomaly high occurs south of the Lake Clark fault. A subdued magnetic signature characterizes the area northwest 
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of the Mulchatna fault. A magnetic low with broad, oval-shaped anomaly highs trending northeast characterizes the 

area between the Lake Clark and Mulchatna faults.  

The TDR shows a complex pattern of magnetic anomalies (Figure 4.5). Linear north-northeast- to 

northeast-trending anomalies that are several kilometers to more 70 km in length characterize the area mostly 

southeast of the Mulchatna fault. Broad anomaly highs with circular and linear highs and lows characterize the area 

northwest of the Mulchatna fault.  

The magnetic features in the RTP, UC, and TDR anomaly maps form three distinct magnetic domains 

(Figures 4.3, 4.4, 4.5). The Peninsular domain located south of the Lake Clark fault is characterized by broad RTP 

and UC anomaly highs, along with north-northeast- to northeast-trending TDR lineaments. The outcropping geology 

consists mostly of Jurassic plutonic rocks with lesser Cretaceous and younger plutonic rocks and north-northeast-

trending greenstone rocks (Figure 4.2). The Kuskokwim domain located north of the Mulchatna fault is 

characterized by both broad RTP and TDR highs that exhibit circular and linear features, and a subdued UC 

anomaly. The bedrock geology consists mostly of sedimentary rocks intruded by Cretaceous and younger igneous 

rocks (Figure 4.2). Clusters of RTP anomaly highs that form isolated UC highs along the Lake Clark fault, as well as 

linear northeast- to north-northeast trending TDR anomalies, characterize the Kahiltna domain between the Lake 

Clark and Mulchatna faults. The bedrock geology is composed of Jurassic volcaniclastic rocks and sedimentary 

rocks that are intruded by Cretaceous and younger igneous rocks and overlain by Tertiary volcanic rocks. The 

southwestern boundaries of the magnetic domains are less evident than their northeastern counterparts. This is likely 

due to deepening magnetic sources as suggested by the relatively broader magnetic anomalies. 

4.6.1 Greenstone-hosted 

The VMS resources in the greenstone-hosted classification are in the Peninsular and Kahiltna magnetic 

domains. The resources occur along north-northeast linear magnetic features that are best illustrated in the TDR 

(Figure 4.5). The magnetic lineaments correlate with mapped greenstone rock and continue with no disruptions 

across the magnetic domain boundaries. Similar trending magnetic lineaments occur to the west in both magnetic 

domains. 

4.6.2 Oxidized Intrusion-related 

 The oxidized intrusion-related resources include porphyry copper, skarn, and Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic 

complexes. The porphyry copper and Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic complexes are exclusively within the Peninsular 

and Kahiltna magnetic domains. Similarly the skarn resources are almost entirely within the Peninsular and Kahiltna 

magnetic domains with an exception in the extreme north (SM075).  

 The porphyry copper resources are concentrated in the Peninsular and Kahiltna magnetic domains. Most of 

these resources are associated with RTP anomaly highs (Figure 4.3), however a cluster occurs over a prominent low 

(LC026, LC029, LC032, LC034). The lack of magnetic anomaly at this scale suggests the source intrusions for these 

resources are non-magnetic. The UC anomaly high underlies all of the porphyry copper resources in the Peninsular 

magnetic domain (Figure 4.4). In the Kahiltna magnetic domain most of the porphyry copper resources are within or 

proximal to peak THGD of the UC data (Figure 4.4).  
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 The skarn resources, like the porphyry copper resources, are mostly within the Peninsular and Kahiltna 

magnetic domains. In the Peninsular magnetic domain many skarn resources are associated with RTP anomaly highs 

(Figure 4.3). In addition, several skarn resources occur along the peak gradient of the UC data that are associated 

with the eastern edge of the outcropping plutons (Figure 4.4). In the Kahiltna magnetic domain the known skarn 

resources also occur within RTP anomaly highs (Figure 4.3) that are further highlighted in the UC data (Figure 4.4).  

 The known Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic complexes are limited to the Peninsular and Kahiltna magnetic 

domains. In both domains these resources are associated with RTP anomaly highs (Figure 4.3). In the Peninsular 

magnetic domain the RTP highs can be masked by the generally high magnetic background evident in both the RTP 

and UC maps (Figures 4.3, 4.4), making it difficult to attribute individual anomalies to such resources. In the 

Kahiltna magnetic domain the resources are also correlated with RTP and UC anomaly highs (IL006). However, the 

intense magnetic anomaly high at Kemuk is easily identifiable on the RTP and UC maps (Figures 4.3, 4.4). Several 

other similarily intense RTP magnetic anomalies are found west of Kemuk in the Okstukuk Hills area within the 

Kahiltna magnetic domain. Also, approximately 50 km northwest of Kemuk are similar intense RTP magnetic 

anomalies in the Kuskokwim magnetic domain. The anomalies at Kemuk, Okstukuk Hills, and to the northwest are 

all also mapped with the gradients of the UC data (Figure 4.4). In addition, the TDR also maps these three clusters 

of intense RTP magnetic anomaly highs and shows two parallel trending lineaments in the Okstukuk Hills area 

(Figure 4.5).  

4.6.3 Reduced Intrusion-related 

 The reduced intrusion-related resources are located mostly north and west of the Lake Clark fault within 

the Kahiltna and Kuskokwim magnetic domains. In the Kahiltna domain these resources do not produce distinct 

magnetic anomalies within the RTP, UC, or TDR maps. At best these resources are mostly observed over RTP 

magnetic anomaly lows. However, in the Kuskokwim magnetic domain, the reduced intrusion-related resources 

have a more distinct magnetic character, in particular within the RTP and TDR maps. The RTP anomaly within the 

Shotgun Hills area produces an annular magnetic high that is peripheral to the outcropping plutonic rocks (Figure 

4.3). The annular ring is further highlighted in the TDR map (Figure 4.5). Several additional circular magnetic 

features are associated with reduced intrusion-related resources in the Kuskokwim domain (TA020, TA009). The 

circular magnetic features with varying dimensions in the RTP and TDR maps that spatially correlate with known 

reduced intrusion-related resources are all disturbances in a predominately smoothly varying magnetic field. These 

areas all correlate with outcropping plutonic rocks (Figure 4.2). Distinct RTP and TDR anomalies also occur at 

Sleitat, which is proximal to the boundary between the two magnetic domains. Here the magnetic field produces 

northeast-trending lineaments in both the RTP and TDR maps. However, these trends occur along strike of 

outcropping greenstone units (Figure 4.2) and so may reflect similar geology in the near subsurface.  

4.6.4 Epithermal 

The epithermal resources are found in all three magnetic domains. In the Peninsular magnetic domain, the 

epithermal resources occur mostly over RTP and UC anomaly highs (Figures 4.3, 4.4). However, in the Kahiltna 

magnetic domain, the epithermal resources occur over RTP and UC anomaly lows. In the Pebble district the 
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epithermal resource occurs proximal to, but outside of, the peak gradient of the UC data (Figure 4.4). In the 

Kuskokwim magnetic domain northwest of the Holitna fault, the epithermal systems occur over both broad RTP and 

TDR anomaly highs (TA001, TA003, TA004, TA005, TA018) and lows (TA016). Southeast of the Holitna fault, 

these resources occur proximal to the disturbances in the RTP and TDR maps that have circular and linear 

geometries (TA006, TA019, TA021, TA022).  

4.6.5 Short Wavelength, High Amplitude Anomalies 

 The mapped characteristic short wavelength, high amplitude anomalies occur in all three magnetic domains 

and show good spatial correlation with known oxidized intrusion-related resources that include Alaska-type 

ultramafic-mafic complexes and skarns (Figure 4.6C). In the Peninsular magnetic domain, the mapped anomalies 

correlate with Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic and skarn resources within the outcropping plutonic rocks (Figure 

4.6C). The mapped anomalies form a northeast trending belt that is approximately 35 km wide and more than 125 

km long. However, the rugged terrain in the Alaska-Aleutian Range along with the relatively magnetic near-surface 

rocks evident in the RTP map (Figure 4.3) indicates a magnetized terrain, which complicates interpretation (Grauch 

and Campbell, 1984).  

 In the Kahiltna magnetic domain the mapped anomalies also correlate with known Alaska-type ultramafic-

mafic complexes and skarn (Figure 4.6C). In the Pebble district both resource types occur and characteristic 

anomalies were identified (IL002, IL006). Additional characteristic anomalies are mapped less than 25 km north of 

Kaskanak Mountain. The anomalies over the Kemuk resource (DI003) are all mapped along a 20 km north-northeast 

trend. In the Neacola area several mapped anomalies spatially correlate with skarn resources (LC008, LC010). 

Additional characteristic anomalies that have no known resources have also been mapped. In the Muklung and 

Okstukuk Hills a lineament of mapped anomalies trends north for more than 45 km (Figure 4.6C). The bedrock 

geology consists mostly of sedimentary rocks and plutons, but is largely covered by glacial deposits (Figure 4.2). 

Approximately 5 km north of the Audn prospect are mapped anomalies over small, isolated RTP highs. The bedrock 

geology is entirely concealed by Quaternary deposits (Figure 4.2). About 25 km to the southeast are additional 

mapped anomalies over isolated RTP highs (Figure 4.6) and the bedrock geology is concealed by Quaternary 

deposits. In addition, approximately 30 km northwest of the Audn prospect are mapped anomalies where again 

Quaternary deposits cover the area.  

 The mapped short wavelength, high amplitude anomalies in the Kuskokwim magnetic domain occur 

approximately 20 km south of Shotgun Hills (Figure 4.6C). The bedrock geology consists of sedimentary rocks and 

limited plutons. The RTP anomaly, similar in shape to that over the Kemuk resource (Figure 4.3), suggest the source 

of the mapped anomaly continues 10 km to the south.  

4.6.6 Depth Estimates 

 The depth estimates are focused in the southwestern part of the study area where the bedrock geology is 

largely concealed by Quaternary deposits (Figure 4.2). The calculated structural indices range from 0 to 1.01 with 

87% being less than 0.25 (Figure 4.7). The low values and narrow range of calculated structural indices suggest that 

the estimated depths mostly represent the shallowest possible contact sources. In general, the solutions produce 
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excellent clusters in several areas where they occur as both oval and linear features. Four of these areas are 

examined in more detail below. 

 In the Kemuk area, drill hole and interpreted cross sections indicate the magnetic basement is beneath 30 to 

140 m of Quaternary deposits (Humble Oil Refining Company, 1959; Foley et al., 1997). The ultramafic to mafic 

magnetic basement includes pyroxenite, magnetite pyroxenite, and gabbro that intrude non-magnetic siltstone, 

sandstone, and limestone. Drill holes indicate the magnetic material is steeply dipping and continues to depths 

greater than 600 meters. The residual magnetic field shows an intense isolated anomaly and a more subtle anomaly 

to the southeast (Figure 4.8A). The TDR produces north-northeast trending lineaments (Figure 4.8B). The depth 

estimate solutions form two distinct oval clusters (Figure 4.8C). The main cluster has dimension 8 x 24 km. The 

secondary cluster to the southeast has dimension 4 x 9 km. The shallowest depth estimates suggest the source 

beneath the main cluster is less than 100 meters and agrees well with drill hole observations. In addition, estimated 

depths between 300-600 meters are common while the deepest estimates are up to 700 meters and occur near the 

edges of the solution cluster. Similar shallow depth estimates are generated within the secondary cluster of solutions 

to the southeast.  

 In the Audn area, limited drill hole information indicates that near Block D bedrock includes limestone and 

siltstone beneath 75 meters of glacial deposits (Figure 4.8D), whereas non-magnetic granite is encountered beneath 

70 meters of glacial deposits in Block H (Anderson et al., unpubl. data). The residual magnetic field shows clusters 

of high amplitude anomalies (Figure 4.8D). The TDR shows a north-northeast trending lineament along with oval 

highs with varying dimensions that trend north-northeast (Figure 4.8E). The depth estimate solutions form northeast 

trending lineaments in the west and east with several more irregular clusters in between (Figure 4.8F). Along the 

more pronounced lineament to the west the estimated depths are mostly between 0 and 300 meters, with estimates 

between 100 and 300 meters near Block D. The easterly lineament shows estimated depths of less than 100 meters. 

The irregular clusters between the lineaments show estimated depths between 200 and 600 meters, slightly deeper 

than along the lineaments. The solutions near Block H indicate depths between 0 and 100 meter that correlates well 

with drill hole observations. 

 In the Okstukuk Hills area, there is no available subsurface information. The residual magnetic field 

produces clusters of intense anomaly highs that trend north-south (Figure 4.9A). The TDR produces two parallel 

lineaments (Figure 4.9B). The depth estimate solutions cluster to form 12 x 35 km oval (Figure 4.9C), slightly larger 

than that at Kemuk. The shallowest estimated depths are between 0 and 100 meters with depths generally deepening 

to the east to around 600 to 700 meters.  

 In the North Kemuk area, there is no available subsurface information. The residual magnetic field 

produces an intense north-south elongated anomaly high (Figure 4.9D). The TDR indicates two separate lineaments 

(Figure 4.9E). Similar to Kemuk and Okstukuk Hills, the estimated depth solutions cluster to form a 7 x 20 km oval 

(Figure 4.9F). An additional cluster, but more irregular in geometry, occurs to the east. The shallowest estimated 

depth solutions over the oval shaped cluster are between 0 and 100 meters. The estimated depths deepen to a range 

of 600 to 700 meters to the east, similar to that observed over Okstukuk Hills. The irregular shaped cluster to the 

east shows estimated depths around 0 to 100 meters.  
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4.7 Discussion 

 The anomalous magnetic field has been used to divide the region into magnetic domains and assess the 

mineral resources that occur within them. The magnetic domains include the Peninsular, Kahiltna, and Kuskokwim 

domains and are based on the RTP, UC, and TDR anomalies. Several of the mineral resource classifications are 

limited to particular domains; however some are found in all three. 

 The Peninsular magnetic domain is characterized by RTP and UC anomaly highs, along with linear TDR 

anomalies. The mineral resources include greenstone-hosted, oxidized intrusion-related, and epithermal. The RTP 

anomaly highs indicate the presence of near-surface magnetic sources. These anomalies spatially correlate with 

outcropping Jurassic ultramafic to intermediate rocks that developed during formation of the Talkeetna arc (Clift et 

al., 2005a; Rioux et al., 2010). The intermediate quartz diorite plutons have fresh mafic minerals with accessory 

minerals apatite and magnetite comprising 1% of the rock (Detterman and Hartsock, 1966) indicating a potential 

source for the magnetic anomalies. In addition, the mafic rocks are composed of 5 to 10% magnetite; whereas the 

ultramafic rocks include hornblendite that can contain as much as 20% magnetite (Detterman and Reed, 1980). Thus 

these outcropping intermediate to ultramafic rocks are interpreted as the source for the RTP anomalies. The shallow 

level intrusions likely led to the formation of the oxidized intrusion-related resources that occur along the 

outcropping Jurassic plutonic rocks (Figure 4.3). The large extent of the UC anomaly high suggests that the 

magnetic material continues with depth (Figure 4.4).  

 The Kahiltna magnetic domain is characterized by clusters of RTP anomaly highs that coalesce into UC 

anomalies, along with linear TDR anomalies. The magnetic domain is similar to that of the Peninsular domain but 

the UC anomaly highs are generally more isolated with exception in the Alaska-Aleutian Range. The RTP anomaly 

highs indicate the presence of near-surface magnetic sources and have been correlated with both intermediate 

plutonic rocks that contain 2% magnetite and ultramafic rocks that have up to 20% magnetite (Humble Oil Refining 

Company, 1959; Bouley et al., 1995; Anderson et al., 2013; Lang et al., 2013). The UC anomalies trending northeast 

represent favorable areas for middle Cretaceous porphyry copper systems (Anderson et al., 2013). The THG of these 

anomalies encompasses most of the middle Cretaceous hydrothermal systems in the Pebble district and three-

dimensional magnetic inversions indicate that relatively high magnetic material continues to depths much greater 

than 5 km beneath the outcropping intermediate rocks (Anderson et al., unpubl. data). Thus in the Kahiltna domain 

the RTP and UC anomaly highs are imaging magnetic material that extends from the near-surface to great depths, 

similar to the Peninsular domain, and the oxidized intrusion-related resources occur within the magnetic anomaly 

highs. The more discontinuous UC anomalies in the Kahiltna domain may reflect less exhumation of the magnetic 

rocks than rocks in the Peninsular domain to the east.  

In contrast, the reduced intrusion-related resources that include Audn and Bonanza Hills do not show 

distinct magnetic anomalies within the Kahiltna domain. In addition, the epithermal resources including the low-

sulfidation type (IL005) near the Pebble district occur over RTP anomaly lows. At best the aeromagnetic signature 

of the reduced intrusion-related and epithermal resources can be characterized as RTP anomaly lows in the Kahiltna 

domain. 
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The Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic resources are found within the Kahiltna magnetic domain. The known 

resources are within the Pebble district (IL006) and near Kemuk Mountain (DI003). In the Pebble district the RTP 

and UC anomalies associated with these resources are not obvious (Figures 4.3, 4.4) even though the rocks contain 

>10% magnetite (Bouley et al., 1995; Lang et al., 2013). The intense RTP anomaly over the Kemuk resource is 

clearly mapped (Figure 4.3) where the ultramafic to mafic magnetic basement includes pyroxenite (3% magnetite), 

magnetite pyroxenite (10-20% magnetite), and gabbro (9% magnetite) that intrude non-magnetic siltstone, 

sandstone, and limestone (Humble Oil Refining Company, 1959). In addition, the UC data also map such resource 

(Figure 4.4). Similar magnetic anomalies are found to the southwest in the Okstukuk Hills areas.  

Thomas (2009) uses contoured high-resolution aeromagnetic data to show that high amplitude magnetic 

anomalies correlate with Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic intrusions in Quesnel terrane in Canada. In southwest Alaska 

the aeromagnetic data are collected along widely spaced flight lines which may complicate contouring. As a result 

profile data are preferred for mapping characteristic short wavelength, high amplitude anomalies that may be 

imaging shallow, highly magnetic sources such as Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic complexes. 

The characteristic short wavelength, high amplitude anomalies are mapped in all three magnetic domains. 

In the Peninsular magnetic domain the characteristic anomalies occur along outcropping rocks in the Alaska-

Aleutian Range and correlate well with mapped Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic complexes and skarn resources. 

Several characteristic anomalies do not have associated resources. The rugged terrain composed of relatively 

magnetic rocks may be producing false anomalies. Therefore this technique is not well suited in the highly magnetic 

Peninsular domain and caution should be used when interpreting the results.  

In the Kahiltna domain the characteristic anomalies correlate with the known middle Cretaceous Alaska-

type ultramafic-mafic complexes and skarn resources (Iriondo et al., 2003; Lang et al., 2013). The characteristic 

anomalies form a broad belt that trends northeast from Okstukuk Hills to the Neacola area (Figure 4.6) and follows 

the UC anomaly trend favorable for middle Cretaceous porphyry copper deposits (Anderson et al., 2013). Several 

characteristic anomalies occur within UC anomalies and are proximal to skarn resources. A single Ar-Ar date on 

biotite in a syenite rock in Okstukuk Hills of 84 Ma indicates middle Cretaceous magmatism associated with the 

characteristic anomalies (Iriondo et al., 2003). Additional characteristic anomalies are mapped south of the Shotgun 

Hills in the Kuskokwim domain. Depth estimates indicate the characteristic magnetic anomalies are relatively 

shallow, generally around 100 meters. The characteristic magnetic anomalies follow the trend of the UC anomalies 

in both the Kahiltna and Peninsular domains. Thus there appears to be two belts of relatively shallow Alaska-type 

ultramafic-mafic complexes: a Jurassic belt running along the Alaska-Aleutian Range (Peninsular domain) and a 

broader Late Cretaceous belt mostly within the Kahiltna domain. 

The lineaments mapped by the TDR in the Peninsular and Kahiltna magnetic domains strike similar to the 

outcropping greenstone rocks. These rocks show variation in strike where in the east the Tlikakila Complex and 

Cottonwood Bay greenstones trend north-northeast and further west the Chilikadrotna greenstones trend northeast 

(Figure 4.2). Not all outcropping greenstone units correlate with linear magnetic features. This is likely due to 

magnetically contrasting lithologies in the greenstone rocks, which range from non-magnetic metamorphosed 

limestone, siltstone, and sandstone to magnetic altered mafic and ultramafic rocks (Detterman and Reed, 1980; 
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Amato et al., 2007a). In addition, discontinuous north-northeast trending TDR lineaments with lengths generally less 

than 15 km have been interpreted to represent Tertiary volcanic rocks east of the Pebble district (Anderson et al., 

unpubl. data). Thus similarly trending TDR anomalies may be mapping greenstone rocks and Tertiary volcanic 

rocks, but the greenstone rocks generally produce significantly longer lineaments up to 70 km in length.  

The Tlikakila complex has been interpreted as a suprasubduction zone ophiolite that formed during the 

initiation of subduction that led to the Jurassic Talkeetna island-arc (Amato et al., 2007a). Within the Tlikakila 

complex are the only known VMS resources west of the Jurassic plutonic rocks (Figure 4.2; LC013, LC022, 

LC052). The greenstone-hosted VMS resources are all inferred to be Late Triassic or younger (Table 1). Thus in the 

Peninsular and Kahiltna magnetic domains, the lineaments highlighted in the TDR data (Figure 4.5) have spatial 

correlation with metamorphosed mafic-ultramafic rocks and associated VMS resources.  

The magnetic lineaments landward of the island-arc are a major characteristic of the anomalous magnetic 

field. These lineaments are best illustrated in the TDR map and mostly occur within the Peninsular and Kahiltna 

magnetic domains; however, lineaments also occur on the eastern end of the Kuskokwim domain. Major magnetic 

lineaments have been mapped in modern island-arc settings in the western Pacific (Martinez et al., 1995; Taylor et 

al., 1996; Fujiwara et al., 2001). The magnetic lineaments have been attributed to magnetic intrusions and volcanism 

emplaced along rift blocks composed of lesser magnetic material that have been dissected and downthrown along 

normal faults. The Tlikakila complex that hosts VMS resources may be an analog to this. The major lineaments 

further west under glacial cover may be mapping similar geology that potentially hosts VMS resources. 

 The Kuskokwim magnetic domain is characterized by broad RTP and UC anomaly highs. The TDR 

anomalies are generally broader and can have both linear and circular geometries, but the north-northeast and 

northeast-trending lineaments are less common. The mineral resources include oxidized and reduced intrusion-

related and epithermal. The broad RTP and UC anomaly highs indicate a relatively deep magnetic basement. The 

reduced intrusion-related resources produce disturbances in the generally smoothly varying RTP anomaly high 

(Figure 4.3; e.g. Shotgun Hills). In Yukon, Canada similar magnetic disturbances have been attributed to magnetic 

pyrrhotite in the hornfels zone (Hart, 2007). The annular ring surrounding Shotgun Hills is better highlighted in the 

TDR anomaly (Figure 4.5). Several similar circular TDR anomalies with varying diameters are found within the 

Kuskokwim magnetic domain. The disturbances likely reflect granitic intrusions within the sedimentary rocks 

(Figure 4.2). The varying dimensions may be attributed to the size of the causative pluton or the erosional level 

(Hart, 2007).  

The known oxidized intrusion-related resource in the Kuskokwim magnetic domain is associated with the 

continental margin rocks to the north (SM075; Figure 4.2). The subtle RTP and UC anomalies differ significantly 

from those associated with the oxidized intrusion related-systems in the Peninsular and Kahiltna domains (Figures 

4.3, 4.4). The TDR depicts a low surrounded by a narrow circular high (Figure 4.5). The magnetic signature is more 

similar to that of a reduced intrusion-related resource than an oxidized intrusion-related resource and so is more 

likely a reduced intrusion-related resource.  

The epithermal resources that include both low- and high-sulfidation systems occur in all three magnetic 

domains. In general, the rocks associated with these resources do not produce distinct magnetic anomalies. The 
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epithermal resources occur over RTP and UC anomaly highs in the Peninsular domain whereas they occur over RTP 

and UC anomaly lows in the Kahiltna domain. This may reflect the predominately magnetic character of the rocks in 

the Peninsular domain. In addition, the epithermal resources in the Peninsular domain may be shallow high-

sulfidation expressions of oxidized intrusion-related resources; however, the mineral resource descriptions do not 

contain significant descriptive information to further differentiate. The magnetic low association in the Kahiltna 

domain suggests underlying source intrusions are non-magnetic. In the Kuskokwim domain many epithermal 

resources are associated with disturbances in the generally smoothly varying magnetic field, similar to reduced 

intrusion-related related resources. The magnetic data are not sufficient enough to distinguish between such 

resources.  

The classified mineral resources, outcropping geology, and the characteristics of the anomalous magnetic 

field can be interpreted together to produce a mineral potential map that shows favorable areas for additional mineral 

resources (Figure 4.10). The favorable areas indicate the presence of causative plutons or host geology and do not 

directly image a deposit. The potential greenstone-hosted VMS resources are best imaged using the lineaments in 

the TDR map. Favorable areas occur mostly landward of the Jurassic plutonic rocks along linear TDR anomalies. In 

the Audn area the major lineament has minimum depth estimates of around 100-200 m suggesting potential VMS 

resources could be relatively shallow targets. A similar trending lineament occurs south and west of Kaskanak 

Mountain. 

The distribution of oxidized intrusion-related resources and their direct or inferred ages permits the 

interpretation of two belts of such resources: a Jurassic belt trending north-northeast and a middle Cretaceous belt 

trending northeast (Figure 4.10). The resources are best imaged with the RTP and UC anomalies. The northeast-

trending RTP and UC anomaly highs correlate with outcropping Jurassic plutonic rocks in the Alaska-Aleutian 

Range and indicate the presence of a belt of porphyry copper and skarn resources. Epithermal resources may also be 

present but are not well imaged with the magnetic data. In addition, to the west are similar RTP and UC anomaly 

highs that include the middle Cretaceous porphyry copper and skarn resources in the Pebble and Neacola areas.  

Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic resources occur along both of the porphyry copper and skarn belts (Figure 

4.10). In the Kahiltna domain the resources are best mapped using the characteristic short wavelength, high 

amplitude magnetic anomalies and commonly occur within RTP and UC magnetic anomaly highs. In the Kemuk, 

Audn, Okstukuk Hills, and North Kemuk areas these potential resources appear to be under around 100 m of glacial 

deposits or sedimentary rocks, thereby making them relatively shallow targets.  

The distribution of reduced intrusion-related resources is best imaged within the Kuskokwim domain. The 

intrusive rocks associated with these resources are evident as disturbances in a relatively smooth RTP field and 

better highlighted with the TDR. Proximal to such disturbances in the Kuskokwim domain highlight additional 

favorable areas for more reduced intrusion-related resources (Figure 4.10). Epithermal resources do not appear to 

have distinct magnetic signatures and limits the mapping of their potential. However, the high-sulfidation epithermal 

resources are commonly underlain by porphyry copper systems (Seedorff et al., 2005) their potential may be similar 

to porphyry copper and skarn. 
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Figure 4.10 Mineral potential map of southwest Alaska showing known resources and prospective areas for 

additional mineral resources. 

 

4.8 Conclusions 

 Mineral resource descriptions have been used to classify gold-rich mineral resources. The common 

classification scheme can be an effective way of relating aeromagnetic data to such resources. Aeromagnetic data 

provide continuous observations over poorly understood mineral resources in a remote region of southwest Alaska 

where much of the bedrock geology is concealed. Magnetic domains are defined and the aeromagnetic signature of 

the mineral resources and outcropping geology are used to extend the potential for addition gold-rich resources.  

 The greenstone-hosted VMS resources occur along magnetic lineaments that are best illustrated with the 

TDR. These lineaments trend north-northeast and northeast in an area that extends from the Alaska-Aleutian range 

in the east to <50 km east of Kemuk Mountain. Several outcropping greenstone units correlate with the magnetic 

lineaments. These prominent magnetic lineaments represent the structure of the remanent ocean floor on which the 

island-arcs were built.  
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 The oxidized intrusion-related resources occur throughout the region. Such resources include porphyry 

copper, skarn, and Alaska-type ultramafic-mafic complexes. Two belts of oxidized intrusion-related resources have 

beem mapped. The Jurassic belt has several outcropping oxidized intrusion-related resources associated with it and 

trend north-northeast in the Alaska-Aleutian Range. The middle Cretaceous belt trends northeast and includes the 

porphyry copper and skarn resources including those in the Pebble district. 

 The reduced intrusion-related resources occur mostly in the Kahiltna and Kuskokwim domains. The 

aeromagnetic data are only effective for mapping such resources in the Kuskokwim domain. Similarly, the 

epithermal resources occur through the region. However, magnetic data only appear to be effective for mapping 

such resources in the Kuskokwim domain. 

 The accreted island-arc setting hosts several types of intrusion-related and greenstone-hosted resources. 

The mineral deposit descriptions, although limited in many cases, can provided helpful information for interpreting 

aeromagnetic data. Taken together, the data sets can produce a mineral potential map that highlights regions 

favorable for additional mineral resources.  
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Comparison of Magnetic Inversion Results and Drill Hole Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements 

Three-dimensional magnetic inversion results are best achieved when constrained by additional subsurface 

information. Such information may include geology models, other geophysical data sets, or magnetic susceptibility 

measurements. In the Pebble region limited magnetic susceptibility measurements on drill holes mostly within the 

deposit are available (Figure 5.1A). These data are compared to the preferred three-dimensional magnetic inversion 

results that focused on better understanding the distribution of magnetic material within the deep magnetic contact 

that encompasses several magnetic anomalies within the Pebble region (Figure 5.1B).  

Magnetic susceptibility measurements from 53 drill holes are used to construct a susceptibility model near 

the Pebble deposit. A voxel model is generated using 30 m cubic cells that results in a volume of 5.2 km
3
. The 

susceptibility model indicates that the cover sequence is largely magnetic (Figure 5.1C). The cover sequence 

consists of Late Cretaceous and younger volcanic and sedimentary rocks (Lang et al., 2013) with the higher 

susceptibilities attributed to basalt (Anderson et al., 2013). Beneath the cover sequence is an area that consists of 

variably magnetic rock (Figure 5.1C). This area correlates with the Pebble resource that is hosted in sedimentary 

rocks and sills of granodiorite and diorite composition dipping to the east (Lang et al., 2013). The variably magnetic 

signature indicates that the hydrothermal system both produced and destroyed magnetite which is consistent with 

drill hole observations (Lang et al., 2013). The lowest modeled susceptibility values dip to the east within the 

resource. At depth are granodiorite plutons that are genetically related to the deposit. The distribution of these deep 

plutons is poorly understood (Gregory et al., 2013; Lang et al., 2013). The relatively high magnetic susceptibility 

values within the deeper pluton to the east indicate an increase in magnetite content.  

The inversion results are centered over the Kaskanak batholith and the magnetic anomalies to the north 

(Figure 5.1A,B). The mesh of cuboidal cells is mostly 400 x 400 x 400 m, with the exception of 15 near surface cells 

being only 200 m-thick, and has approximate x,y,z dimensions of 55 x 66 x 11 km, respectively. The volume of 

model subsurface material includes 38,975 km
3
. The preferred inversion results show variably magnetic material 

proximal to the Pebble deposit (Figure 5.1D). The cover sequence is relatively non-magnetic near the surface but 

becomes more magnetic with depth. The near surface magnetic low may be attributed to the mapped Quaternary 

deposits at the surface that were estimated to be 200 m-thick in the near-surface geologic model that was used to 

constrain the inversion process (Figure 3.8; Table 3.2). Beneath the cover sequence the deposit is modeled as 

relatively non-magnetic. The magnetic structure dips to the east and agrees well with drill hole observations. At 

depth the modeled magnetic susceptibility values increase. The top of the granodiorite pluton in the west agrees well 

with the increase in modeled magnetic susceptibility values. In addition, the increase in modeled magnetic 

susceptibility values to the west and downward suggests proximity to relatively magnetic rocks within the Kaskanak 

batholith (Figure 5.1A). The modeled magnetic susceptibility values increase near the granodiorite pluton in the 

east. However, such an increase continues to depths shallower than the contact with the cover sequence which 

indicates Late Cretaceous and younger volcanic rocks may also contribute to the modeled high.  
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Figure 5.1 Comparison between measured magnetic susceptibility values on drill holes and preferred magnetic 

inversion results presented in Chapter 3. A. Geology map showing location of available drill holes that contain 

measured magnetic susceptibility values. The location of cross section A-A’ is mostly within the Pebble resource. B. 

Reduced-to-Pole map showing magnetic anomalies centered over the Kaskanak batholith. Similar amplitude 

magnetic anomalies occur to the north. Magnetic inversion results are centered over the Kaskanak batholith and 

cover the entire map area. C. Cross section A-A’ showing the voxel model generated from measured magnetic 
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susceptibility values. The linework indicates the location of geologic contacts (Gregory et al., 2013; Lang et al., 

2013). D. Cross section A-A’ showing the preferred magnetic inversion results.  

 

The modeled magnetic susceptibility values from drill hole measurements and inversion results show good 

correlation, albeit of differing resolution (Figures 5.1C,D). Both data sets model the resource as having relatively 

low magnetic susceptibility values. In addition, the granodiorite plutons at depth are modeled as having high 

magnetic susceptibility values in both data sets. The modeled values within the cover sequence are less consistent. 

The measured magnetic susceptibility values indicate the rocks within the cover sequence along this profile are 

highly magnetic. However, the modeled inversion results within the cover sequence indicate that the rocks have both 

moderately low and high magnetic susceptibility values. The discrepancy may be related to both the near-surface 

geologic model having non-magnetic Quaternary deposits at the surface (Figure 3.8) and the smoothness terms 

within the inversion algorithm. Such terms are not well constrained and may be resulting in too smooth of a 

transition from non-magnetic Quaternary deposits to relatively magnetic Late Cretaceous or younger volcanic rocks. 

Nevertheless the overall patterns within the two data sets agree and indicate favorable inversion results within the 

volume where subsurface magnetic susceptibility measurements are available. Also, the granodiorite plutons that are 

genetically related to the Pebble resource are imaged in the inversion results and may help locate additional areas 

favorable of porphyry systems along the deep magnetic contact.  

5.2 General Conclusions 

Aeromagnetic data have been used to better understand the geology and mineral resources near the middle 

Cretaceous Pebble porphyry Cu-Au-Mo deposit in southwest Alaska. These data have proven effective for mapping 

geology and mineral resources in an area largely concealed by Tertiary and Quaternary cover. In addition they have 

helped establish a three dimensional geologic framework beneath the Pebble deposit. The significant findings are 

summarized as follow: 

 District-scale, high-resolution aeromagnetic data show that the rocks associated with the Pebble deposit 

are successfully mapped using such data 

 Regional-scale aeromagnetic data, combined with available radiometric age dates and known mineral 

resource occurrences, highlight a >400-km-long linear trend of magnetic anomalies interpreted as 

favorable for additional middle Cretaceous porphyry deposits 

 Magnetic susceptibility measurements on middle Cretaceous igneous rocks from the Pebble district and 

the Late Cretaceous Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills volcano-plutonic complex indicate the two magmatic 

events produced rocks with dissimilar magnetic properties 

 Filtered aeromagnetic data over the Pebble district and Pike Creek-Stuyahok Hills areas show that the 

plutonic rocks produce contrasting aeromagnetic signatures  

 A deep magnetic contact extends favorable areas for porphyry copper resources in the Pebble district to 

the north under Tertiary and Quaternary cover 

 Forward magnetic modeling and filtered aeromagnetic data indicate that the Pebble district is underlain 

by highly magnetic material at depth 
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 Methods to generate a near-surface 3-D geologic model attributed with magnetic susceptibility 

measurements have been developed to help constrain the magnetic inversion process 

 Magnetic inversion results indicate a common magnetic source at depth within the deep magnetic 

contact in the Pebble district 

 Comparison of magnetic inversion results and measured magnetic susceptibility values from drill holes 

indicates the general magnetic structure recovered during the inversion process follows same trends as 

evident in the more detailed drill hole observations 

 Gold-rich intrusion-related and greenstone-hosted mineral resources in an accreted island-arc terrane 

have been consistently classified and their aeromagnetic signatures have been assessed 

 Favorable areas for additional volcanogenic massive sulfide, porphyry copper, Alaska-type ultramafic-

mafic complexes, reduced intrusion related gold, and to a lesser extent epithermal resources have been 

identified 

5.3 Recommendations for Future Research 

Defining favorable areas for mineral resources under cover is becoming an increasingly important 

component to mineral exploration programs as most mineral resources that outcrop have been discovered. As such, 

geophysical characterization of known resources is vital to future mineral exploration. Proper characterization will 

involve multiple geophysical techniques with data collection that span deposit- to regional-scales. The resultant data 

need to be integrated together along with data from other disciplines of geology.  Interpreted products that span 

multiple disciplines would greatly improve our ability to assess mineral resources under cover. The following are 

recommendations for future research: 

 Data integration that brings together extensive drill hole information (lithology, alteration, 

mineralization, chemistry, structure, physical properties, spectral reflectance) and preferred magnetic, 

gravimetric, magnetotelluric, and time domain electromagnetic inversion results 

 Joint magnetic and gravity inversions that are constrained by physical property measurements and a 

three dimensional geologic model over the Pebble district to provide more detail to the subsurface 

structure within the deep magnetic contact 

 Automated workflow for generating geologic models to constrain magnetic inversions 

 Using radiogenic isotopes for both age constraints and petrogenetic understanding of the igneous rocks 

associated with the Pebble deposit to further understand the magnetic and gravity inversion results, in 

particular addressing the relationship between ultramafic and intermediate rocks 

 Metallogenic evolution of an accreted island-arc terrane using whole-rock geochemistry, magnetic 

susceptibility measurements, radiometric age dates to better understand the oxygen fugacity of the melts 

and associated igneous rocks through time  
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